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T 
HE generic nanH� of " T(•lepri nter " has 

no\\· h1•(•n allctt1·d to all t:·1ws of start
stop t1·legraph a ppar:1 t us. Tilt' :\I orkn1111 

Tt•lt·typ('S :'\o. I.\ and :'\o. 2.\, d1·scrih1·d in pn·
Yious issues of this Journal. an· tw\\· d1·sig·nat1·d 
T<'leprint1·rs :'\n. I.\ and :\1>. 2.\ n·spt•cti\'(·ly, 
\\'hil1· tilt' titl1· T!'l<'print1·r '.'\o. J\ has he(·n g·in·n 
to a start-stop instrunwnt, d1·sig·1wd by :\l1·ssrs. 
( 'n·1·d and ( 'n., tlw us1• of \\·hich is lwing g-r1·atl_\· 
1·:-;t1·1Hh·d h:· th1· D1·partnwnt. 

\-'11;. 1.-Tl·'.LEl'IUl'TEI< :\<1. 3.�. 

VOL. XXII. 

-

F11 ;. 2.--TE1.E1·1� 1 �Ti-:1� ',i . .  l·' ,,·n11 c( 1vi-:i.: i.:1-:�1' 1\·En. 

Fig. I is a g·1·1wral \'it'\\. of t ilt' T1·leprint<'r 
:'\o. J.\, and Fig·. 2 shows th1· arrang·enwnt of 
tlw nwclw11is111. It consists of a t_\.IW\\Titer kPy
IJoard transmitt1·r and a tapt·-printing receivt•r, 
independently dri\'t·n by a singh- shunt-wound 
motor of 1 i 1 2th H. I'., hut 111<111ntt'd on the same 
has1·. Tlw motor runs continuously, hut ttw 
transmitting and n·ceiYing nwchanisms are at 
n·st when sig·nals an· not lwing· transmitted m·f'r 
tlw cirrnit. Tiu· 01wrating spe1•d is (>o words 

pt>r min11t1·. 

A 
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SHADE'.D Cl�CLES t>ENOTIS MARKING SIGNALS . 

F1G. 3. 

Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of the five-unit 
code used, and it will be st>en that, apart from a 
ft>w secondary characters, it is the sanw as for 
tlw .\Iorkrurn instruments. The start signal, 
howeyer, which precedes a characlE'r combina
tion, is a marking impulse and the slop sig·nal 
a spacing impulse, i.e., just the opposite to the 
Morkrum apparatus with which the start and 
stop signals art> spacing and marhing impulses 
respectively. 

Transmitter Clutch Trip Jlechanism.-.\ cam 
slet>ve, which is at rest normally, controls all 
the mechanical operations of the Transmittt>r. 
\Vhen any key lever of the kt>yboard is de
pressed, a motor-driven spindle causes the cam 
sleeve to make one revolution and then stop. 
Th is is effected as follows : -

Refrrring to Fig. 4, R \Vis a Ratchet \Vheel 
driven continuously by the motor in the direc
tion shown. Pivoted on the Cam Slt>eve, which 
surrounds R \V, are two Pawls P. The Pawl 
Abutment PA holds these pawls, normally, in 
such a position that their hooked ends do not 
engage with the tet:>th of R \V. 

On depressing a Key Lever, the Trip Bar TB 
moves downwards, causing the upper end of 
TL to move the Cam Trip Lever CTL to the 
right. The latter t>ngag·es with tlw lower t>nd 
of PA, thereby lifting the upper extremity away 
from the Pawls. Immediately this occurs, the 
Pmvl Spring PS, encircling the Cam Sleeve, 
forct>s the hooked t>ncls of tht> Pawls into engage
ment with R \V and the Cam Slet>ve with its 
various Cams commt>nct>s to rotate. Ont> of the 
Cams, C, as it rotates, pushes CTL down until 
it disengagt>s from the forked end of P J\ : the 
lattE'r is then restored to its original position by 
tht> Spring SI, so that its upper end is in position 
to intt>rcept the pmds, ,,·ithdraw them from R\V 
and thus stop tlw l 'arn Sleen, at the end of one 
revolution. 

Kcy/Jnard Lnching .lrrangcmcnt.-In order 
to ensure that the proper sequence of impulses 
shall be sent when a key lever is operatt>d it is 
necessary (a) to prevent another key from being 
operated when one key is already depressed, and 
( b) to prevent a dt>pressed key from rising until 
the signal combination has been transmitted. 

For this purpose two Locking Bars, LB1 and 
LB2, are provided as shown in Fig. 4. LB2 is 
pivoted at Y and normally its front edge is just 
clear of tlw extremities E of the key levers. 
\\Then a ke�· lever is deprt>ssed, the Trip Bar 
TB turns about its pivot X, and the lower end 
of m, which is attached lo X, mon•s downwards. 
Spring S4- tlirn pulls the end of 11, which is 
fixed to the pivot Y, downwards, thus causing 
LB2 to mon' forward under the extremities of 
all tlw remaining· key levers, in which position 
it pre\'ents tlwm from being depressed. As 
soon as the key lever is released, TB will rise 
under the action of Spring· S3, and LB2 will be 
restored to its original position by the action of 
the uppt>r encl of m on n. The Locking Bar 
LB1 is controlled lw the Reset Lever RL. 
Immediately the Cam Slt>eve starts to rotate, 
Cam C, ,vhich controls RL, allows LB1 to move 
to the right under the action of Spring S6 and 
one of its projections h enters a hole in the 
depressed key lever, holding it down until the 
Cam Sleeve has complett:>d a revolution and Cam 
C has restored LB r to its original position. 

Transmilling Jfechanism.-Cnderneath the 

Kev Levers and at right angles to them are the 

Lo�king Bar LB1 and the fivt> Combination Bars 
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CB1 to CB5, as shown in Fig. 5. The upper 
edges of the latter have a series of projections 
arranged according to the signalling code and 
normally the bars are held to the left against the 
tensions of the Springs S, by the lower end of 
tlw Reset Lever RL, so that the projections do 
not come directly under the key levers. A key 
lever when depressed can therefore enter a set 
of notches berwet'n the projection of the Com
bination Bars. This is shown in Fig. 5 (Plan) 
where the black parts of the Combination Bars 
denote projections. The projections correspond 

TB 

Denu1. OF Pftwa. T1t1P. 

KEY 
LEVERS 

bination Bars. In addition there is a sixth 
Selecting Lever L6 operated by a sixth Cam C6, 
but there is no Combination Bar associated with 
L6. The function of Lo is to send the" Start" 
impulse. The lower ends of all the Selecting 
Levers bear against the upper part of the Actuat
ing Lever AL, the forked end of which embraces 
the insulated end of the Transmitting Tongue 
TT. The latter plays between the contacts S 

and M, which are connected to the line battery, 
and normally it rests against S. (See also Fig. 
6). 

TB 

PA 0£.TAIL O!R LOG Kl HO IS,..� 
KEY LEVER 

SPRINt 

FIG. 4. 

to spacing units of the code, and the code for any 
particular key lt'ver may be ascertained from the 
projections immediately to the left of it. Thus 
for 1\, the code is 1, 2, marking, and 3, 4, 5, 
spacing: and for Q, 1, 2, 3, 5, marking, and 4 

spacing. 
Each Combination Bar has a vertical exten

sion E and associated with it is a Selecting Lever 
L, which is constrained by spring S7 to ride on 
the surface of a Cam on the Cam sleeve. There 
are five Selecting Levers, L1 to L5, and five 
Cams, C1 to C5, corresponding to the five Com-

The action of the Transmitter may be best 
explained by considering· the following sequence 
of events occurring during the transmission of 
the letter Y, say, the code for which is 1, 3, 5, 
marking, and 2, 4, spacing:-

(a) \Vhen Key Lever Y is depressed it 
enters the notches in the Combination 
Bars, operates the Trip Bar which re
leases the Cam Pawls P (Fig. 4), and 
the Cam Sleeve starts to rotate. 

(b) Carn C (Figs. 4 and 5) allows RL to 
release the Combination Bars, and 
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also LBr which when it moves to the 
right locks the key lever Y. Of the 
Combination Bars, only r, 3 and S are 
pulled to the right by their springs: 
CB2 and CB4 are held in their normal 
positions because the projections on 
them butt against the depressed key 
lever. Accordingly extensions Er, 

E3 and Es will move from under the 
ends of Lr, L3 and Ls, but E2 and E4 
will remain under the ends of L2 anci 
L4. 

:JM SPINDLE 

ST 

0 

(c) .\s the Cam Sleen� rotates, the projec
tion H on L6 \viii drop into the indent 
in Cam CG. The lower end of L6 will 
therefore move to the left, causing AL 
to turn anti-clockwise S(l tlwt the upper 
part of its forked end will move TT to 
the " Marking " Contact .M. This 
gives the " Start " impulse, the 

F1(:. 5. 

duration of which is fixed by the 
length of the indent in C6. 

(d) Just as L6 is about to be restored to 
normal by C6, L r falls into the indent 
in Cam Cr, because it is free to do so, 
as Er has moved to the right. Conse
quently TT will remain on the" lVIark
ing· " Contact. lmmt>diately Lr rides 
out of the indent in Cr, L2 tends to 
drop into the indent in C2 but is pre
vented from so doing by E2, which is 
in its normal position directly under 

L82 I L L82 

h � 
s 

LSI 

CBS 

C841 • 

CS.31 • 

CR?! • 

CBI 

l<E't 1.eveRS 

Q A 

thP end of L2. As a result, since Lr 
is now restored to its normal positirm, 
Spring S8 will cause ..:\ L to move 
clockwise and its forked end will move 
TT to the " Spacing " Contact S. 
Similarly, Cams C3, C4 and C5 \Yill. 
in turn, cause AL to move TT to :\I, S 
and :\l respectively. 
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(c) \Vhen L5 ridt>s out of lhe indent in C5, 
TT moves to " Spacing," and shortly 
afterwards Cam C opt>rates RL, restor
ing LBr which releases the key lever, 
and moving those ComLination Bars 
that were pulled to the right, back to 
their normal positions. 

(/) Finally the Clutch is disengaged and the 
Cam Sleeve comes to rest after making 
one revolution. 

A Jockey Roller r mounted on the Lever JL, 
exerts sufficient pressure on the end of the Trc�ns
mitting Tongue to give it a quick decisive move
ment from one contact to the other. The indents 
in the six transmitting Cams C6 and C1 to C5 
are staggered to ensure that signals are sent om 
successively. 

Printer Clutch Trip Mechanism .-The in
coming signals from the distant station operate 
a Creed polarised relay mounted on the base of 
the instrument. This relay controls a '' mechan
ical relay " which operates the Selecting and 
Printing mechanisms. 

Referring to Fig. 7, the motor spindle drives 
the disc d, the gear wheels \\' 1, \ \'" and the 
Ratchet \Vheel R \\', which is fixed on the 
spindle of \V,, continuouslv. l\lounted freely 
on the motor spindle is an i�ccentric e carrying 
the Detent D. The friction bel\veen D and d is 
such that D, if unobstructed, \Votdd rotate with 
d; it is held in one of two positions, however, 
by the proj(·ctions X and Y of the pivoted lever 

L which is controlled bv the link attached to the 
relay armature. The <�rrangement is, in effect, 
an escapement and allows D to rotate half a 
revolution each time the rela v armature moves 
from S to :\I or from l\l to s» The eccentric c 
turns with D and as it is embraced by the end 
of the rod H, it moves the latter first in one 
direction and then in th<; other as D completes 
t IH� t wu hah'es of one revolution. Associated 
with the Ratchet \\Theel R \V is a Cam Sleeve 
upon which are pivoted two Pawls P as in the 
case of the Transmitter. These Pawls do not 
engage with the teeth of R \V, normally and the 
Cam Sleeve is then stationary. 

The first impulse received on the Creed Relay, 
being the " Start " signal, moves the relay 
armature to " marking " and the top of L will 
be moved to the left allowing D to rotate for half 
a renllution until it is stopped by the projection 
Y. This causes rod H to move to the right, 
turning the Trip Shaft TS, withdrawing the 
Trip Link TL and Pawl Abutment PA, so that 
the Pawls P can be forced, by the Pawl Spring, 
into engagement with R \\'. The Cam Sleeve 
accordingly starts to rotate. The final impulse 
in any character combination being the " Stop " 
signal moves the relay armature to " spacing " 
thus displacing L to the right and allowing D 
to rotate for half a revolution to the position 
shown in Fig. 7, when it is stopped by the pro
jection X which has been moved into its path 

TYHWHHl 

."'" 
, 

, 

!!HAY 
ARMATURE 
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by L. Rod H is thus moved to the left and 
acting through TS and TL moves PA into such 
a position that the Pawls P are tripped out of 
engagement with R \V at the end of one revolu
tion of the Cam Sleeve which then comes to rest. 

The Trip Shaft also controls the position of 
the Striker Blade B, the function of which will 
be described later. B is in the position shown 
when the relay armature is to " Spacing," and 
is tilted downwards when the armature moves to 
" '.\larking." 

r S B 

r:t=±w=�1� 
COMBINATION COMBSK, To K5 

UHCll-- · 

y 

3; 5 
4 2 

B 

v 

TRIP 
- SHAFT 

Selecling Jleclwnism.-In Fig. 8 Kr to Ks 
are five circular Combs each of \Yhich has a 
horizontal extension arm E. Directly in front 
of the extension arms are five Selecting Fingers 
Fr lo Fs. The Combs are mounted side by side 
on a drum and each can turn slightly if its exten-

sion be pushed upwards by the corresponding 
Selecting Finger. Opposite the Selecting 
Fingers is the Striker Pin S which is carried by 
the Traversing Link T. 

The whole of the operations of the Printer are 
performed by five cams mounted on the Cam 
Sleeve. Three of these cams are shown in 
development in Fig. 8 and their functions are as 
follows:-

Cz operates tlw Sliding Sleeve Y for a 
purpose to be described later. 

C3 controls the motion of the Traversing 
Link T, which carries the Striker Pin S 
backwards and forwards across the front 
of the Selecting Fingers. 

C5, which has fin� indents in its track, 
causes the free end of the Striker Blade B 
to make successive movements towards 
the Pin S. These five indents are 
positioned relatvely to the track of C3 
that the forward movements of B take 
place at such times as S is successive! y 
opposite each of the Fingers Fr to F5. 

The normal positions of the three cam rollers 
Rz, R3 and R5 on the cam tracks are as shown 
and the Pin S is opposite F3. The Cams movf' 
in the direction of the arrow. 1\s already ex
plained, the receipt of the " Start " signal sets 
the Cam SlC'eve in rotation and C3 acting on 
roller R3 causes T to mon' in the direction of 
arrow Zr so as to bring Pin S opposite Fr just 
as rol ler Rs mm·es into the tirst indent in C5. 
The free end of B will accordingly move towards 
Sand will strike it, if the first impulse following 
the " Start " signal is a marking unit, but will 
miss it, if it is a Spacing unit, because the relay 
armature will then be on the Spacing side and 
B will be tilted upwards. \\Then R5 moves 
into the second indent, S will be opposite Fz and 
so on for each successive indent in C5. \Vhen 
S is pushed forward by B, it moves the Selecting 
Finger F, immediately in front of it, underneath 
the corresponding extension arm E. ln this 
manner as S traverses the front of the Selecting 
Fingers in the direction Zz, the latter are either 
pushed under the extension arms or remain in 
silu according to the position of the relay arma
ture, and the selection is thus set up on the 
Fingers. 

Prinling.-Passing· freely through the centre 
of the Combs is a continuously rotating spindle, 
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FIG. 9. 

see Fig. 9, carrying at one end a friction clutch 
which communicates the motion, normally, to a 
Tvpehead and Stop :\rm. The Typehead con
si�ts of a numlwr of small tvpebars mounted in 
the form of a ,·ertical circle -in which the letters 
of the alphabet alternate with figures and other 
characters as shown in Fig·. 10. Each Comb is 
slotted on its edge in a definite manner and can 
occupy one of two positions, one of which, in 
combination with an,· other combs that mav han'. 
been moved, puts a �et of sluts in the five .combs 
into alignment and allovvs ont' of a number of 

latches (depending on the character selected) to 
be pulled in under the action of a Spring$ (sec 

TYPCMEAD, 

FIG. 10 (a). 

Fig. 9). The disposition of the latches and the 
combs is shown in Fig. ll. If for example, 
Combs 3 and 5 are slightly displaced to the left, 
a set of slots is aligned in the five combs which 
allows latch H to be selected (the code for H is 
1, 2, 4 spacing, and 3, 5, marking). \Vhen a 
latch is thus selected it acts as a lock to the 
Combs, and its frt'e end projects into the path of 
the rotating Stop .\r111 (see Fig. 9). The motion 
of the latt!•r, and therefore that of the Typehead 
is arrested, the Clutch slipping to allow of this. 
\\Then this occurs the required typebar of the 
typehead has been brought directly in front of 
the Printing Hammer 0. .-\ctual printing does 
not take place until near the end of the next 
revolution of the Cam Sleeve, ,,·hen S is moving 
from F5 to FJ. .-\t a particular instant during 
this movement, the indent in Cam C.+ operates 
lever � and cause the Hammer 0 to strike the 
sdected typebar and thus record the character on 
a paper tape. The faces of the typebars are 
inked bv contact \\·ith inked rollers. Imme
diately <;fter printing, the indent in Cam C2 
(Figs. 8 and 9) moves sleeve Y forn·ard and lifts 
the selected latch clear uf the combs allowing 
an\· of the latkr that were displaced t!J return 
to. their normal positions under the action of 
springs. Finally just before the Cam Sleeve 
comes to rest, the indent in Cr (Fig·. 9) moves 
lever <J \\hich raises the Selector Fingers. 
Those lingers that were pushed under the exten
sion arms during the passage of S from Fr to 
F3 \\'ill accordingly lift the corresponding arms 

FIG. 10 (b). 
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and transfer the selection tu the Combs. The 
printing of the character thus selected takes place 
near the end of the next revolution in the manner 
described. 

M 1 l > 
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'""" Id' 
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SHtFT CoMS __j 
(LE.TTERS Po'::>ITl()N)l l 

� 
fl6U�H�, 

G } 

Finger RcseltinJ.; Ji echanism .�� \Vhile S is 
moving from F3 to Fr, Cam Cr ( Fig. 9) causes 
lever Q to lower tlw Selector Fingers which v»·ere 
raised to set the Combs just before the end of the 
previous revolution. .\t the same time the 
Selector Fingers that \Yere pushed forward are 
restored to their normal positions so that they 
may be reset \\·hen S moves from Fr to Fs. This 
resetting is effected as follows, Fig. 8 refers : -

The Resetting Link Lever Vis held, normally, 
against the end of the bellcrank R by the spring 
$r. R is pivoted on the end of T and as the 
latter moves in the direction Z r, R will push 
against the end of V and move it to such an 
extent that the link \V will push any Selector 
Fingers, which \H�re set during the previous 
revolution, from under the Extension Arms E. 
Before T reaches the end of its stroke, the other 
extremity of R strikes the stop screw X and R 
is thrown out of engagement with V. As a 
result spring $ 1 turns V clockwise and \V is 
thrust to the left so that it \\ill be clear of the 
Selector Fingers when the next combination is 
being set up as T mon•s from Fr to Fs. R is 
carried with T during· this mm·ement and 
ultimately its t·xtremity again falls behind V. 

Paper Feed Jleclw11is111.-.\ roll of paper tape 
is mounted on a holder tlxl'd inside the con�r to 
the back of the Instrument. The paper is fed 
round a platen and led through ;m aperture in 
the left side of the con·r. Fixed on the platen 
spindle is a Feed Ratchet which is driven by a 
Feed P;:nd pivoted on the Bell Crank L (see 
Fig. 8). The Tr;1\Trsing· Link T operail's Land 
when it moves in the direction Zr the Feed Pawl 
is pushed fc>r\vard and slips un�r u1w tooth uf the 
Feed Ratchet ; the Retention Spring holds the 
latter steady and prevents it from mm·ing back
ward. The Feed Pa\\ 1 engag·es with the Ratchet 
when T lll(ffes in the d irection Z2 and turns the 
Platen so that tlH� tape is fed fonyard one letter 
space. Tlw Fec;d Pa \\·] n�gains its normal 
position when T reac! IC's its position of rest 
opposite F3. 

Shift J[cclzanism .-Referring to Fig. 11 it 
will he seen that in addit iun to the five Combs 

!LLVAli\IN tND f.LEV>'ITION 

STOP f'I� SI' 

...__ 0 
�....___f:B1:>1ttrt. P1"'C- __- -

EX.TERN AL CCNNf CT!ON� 

FIELD 

£ L 

COVlRMOR 

FIG. 12. 
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there is a Shift Comb (K6 in Figs, 8 and 9) which 
can also occupy one of two positions. The 
blocked-in parts of the various Combs denote 
projections, and ,,·ith the Shift Comb in the 
" letters " position shown, the projections on it 
allow only Primary character latches to be 
selected when th<� other fin· Combs are set. If 
the Shift Comb is displaced slightly tu the left 

Cree cl 

Li1'7k 

PI� Ins! 
NT N93 

FIG. 13. 

Govr 

("figures'' position), the projections on it moYe 
under the I )rimary latches and allow only the 
selection of the secondary character latches. 
For instance, with the Shift Comb in the 
" letters " position, if the incoming combination 
is r, 2, 4 spacing, and 3, 5 marking, latch H will 
be selected, while if the Shift Comb is in the 
" figures " position, latch 5 / will be selected. 
Fig. 12 shows the Shift ,\lechanism. The 
forked end of the Shift Lever SL engages with 
a Shift Pin fixed to the Shift Comb. If the 
distant station sends the Figure Shift combina
tion, which is 1 ,  2, 4, 5 marking and 3 spacing, 
the combs r, 2, 4, 5 move to the left, slightly, 
and the Figure Shift Latch enters the notches 
thus aligned and operates SL. The forked end 
of the latter in acting on the Shift Pin turns the 
Shift Comb anti-clocb\ise to the "figures'' 
position and all selections following· this will 
gin� secondary characters. The change back to 
'' letters '' occurs when the Letter Shift Latch 
is selected and operates SL. 

(;wJcrnor.-Tlw Creed Gon·rnor is of the 

centrifugal type and is fixed on one encl of the 

spindle of the Driving :\lutor as shown in Fig. 
12. It consists of an ebunit(' disc on one side 
of which are mounted the Contact Arms A and 
F, and the contact block C, etc. On the other 
side are two brass rings, R 1 and R2, upon which 
ride the carbon brushes, 131 and B2, for making 
the connections to the motor circuit. The Con
tact Arm A is rnntrolled by the Spring Sand is 
normally held against tlw insulated block E, so 
that the contacts C2 are opt'n. F is a flat spring 
weighted at its free end and nurrnall y closing the 
contacts Cr. ,\ and F are both electrically con
nected to R1, and the Contact Block C is con
nected to R2. 

\Vhen the motor is not running, the Contact 
Arms rest as shown and F short-circuits the 
Governing Resistance, thus ensuring a large 
starting current through the :\lotor Field \Vind
ings. \Vhen the Covernor comnienn's to rotate, 
F flies outwards and in opening contacts C1 
switches the Governing R<'sistanc<' into the Field 
circuit, thus causing the ,\Iotor speed to increase. 
.\ also moves outwards and eventually closes 
contacts C2; this short-circuits the c;overning· 
Resistance, thereby causing ihe speed to de
crease so that :\ opens the contacts C2, switches 
in the Governing Resistance and again causes 
the speed to increase. This making and break
ing at C2 takes place very rapidly and an aver
age speed is maintained, depending on the 
Governing Resistance and the tension of S. 
The lower end of S is fixed to a plate P which 
engages with a fine scn'\V T by means of which 
the tension of S 111;1v lw allt'red. 

STATION 5£HDING 

Frf;. 14. 

Tlw stroboscopic method of checking the 
speed is used. 

Circuit Connections.-The internal connec
tions of the Teleprinter 3.\ an· shmvn in Fig. 13. 
For t:p and Dmrn D.C. Simplex \Vurking, 
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shown diagrammatically in Fig. 14, use is made 
of the " Send Receive " S\\ilch ST (see also 
Fig·. 5). The function of this S\\'itch is the same 
as that of the S\\'itch on a D.C. key, i.e., it cuts 
off the battery when receiving and substitutes 
the rec;:eiving apparatus. The movenwnt of ST 
is controlled automaticallv bv a cam on the 
Transmitting; Spindle, and when this spindk 

HERD Of:F/CE. 

F1G. 15. 

OcJ7 5TATIO/'I 

2.LLF 

TEL'-PFMffEP, 
ThPtN);'°'l,.Tlf'/(r 

"fECH.itNI� 

is al rest ST is against cont act 1, thus joining 
the Crt'ed Relav dirl'Cl to the line. .\s soon as 
the spindle slat:ls lo rotall', the cam allo \\'s ST 
io mon· over lo contact 2, disconnecting the 
rela\· and joining the Transmitting Tong·ue TT 
to tlw li1w. Tlw Link lwt \\t•t•n TT and ST must 
be opened with this nwtlrnd of \\orking; \\'hen 
it is closed it short-circuit s ST. 

Two Line Simplex working is often used on 
short routes from a H1·ad Office in ordPr to alJm,· 

balancing apparatus and hatteril's to lw dis
pt�nsed with at the Out Station. Fig. 15 sho\\'S 
the arrangement, and it \\·ill lw seen that the 

Head Office works double current over Line 1 to 
the Creed Rel<t\" at the Out Station. The latter 
sends over Line 2 to the Head Office by making 
and breaking the circuit. The circuit is discon
nected while the Transmitting Tongue TT at 
the Out Station is on the Spacing· Contact, and 
is earthed when it mon·s to the :\larking Con
tact. The Head Office Relav is set with a 
" spacing " bias, which is overcome when a line 
current flows, and the Creed Relay in the local 
circuit is operated. Only one Teleprinter is 
used at each office. 

F1<;. 16. 

The connections for duplex working are 
shown in skeleton form in Fig. 16, and are suffi
cient ly obvious to require no comment. Both 
stations are joined up alike. 

Tm: E:'\u. 
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TRANSMISSION SPEEDS OF TELEGRAPH APPARATUS . 
. \. E. STO'>E, .\.R.C.Sc. 

O

N all telegraph lines of any importance 
double-current working is adopted be
cause of its advantages from a transmis

sion point of view as compared with single 

current working. These advantages are well 

known and need not be detailed here. In the 

double current svstem the series of " dots " 

represented in Fig. 1 is formed by applying at 

the sending end of the line the opposite poles of 

a battery alternately for equal lengths of time. 

The time interval from o to a, or from a to b, 
may be termed a <lot unit; the interval from o 

to b, i.e., two <lot units, is termed the period, and 

if it be denoted bv T seconds the number of dots 

that is sent per second, called the " dot " fre-

. . i ( I "l'l . quency, 1s given oy. = T . 1e z1g-zag curn· 

of Fig. 1 may be represented by the complex 
alternating e.m.f. 

0 Cl. 

-Ev..,. __ _...._T 

l - - - - ...._ __ __. 

, - -tE [ . ·  
-r I . . c· . ' . J e - sm 211. I+ ;i sm y;rjl + 5 sin 1011]/ + ...... 

7i 

"·here E is the e.m.f. of the sending battery and 
f is the dot frequency. 

In actual signalling, whaten�r the apparatus 
used, a regular sequence of dots rarely occurs 
for any length of time; for instance, in I\lors1· 
signalling <lashes and letter spaces must neces
saril )· be sent at frequent interyals. ;\n 
approximate idea uf the transmission uf signals 

m·er telegraph lines may be obtained, hmvever, 
by considering the case of " <lot " signals only 
and, incidentally, it may be mentioned that the 
transmission problems art> simplified by the fact 
that on long, well-insulatt'<l lines worked at high 
speed only tbe first lt'rm in the complex expres
sion given above, viz., sin 211/I, need be con
sidered, because rhe currents at the receiving 
end resulting from the harmonic components 
sin 611ft, etc., are attenuated to such an exent 
as to lw ncgligiblt· in comparison with that 
resulting from the fundanwntal, sin 211(/. 

In dealing \\'ith the transmission �pee<ls of 
teleg-raph apparatus, there are obvious adyan
tages in considering the rate of signalling as so 
many cycles per second (i.e., the <lot frequency) 
as against the usual practice of so manv words 
per minute. To state the speed of a circuit in 
words per minute conveys nothing that is intelli
gible for transmission purpost's unless the type 
of apparatus used is also statcd. For instance, 
if the maximum \\'orking speed of a circuit with 
\Vheatstone .\pparatus is 125 words per minute, 
it could be worked at a speed of approximately 
200 words per minute with apparatus using a 
five-unit code; the vital factor governing the 
\\orking speed uf the apparatus is the maximum 
permissible number uf cycles per second, and 
this for the example g·iyen is 50 for both the 
.\lorse and tlH� tin�-unit code at the quoted 
speeds. 

Frum a comml'rcial point of view it is desir
able of course tu know the speed in words per 
minute, and the following shows the methods of 
obtaining the speed in cycles per second corre
sponding to spe<xl in wur<ls per minute for the 
principal types of telegraph apparatus. 

(1) TVheats/011e JI orsc Syste m.-The ;\lorse 
code is made up of two elementary signals, 
\\'hich are disting;uishe<l from each other bv their 
duration. One signal, called a" dot," i; taken 
as the unit; the other signal, which is called a 
" dash," is three times as long. Each letter of 
the alphabet is represented bv a particular com
bination of <lots and dashes. The spaces be
tween the elements forming a letter arc each 
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equal in length to one dot, while the spaces be
tween the letters uf a word are each equal to 
three dots, and between words five dots. 

The various characters in the �Iorse code 
diffor widely in length, but on an average may 
be assumed to be equal to eight dot units. The 
length of an average word (this is independent 
of the code used) is taken tu be five characters 
plus one letter space, or six characters, and as 
the length of the average character is eight dot 
units, the averag·e word consists of .+8 dot units 
in the �lorse code. 

]\;ow in sending a series of dots, each marking· 
current, which has a length of one dot unit, is 
followed by a spacing current of the same length 
and this combination forms one reversal of 
current. 

According! y 48 dot units represents 2-+ cycles 
of current, and this is the number of cycles per 

. average word. If \V be the speed in words per 
minute, the number of cycles per minute is 24 W. 
Hence 

The Transmission spl'ed = 
2-+ \V 

60 
= o . .;. TV cycles per second. 

Thus if the speed \V be 125 words per minute, 
the Transmission speed· is ·-+ x I 25 = 50 cycles 
per second. 

(2) Duplex Jlultiplex Type-printing Sys
tems.-In the five-unit code used with these 
systems, each character has a length of five dot 
units and the space between words has the same 
leng·th. 

If S be the number of segments on the sendini� 
ring of the distributor and alternate segments 
are connected to the positive and negative poles 
of a battery, respectively, it is possible to send 

� cvcles of current per revolution of the brush 
2 • 

arm. Accordingly if � revolutions per minute 
be the speed of the brush arm, the number of 

I . . I SN 1'1 f eye es per minute is equa to · - ---- 1ere ore : 

2 

The Transmission Speed 
2 x 60 

SN 
= 120 cycles per second .............. ( r ) 

As previously stated, the length of the average 
word is six characters. Xow, one' revol ution of 
the brush arm is necessan· for sending one 

--- ---- ----- ----

character per channel, hence six revolutions are 
required for sending six characters, i.e., one 
\Vord. If, then, the working speed of a channel 

be \Y words per minute, \V = � Substitut

ing the value of N obtained from this in Equa
tion ( r) gives : 

'!'he Transmission Speed = S x h \\" 
I 20 

s5v cycles per second .............. (2) 
20 

If c be the number of channels, then in the 
Baudot System 

S = 5c + 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (3) 

because each sending channel has five segments, 
and two additional segments are required for 
correction purposes . 

If, however, correction from signals is used, 
the two correcting segments are not required and 
then 

s = 5c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (4) 
Substituting (3) and (4) in (2) gives 

Transmission Speed (Baudot System) 
(-c + 0)\V 

= � - - cycles per second .. . . (5) 
20 

Transmission Speed (Correction from Signals) 
-cvV 

= -�-- cycles per second .. . . . . ... . . . . (6) 20 -

It will be seen that for a given speed per 
channel, the transmission speed using correction 
from signals is less than that for the Baudot 
System, and the advantage of the former is 
greater the smaller the number of channels. 

By putting c = 4, 3 and 2 in equations (5) and 
(6) the following formul� may be obtained for 
the transmission speeds of Quadruple, Triple 
and Dou blc l\I ulti plex installations, respec
tively:-

Inst all al ion 

Quadruple Duplt"x 
TriplP lluph·x 
Doub!" Dupl"x 

Transmission Speed in Cycles per sec. 

Baudot System 

t . 1W 
.85W 

. 6W 

Correction from 
Signals 

w 
.75W 
.5W 
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From these formula' the following tablf' has 
hPen prepared : -

Installation 

Quadruple 
(c=4) 

Quadruple 
(c=4) 

Quadruple 
(c=4) 

Triple (c=3) 

Transmission Speed 
I , S���d ! .. _ i� C�cle.:._rier_:econd. _ p��ti� $�;ds 

, Channel! 
I 1\1" , \\' i Baudot Correction per mute 

I System frc,m Signal, (w X c) 
I 

30 33 30 120 

35 J8.5 35 140 

40 44 40 160 
40 34 30 120 
47 39.95 35.25 141 
50 42·5 37·5 150 

Doub1�' (c=2)1 
53 45.05 39.75 159 
50 30 25 !00 

" 55 33 27·5 IIO 

" 60 36 30 120 

To illustrate the importance of correction from 
signals, consider the case of a line the maximum 
\vorking speed of which is 40 cyc!Ps per second. 
Taking triple duplex multiplex installations as 
an pxarnple it would bf' possible to work-

( l) Tri pie Bau dot at 47 words pPr minute 
pt>r channel, giving a total output of 
i..p words pt>r minute; or 

(2) Triple :\Tultiplt>x (corrpction from sig
nals) at 53 . words pPr minute per 
channel, giving a total output of 15() 
words ppr minute. 

Clear!\' if both svstPms wPre worked at a 
speed of, say, -t5 words per minutl', tlw cor
rection from siµ:nals' method would give the 
,,icier working margin, because its transmission 
speed would only be 33.75 cycles per second 
compared with 38.25 cyclPs of the Baudot instal
lation. The lower transmission speed of the 
former "·mild allow of satisfactory duplex work
ing with a less accuratP balance than would be 
dPmanded by the higlwr transmission speed of 
the lattf'r. 

The advantage of the liYe-unit code as com
pared \Yith the :\Jnrse code will be apparent by 
refrrring to the follmYing table which shows the 
respecti,·e transmission s1weds for a working· 
speed of 120 \vords per minute:-

Installation. 

\Vheatstonc. 
Ouadruplc Duplex 

(a ) (Baudo» System) 
Quadrup;p Duplex 

(b) (Correction from Sigs.) 
TriplP Duplex 

(c) (Baudot System) 
TriplP Duplex 

( d) (Oorr0ction from Sigs.) 

Total Output 
Words per 

Minute 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

Trans1nissio11 
Speed. 

Cycles per 'cc. 

33 

30 

34 

JO 

(3) Teleprinter Systems.-Teleprinters use a 
five-unit code for the actual character combina
tions, but employ in addition a start signal of 
length one unit and a stop signal of length I� 
units, so that from a transmission point of vit>w 
each charactf'r has a length of 7} units, i.e., 3t 
cvclf's. 

If I sees. be the time of one revolution of the 
Transmitting Carn spindle, then in this period 
of time 3t c:·cles can be sent. Hence : 

3t ThP 'T'ransn1ission Spt:<?d == == 
t 

15 - cycles 
4t 

per Sf'cond. 

For the TPleprinter I\, which has a maximum 
opPrating spePd of ..J.O words per minute, I = .25 
second. 

:. Tile Transmission Speed 

cycles per sec. 

I� :i 
.+ x .25 

In thP TPleprinters 2.\ anci 3\, each of which 
lias a maximum operating speed of 60 words per 

minute, t = . 15-t second, hence: 

The Transmission Speed = 
..J. X • I 5..J. 

cycles per sec. 

It is interesting to note in connection with the 
lattf'r that \\Thf'atstone working· at 60 words 1wr 

minute is Pquivalent to a transmission speed of 
2-j. cycles per second; lwncf' from a transmission 
point of Yit>w the Telt>printers 2A and 3,\ are 
slightly \Yorse than \\Theatstone working· at an 
equivalent speed. 
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WESTERN EXCHANGE, LONDON. 

F. P. Dt':'llJ<>H:-;, .\ . �L I . E . E . 

W

ES tern .\ utomatic ExchangP, form
ing ;mother link in the " Director " 
network of London, was successfully 

brought into sen·ice at 4 p.m. on Saturday, 
January 5th last, and the old C.H. manual 
equipment cut out of S('rYice. The time chosen 
for the change-on·r certainly has its advantages 
judging by the \'iews of those present who had 
past experience of midnight transfers. 

The excellent work done by the Department's 
officers in organising and preparing all " pre
liminaries " was markedly exemplified in the 
fault returns available after the " all-clear " of 
the old exchange was reported. The analysis 
of these showed less than I% P.Gs., six �ub
scribers' apparatus faults, no junction faults and 
four switching equipment faults. The latter 
favourable result may be justifiably credited to 

Fir.. 1.-Lnrn ll!"TTS ANn l�T ronE SELECTORS. 
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the Contractors, :\lf'ssrs. Sif'nwns Brotlwrs & 
Co., Ltd., of \\'oolwich, and, as this is tlw first 
London exchange to hl' supplit>c.1 hy this firm in 
the London auto ndwork, a hri<·f n·yiew of some 
of its f<•aturt's nia\· b!' of intf'rest. 

The initial equipment proYides for 7, 100 li1ws 
(preseh·ctors), 7,-1-00 11111ltipl1· numbers and 300 
auxiliary numbers for P.B.X. groups excf'f'ding 
11 linf'S. Switch <'quipnwnt is prm·icJed for 
6,800 linf'S and spar<' hanks 1·n:1hlt' additional 
ci rc.u its to be fit t<·d to St'r\'f' for t lw 7, 1 cxi work
ing lines . 

. \ 1t hough the t•xchang<· s!'rn·s l hP busy shop
ping district of K<'nsing·ton, its traffic load is 
n·latiYely light in comparison with :\(1·tmpolitan 
c·xchangl's. The ori gi nat i ng traffic for which 
prm·ision is mad<· is about an an·rag1· of o.03(i 
traffic units pc>r lint•, wlwre;1s tfrnsitic·s of about 
0.7 to 0.1) and more occur in :\lt·ropolitan 1·x
changes. There are 388 First Code Selectors 
for originating subscribers' traffic and only a 
little over 10% of the traffic is between \\'ES 
subscribers , routf'd from level " o " to 64 First 
Numerical Selectors. Part of the outgoing 
traffic is routed dirf'ct from four lf'vf'ls of the 
First Code Self'ctors and the remainder 1•ia 352 
Second Code Self'ctors. Incoming traffic from 
the Trunk Exchange, ,\ utomatic and :\fanual 
Exchanges, is com plett'c.1 on•r 5111 Junctions 
passing th rough a 11-position Cordless " B " 
Hoard to First :\umerical Selectors. 

,\ 11 .Man ua I SerYices, comprising assistance 
"o " calls, Information, Sen·ice l'.B.X., lntf'r
Cf'ption and Supervisors, are dealt with at a 20-
position :\Ianual " .\ " Board. Trunk calls lo 
subscribers found engaged at the Cordless" B " 
Board are transferred and comph·ted at the> 
:\Ianual " A " Board. 

Thf'rf' are 71 Lint' l'nits, t'ach full\' equippPd 
for JOO preself'ctors, hut only two h;;vf' the full 
equipment of 32 final Sf'lector hanks. The re
maining 69 are partially t>quipped with 16 final 
selector banks. Separate Tt'St and Trunk Of'ft'r
ing switches arf' provided to which access is 
obtained from 8 Test Distributors and 6 T.O. 
Distributors re,spectiveh·. The Line l! nits 
(Fig . 2) differ j�, d�ign

. 
from those in London 

Exchanges alrea·ay in operation, principally in 
the mounting�·of the preselectors. These are 
mounted horizontally and arranged in four 
vertical panels of 25 dividf'd on two gates. The 

multiple on the hanks is neatl:· splayed out so 
as to facilitat<· aCT(·ss to th!' soldered joints on 
the hank contacts. The t<·rminal assembly at 
thl' top prO\·id<•s for S<'p<trall' tr·rminals for tlw 
pn•sf'lt>ctor arms and tilt' final st•lPctor multiple 
so as to <·nahl<· multiplt· numlwrs to be cross-

f!G. 2.-LINE UNIT. 

connected with thP minimum of limitation to 
particular preselectors. .\ run for jumpc>r wires 
for this purpose is arranged betm•en line units. 

There are 65 " A " digit selectors with the 
usual grouping arrangf'ments to 111 Directors. 
Each Director is a self-contained unit arranged 
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F11:. 3.-" . .\ . . D1.:1T S1·:l.ECT(ll< 
Showing L1·\·f·r .\r111 r:list'd ' " .. di...;rnnn1•L'I .. posilion. 

' 

for jacking-in, but in vie,,· of the weight of such 
a unit considt>ration is now being given to 
st>parn ting· it into t\\·o units so :is to facilitate easy 
removal. 

The selt>ctors are mounted on racks arranged 
in U formation with a terminal assembly at one 
end as in other London Exrhangt's. The selec
tor mech;rnism and associated relays for each 
t.\·pp of selector are mount ed on onP plate , with 
jacking-in points and wired complete as a "Cir
cuit lTnit." (Fig. 3). The adrn n tages of this 
unit arrang«'nwnt an· well-known, but it may be 
as well to stress ont· in particular, namely, the 
interchangeability of selectqr units wherever the 
extt'rnal panel and rack wiring can be so 
arrang·ed . 

,\ fPature on the S(•lector units is a ]eyer con
nPctt�d with tlw contact blades, by means of 
which the contact blades can be lifted from their 
sockets, so that by r:1ising the IPver a faulty unit 
can be disconnected , or isolated from battery 
potentials before 111:1king adj ust nwnts . The l.'nd 
of the lever is p;1inted n•cl <tnd in the " discon
nect " position it is readil.'· set•n proj<:>cting from 
the switch. 

Tlw mf'thnd adopted for tlw sus1wnsion of 
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selector and relay set units is an innovation 
which claims attention. All sizes of units are 
suspended on a single angle iron member (Fig. 
4) between the uprights of a rack. Stamped 
metal cradles with two pairs of projecting ears 
are fixed to the angle iron, having the ears 
arranged to engage with slots on either side of 
the unit mounting plate. 

only facilitates economy in manufacture, but has 
obvious advantages in facilitating re-arrange
ments in the exchange. 

Three types of P.B.X. final selectors are fitted 
to provide for groups of 2-10 lines, 11-20 lines 
and groups over 20 lines. The 2-10 P.B.X. 
groups provide the same facilities and features 
as those originally introduced in Messrs. Siemens 

FIG. 5. DIAGRAM Or UNIVERSAL RACKS 

o�o-

l 42 I 
I '.:COMMODATiNG 

SPACES 

I 
I 

SINCLE SIDED 

A universal design of rack (Fig. 5) has been 
provided, akin to a " Meccano " design, in 
which all uprights are drilled with holes at such 
centres as to permit one type of rack to be 
utilised for any type of apparatus units. It not 

VOL. XXII. 

.... � 

43 
HOLES IN 
STANDARD 

UPRIGHT 

DOUBLE SIDED 

Brothers' No. 16 Auto Equipment and enable 
mdinary lines to be connected to any _number 
not reserved for a P .B.X. line. The 11-20 
groups provide for P .B.X. lines only of this size 
and have the same operating conditions as in 

B 
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other London Exchanges. The " over 20 " 
type, although embodying the basic principles 
of the 11-20 type (with which it has been 
designed to be interchangeable), has special 
features of its own. It is fitted with a 200-point 
bank and any number of P.B.X. groups of lines 
can be connected from 10 of 20 up to 1 of 200 
lines. The banks of the 11-20 and over 20 

P.B.X. groups are cabled to the l\fanual l.D.F., 
where they are cross-connected to tie-cable cir
cuits to the Line Units on which the associated 
preselectors are mounted, the facilities being 
such that about 5 % of the preselectors on each 
line unit are assigned for P.B.X. lines. 

Improvements have been made in circuit de
sign, e.g., a rotary magnet make contact is 
employed for the drive of selectors, delaved 
metering is used so that no lock-up contact. on 
subscribers' meters is required and the way is 
prepared for the ready introduction of multi-
metering. Space does not permit of enumerat
ing other features except the one particular 
economy made in the number of relays used in 
earlier circuits, e.g.:-

Group Selectors have 4 relays instead of 5 
Ordinary Finals ,, 7 ,

, ,, ,, 8 
2-10P.B.X. ,, ,, 8 ,, ,, ,, 9 

Automatic routiners are fitted for testing First 

Code Selectors, Coders, Senders, Directors, 
C.C.I. Repeaters and " B " Position Junction 
Relay Sets. 

Duplicate batteries of 25 cells are provided, 
plated for 3,930 and box capacity for 5,502 amp. 
hours and are designed for 24 hours exchange 
consumption. i\ set of 11 C.E.:M.F. cells pro
vides for 30 volt P .B.X. power leads, but 
C.E.i\I.F. cells for regulating the exchange bus
bar voltage are not fitted. Duplicate motor
generators of 51 K.\V. output serve either for 
operating the plant on a charge-discharge basis 
or with either battery floating. The power 
circuit provides for single pole switching as now 
standardised by the Department, and the simpli
fications thereby effected are noticeably apparent 
in the size of the power board, which measures 
only 8 feet in length, including the ringer panel. 

The ringing machines and interrupters are in 
duplicate, one driven from the public supply and 
the other from the battery. vVhilst the mains 
driven ringer is in use, arrangements provide 
for its disconnection on failing from any cause 
to switch in the battery ringer automatically. 

The writer is indebted to the Engineer-in
Chief of the Post Office for permission to publish 
this brief outline and to the courtesy of the Board 
of Editors for its publication. 

RELAY AUTOMATIC SYSTEM IN CZECHO SLOVAKIA. 

R. MORDIN. 

T
HE Great \Var destroyed many things 

and created some others, among them 
the Republic of Czecho Slovakia, hav

ing a population of about 14 millions and an area 
about equal to that of England and \Vales. 

By the end of the \Var, the people of Bohemia, 
Moravia and Slovakia had been brought to the 
verge of starvation. Thanks, however, to the 
statesmanship of Dr. Masaryk and Dr. Benes 
exerted at the Versailles Peace Conference, the 
State of Czecho Slovakia, combining the three 
countries mentioned, was constituted and recog
nised by the Allied Powers. By 1921 it had 
become one of the most stable and prosperous 
territories in Europe exhibiting a phenomenon 

at that time unique in Central Europe, to wit, a 
balanced Budget. Since then the country has 
developed progressively and on account of its 
natural resources bids fair to become one of the 
most important industrial areas in Central 
Europe. 

Czecho Slovakia has not been slow in recog
nising the benefits of i\ utomatic Telephone 
Service, and an interesting Relay Automatic 
Public E'l:change nc>twork hns recently been 
brought tr1 completion <1t Moravska Ostrava, 
perhaps its most irnportant industrial city. 

The vario11s exchan2"e equipments were de
signed hy the Engineers of tl1e Relay Automatic 
Telephone Company to the specification of the 
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Department of Posts and Telegraphs, C.S.R., 
and the equipment was manufactured under 
licence from the Company by the firm " Tele
grnfia," of Prague, who also carried out the 
work of installation under supervision by the 
Relay Company's engineers. 

The network is illustrated diagramatically by 
Fig. 1, and consists of a main exchange initially 
equipped for 2,500 subscribers' lines, to which 
are connected six automatic satellites. A num
ber of manual exchanges are also provided with 
junction service through the main exchange, 
whose design provides for the gradual conver
sion of the manual satellites to automatic work
ing in the future. 
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precisely similar to those employed in the well
known P.A.B.X switchboards supplied by the 
Relay Automatic Telephone Company to the 
British Post Office, and have in all cases the 
following characteristics : -

_Jfinimum. 1Vormal. J[aximum. 

Armature Stroke 
Contact Pressure-

" make " contacts ... 
Contact Pressure-

" break " contacts ... 

28 

l .3-4 

JO 

2l 8 

32 mils. 

2�- ozs. 

Ii OZS. 

The gap in the magnetic circuit when relays 
are operated is fixed precisely at 2, 6, 12, or 24 
mils, depending on the function of the relay. 

rRA/Y.11T-C' L!IY.Cj roe 
�4r.C�Llrc r,eu;yK c-A4�8 
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-/-/ORY 

NICHAl

KOV!Ct! i'kVNKl!Yv 5CHCMC 01"" /'1o�AV.,.,<A 06'r�AVA 
!Y.crwo,.e,< - CzccHo - .5t.oVAKl6 

The number of lines to be connected ulti
mately to the main office remains indeterminate, 
and is only limited by the floor space that can 
be made available in the future. The ultimate 
equipment will certainly reach 7,000 lines, and 
may be expected to extend beyond that figure. 
The layout of the equipment in the main office 
is shown in Fig. 2. 

General Characteristics .-All selecting and 
connecting operations are performed by relays 

FIG. 1. 

It is of interest that the Main Office contains 
21 relays per line based upon the initial equip
ment of 2,500 subscribers' lines and 150 junc
tions, a figure only very slightly in excess of the 
relays per line m small P .A.X.'s and 
P.A.B.X.'s. 

Numbering Scheme and General Operation.
The numbering scheme of the network is as 
follows:-
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[ 
Main J 
Office 

I Not used. Equipment re-
jects '' r '' as a false im
pulse. 

2 ooo etc. } I 
.

. 1 . b ' nitia equipment 2,500 su -
3,ooo etc. scribers' lines. 
4,000-4499 
4,500 etc. 
5,000 etc. 
6,ooo etc. 

7 I , ooo etc. 

Initially dead levels avail-
able for extensions. 

(Maximum 15,000 subscri
bers' lines.) 

;;"<!Zoo -�-- _ 
' - �··) 

BA-.-ieRY �OM 8 CHA'<\:.0.•N'-" 
�,._._i,- Cl"< �oo� i3E.l.....;:)W 

l<O?u""i.:::. i.-'...JE. SW '"CHJ«'oo"'l 

COMPLETE FLOOR PLAN FOi'/ 

- MORAV5KA 0 5TRAVA -

AUTOMATIC TELE PHONE [xCHANGE 

INCLUDING TRUNK LINE SWITCHROOM 

Special Services. 

Trunk Record 04 '/ Other '' o ' ' two figure 
Enquiries oo 

J 
numbers available for 

Telegrams 08 further special services. 

The l\Iain Office equipment consists of two 
" Subscribers' Divisions," each containing 
equipment for 950 lines, one " Subscribers' 
Division " with equipment for 600 lines, and a 
" Junction Division " dealing with the traffic to 
and from the automatic satellites as shown in 
the Floor Plan, Fig. 2. 

FIG. 2. 

Automatic Satellite Subscribers. 1 Automatic satellites 
Vitkovice 82,000 etc. initially installed. 
Mar. Hory 83,000 " 

Remaining " 8 " and 
Radvanice 84,000 •' , " 9 ,, five figure 
Zabreh 85,ooo 

" J numbers available 
Svinov 86,ooo ' ' 

for further automatic 
Privoz 97 ,ooo " satellites. 

A " Subscribers' Division " includes its own 
IDF and is capable of accommodating r ,ooo 
lines, but on account of ceased services, re
movals, numbers in reserve for additional 
P.R.X. lines and other contingencies incidental 
to public exchange service in general, the whole 
of the r,ooo numbers would never be simultane
ously in use. On this account, and since the 
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FIG. 3.-YIE\\" 0011·:-; l'o1rn11>01� FR0�1 l:>TEIOIEDl.ITE D1�

nu1n·r1:>G F1uME, Sl:nsc1<1nE1:s' l>l\·1s10:-; 11. 
(Ruck 9 of Floor Plan). 

" Relay " System nor111ally provides that the 
full range of 1 ,ooo nu111bers is always available, 
the actual equipment per " Subscribers' Divi
sion " at i\iornvska Ostrava is reduced to CJSO 
lint>s in order to avuid waste. 

:'\part from the apparatus individual to sub
scribers' lines, each " Subscribers' Division " 
contains a First Connecting Stage for distribut
ing the originating traffic and a Final Connecting 
Stage for connecting the ter111ina ting traffic for 
the whole of the lines in tht• Division. 

Tlie trunking stages are of the usual " Trunk 
Line " type employed in the Relay System�' 
and �•re controlled b:< a g-runp of selective circuits 
(Recorders) associated with each. 

�· Sec l'.0.E.li.J., l'u/. 13, Par/. 1, a11d l'v/. 
15, Part -J., and also " The Relay Sys/em of 
.111to111afic Switching" by JI. W. Dipple 
(J>aper read before I. of P.O.E.E.) 

Rf'ferring· to the numberin g scheme given 
aboYe, che First Stag·c Recorders only accept the 
first digit dialkd (except when the latter is" 7 " 

when a further digit is accepted) and then l'ause 
the call to be extended through the First Con
necting Stage into tlw Final Connecting Stage 
of the J)i,·ision in which the required line is 
located, the final tlir1·c digits being al'cepted by 
the Rernrders in the lattt•r and resulting in llw 

desired connection. 
In the case of calls for Sa tellite Subscribers, 

the first digit dialled (Kor q) ·�xtends the call into 
an Outgoin g J unction Contwcting Stage located 
in the J11nctio11 Division in \\"hich the Recorders 
accept the 2nd digit and extend the call to a 
particular satellitt', leaving three digits to be 
dial led into tlw Rt•corders then"in for the pur
pose of fi ndi ng the required line. 

The Satellite Subscrilwrs an' connected to a 

FH;. 4.-1 >1sTRIBLTIUX OF Tin ·xK� FI«>�! FrnsT Co:>:>ECTI:>G 

ST.H•Es AXI> REl'E.II"EI< Cn:>XECTI:>t• ST.\GE TO F1sAL 

Cox:>EcnsG STAGES, .1sn 01:n;o1xc j cscno:> Cos:>:ECT-

1:>G ST.\GE. 
(Rack 19 of Floor Plan). 
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Repeater in the Main Office immediately on 
taking off their receivers. The Connecting 
Stage and Recorders associated with the Re
peaters distribute the incoming Satellite traffic 
to the Final Stages of the " Subscribers' Divi
sion ''and to the Outg·oing Junction Connecting 
Stage (for through traffic), so that the function 
of the Repeater Connect ing Stage resembles 
that of the First Stages in the " Subscribers' 
Division," with the exception that if the first two 
digits dialled by the Satel lite Subscriber deter
mine the call to be one local to the satellite, the 

FIG. 5. 

the event of slow clearing by the 
calling subscriber . 

(c) Line faults and subscriber's irregulari
ties are prevented from engaging com
mon apparatus for more than one 
minute . 

(d) Ineffective calls do not occupy t runks in 
connecting stages or junctions be
tween exchanges. 

(e) The correct operat ion of subscrib�rs' 
meters is automatically supervised . 
Failure of the meter cau�es the con-

Rack 1. .\ I\: ll F<"<"lb and First. Connecting Stage, Subscriliero' Division 1. 

(Cu,·ers removed from -f Relay Groups) . 

junction is dropped and, for the first time, a Re
corder is brought into circuit at the Satellite, 
which accepts the final three digits and finds the 
required line therein . 

General Facililies.-The following general 
facilities characterise the automatic equipment : 

(a) Dialling , Busy back and Number Lin
obtai nable tones in accordance with 
British Post Office practice. 

(b) The caliing subscriber controls the con
ner.tion, hut in all cases a thermostatic 
back-release and alarm is provided in 

nection to he lwld up and an ·tiarrn 

giv�n. 

(/) The " Search " for an idle trunk or 
junction is practically simultaneous 
and extends on·r tlw whole group of 
circuits concerned, \\·ithout regard to 
their number. 

\g) Xo restriction in the number or dist ri
bution of lines constituting a P .B.X. 
Group. 

Tnmh Traf]ic.-\lora,·sk:1 Ostrava was al
ready an important trunk line centre before the 
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introduction of automatic working, and the con
ditions specified for the operation of the trunk 
traffic \\·ere somewl1<1t exacting·. 

F1c.;. 6.-Tou. Sw ITClfl:'\t; ( )l'EIL\TOl{S' Pc 1SITl<1:\s FOH. Ro\ ·T

I:\'<; T1<.\FF1c HET\\'EE:\' .\LL �\l ·ro�l.\TH.: SLnsc1UHE"s 1:-.: 

�ET\\'ORK :-xu TllE T()LL SwtTCJIBO.\IU> PUOl'EIC 

Jt was required, and it has b1:en provided 
under the new sysk111, that the operators on the 
existing· Toll Switchboard should 

(a) be given direct access lo en'ry automatic 
subscriber in the net\\urk: 

(b) be able to enter any engaged subscri
ber's li rw for the purpose of offering 
a trunk call: 

(c) be able to eHect the trunk connection 
over the same circuit by which it was 
offered, at the same time breaking 
down any other connection on which 
the subscriber may have been engaged 
at the time. 

(d) For the purpose of the abm·e facilities, 
in connection with satellite subscri
bers, the Toll operator should be able 
to use the ordinary outgoing junctions 
to the satellites and appropriate any 
junction if tlwy should ::ill happen to 
be engaged. 

(c) In the latkr case lw able to discriminate 
before appropriating a junction be-

tween those engaged on trunk and 
ordinary traffic in order not to inter
fere with existing trunk calls. 

(/) Positive lamp supervision is to be given 
to the Toll Operator. 

In order to give effect to these arrangements a 
small manual switchhoard for " Toll Switch
ing," as shown in Figs. 2 and 6 and a Record 
Table, was installed in proximity to the existing 
Toll Switchboard. 

The :\lain Office subscribers' lines and also 
the outgoing junctions lo the automatic satellites 
an· multipled before the Toll Switching Oper
ators, who are prm·ided with two groups of 
plug·-ended lines from the Toll Switchboard 
proper, 

(a) for trunk calls to �lain Office subscribers 
and 

(/>) for trunk calls lo ,\utomatic Satellite 
subscribers. 

The routing of tlw I raffic 1s indicated by the 
arrows in Fig. I. 

To effect a trunk call the automatic subscribers 
dial 0-1- and details are taken by the Record 
Operator. 

\Vhen the call matures it is reverted to the 
originating subscriber by the Toll Operator 
through the medium of the Toll Switching 
Operator, who completes the connection either 
throug·h the �Iain Office Subscribers' Multiple or 
by dialling out over an outgoing junction to a 
Satellite subscriber. 

In the latter case the operator puts out a dis
criminatory condition when plugging into the 
junction and when dialling she omits "the first 
two di_gits of the number. Connection is 
obtained to the required line whether it is en
gaged or not, without requiring any special 
operation by the Toll Switching Operator. En
gaged lamps are provided on the O.G.J. mul
tiple and junctions engaged on Trunk Calls 
have in addition a tone on the sleeve of the jacks 
in order to comply with condition (e) referred 
tu above. 

The sole function of the Toll Switching 
Operator is to obtain connection to the line on 
behalf of the Toll Operator proper, who after
wards takes complete control of the call. The 
operation of a trunk call by the Toll Operator 
is precisely the same for calls to Main Office or 
Satellite subscribers. 
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AUTOMATIC ROUTINE TESTERS FOR AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE 
EXCHANGES. 

\V. E. CHINN, A.M.I.E.E., and J. S. Yut·�G. 

I 
T is unnecessary to stress the important 

bearing that high grade maintenance has 
upon the efficiency of the telephone service 

and routine testing is one of the essential opera
tions. In manual exchanges, faults that occur 
between routine tests are not allowed to affect 
the service because the presence of an operator 
ensures the discovery of the faults and the con
sequent diversion of traffic to other channels. 
In an automatic exchange, however, the human 
element is to a great extent replaced by mechani
cal switching devices which necessarily have but 
a limited ability to discriminate between normal 
and abnormal conditions. 

It follows therefore that service could be 
seriously degraded by the continuance for long 
periods of undiscovered faults on automatic 
systems. To avoid this state of affairs, as far 
as possible, and to obtain early advice of the 
existence of faults, it is necess�rv to carrv out 
exhaustive routine tests at comparatively fre
quent intervals : on the apparatus used in auto
matic exchanges. 

The methods of routine testing employed vary 
in accordance with the requirements of particular 
exchanges and are divided under two heads, as 
follows:-

(1) Manual Testing involving the constant 
attendance of maintenance officers for 
the manipulation of the manual and 
semi-automatic testers employed and 
for the purpose of associating them 
with the apparatus to be tested. This 
method is used extensively in ex
changes where only small numbers of 
each type of apparatus are involved. 

(2) Automatic Testing which normally re
quires attention only when a fault has 
been discovered in any piece of appar
atus under test. This method is used 
where, owing to the large numbers of 
each item of apparatus or the com
plexity of the tests required, it would 
be uneconomical to employ manual 
methods. 

It is intended 1n this series of articles to deal 
,,·ith tlw routine testers which are included under 
heading 2, giving· a general description of the 
functions applying to all routiners and of certain 
indi,·idual circuit features which are considered 
tu be of special interest. 

The routiners to be described arc those at 
present installed in the earlier London Ex
changes and, if space permits, others for \Yhich 
access equipment has been, or is being, pro
vided. 

Those routiners fitted as part of the main in
stallation are designed for testing the following 
apparatus:-

(1) Subscriber's and Incoming rst Code 
Selectors. 

(2) Directors. 
(3) C.C.l. Repeaters. 
(4) C.C.l. Coders. 
(5) Senders. 
(6) Keysending " B " Position Apparatus. 

Three other routiner circuits have been de
signed and are undergoing circuit laboratory 
trials. These are for testing : -

(1) 11-20 line P .B.X. Final Selectors. 
(2) Large Group P.B.X. , , 

(3) C.C.I. Junctions. 
" 

Routiners are composed of t\\·o main parts: 
the test and control apparatus, and the access 
equipment. 

The test and control apparatus is generally 
mounted on a special rack located near the 
equipment it is intended to test and consists of 
switches, relays and keys for controlling the 
sequence of tests to be applied and for changing 
the circuit conditions as required. 

The access equipment consists of a primary 
distributor (in a fe,v exceptional cases there are 
also second<iry distributors) and access switches. 
The latter are in most cases mounted with the 
apparatus to which they afford access, while the 
former are mounted on the routiner rack. 
Generally, only 20 contacts of the access switch 
bank are used; this is in order to give a better 
numbering and cabling scheme. 
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Relays 

IST CODE SELECTOR ROUTINER. 

The functions which are common to most 
ruutiners arc summarised as follows:-

(r) Afford, in cyclic order, access to the 
apparatus to be tested, as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

( 2 ) Step over contacts of the access switch 
associated with unequipped apparatus. 
The stepping is effected in various 
ways. 1 n some cases by self-interrupted 
dri\'e; in others by a relay connected to 
tlw unequipped contacts, which pro
,·ides an additional step to the access 
switch and delays progress of the 
routiner tests during the stepping; and 
in other cases hy a battery connected to 
the unequipped contacts to operate a 
rela\' in the routiner which is switched 
in to circuit for a g·i \'en period. 

(J) Step m·er contacts of the primary dis
tributor when nu equipped apparatus is 
connected to the access switch. This 
is effected as mentioned in (2). 

(.+) Sll'p the access switch afkr satisfactory 
corn pletion of the cycle of tests on one 
set of apparatus. 

(5) Step the primary distributor to the next 
equipped access switch when all the 
apparatus associated with the previous 
access switch has been tested. 

(6) Effect stepping of the access equipment 
manually by means of push type keys 
to any required set of apparatus for the 
purpose of continuously routining same. 

(i) Routine test continuously any required 
set of apparatus and ensure adequate 
guarding of same between the test 
cycles. ;\ key designated " Con
tinuous Routine " is provided for the 
purpose of disconnecting the normal 
access equipment stepping circuits, 
thereby causing the tests to be repeated 
on the same set of apparatus. 

(8) Afford indication, by means of lamps on 
the routiner rack, which set of appar
atus is being tested. In some cases an 
indi,·id11al lamp is associated with each 
Sl't of apparatus to he tt·sted; in other 
cases shl'lf lamps with a common set of 
access switch lamps are provided; and 
in the remaining cases one set of 
lamps and a lamp indicating key are 
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provided, the key being employed for 
the purpose of associating the lamps 
with the access s\vitcbes or the primary 
distributors as required. 

(9) Afford lamp indication of the particular 
test in progress. These lamps also 
afford indication of the test which failed 
when a fault is encountered. One level 
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Conta<..ts DS, DT, �DU are cont<'lrts 
nf the sw1tcf11ng relays used to switch 
the t!'shng connections through when 
mak1n9 a continuous routine t�st 

FJG. 2b. 

uf the test S\vitch, where fitted, has its 
relevant bank contacts connected to 
these lamps. \Yhere a test switch is 
not fitted, contacts of the relays con
trolling the test are used. 

(10) Stop the routiner when a fault is en
countered and give an alarm. In most 
cases an alarm is gin·n after the ex
piration of a certain period from the 

commencement of each test, if the test 
has not been satisfa.ctori1y completed 
within that period. In a few cases an 
alarm is given if the whole test cycle is 
not completed wi1hin a certain time. 
The routiner stops due to the fact that 
the application of the followin"g test 
depends upon the satisfactory cnrn
pletion of the test in progress. 

( 11) Provide by means of a key restoration 
to normal of the testing equipment and 
a re-test of the same set of apparatus 
when a fault occurs. .\key," Reset," 
is provided by ,,·hicl1 a" Reset Relay " 
is operated, the contacts of which are 
connected in such a manner that thev 
disconnect the holding· circuits for 
alarm relays, provide a n·lease or 
homing circuit for each resting switch 
and operate a relay to delay the restart 
of the test cycle. Tlw operating cu

cui!s of relays associated \\·ith the test 
switch are disconnected during the 
homing of that switch. 

(12) Provide remote control of the" Reset'' 
facility. Jacks, spaced at convenient 
distances, are provided on the racks of 
the apparatus tu be tested and connected 
to the " Reset Relay." \Vith each 
routiner a plug·, cord and pear push are 
provided and by inserting the plug into 
any one of the jacks mentioned above 
the " Reset Relay " in the routiner 
may be operated by the maintenance 
officer while observing any set of appar
atus on which a fault exists. 

(13) Provide, by means of a key, stepping to 
the next set of apparatus and restoration 
to normal of the testing equipment when 
a fault occurs. :\ key, " Step On," is 
connected in such a manner that it per
forms similar functions to those pro
vided by the " Reset Relay " and in 
addition operates the relay which would 
normally operate at the finish of the 
test cycle in order to step the access 
equipment. 

· ( q) Provide fault imitation kevs to check 
that the routiner \vill give an alarm 
when particular faults are encountered. 
Keys are con nnected in such a manner 
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as to simulate faults which would 
seriouslv interfere with the general 
service either in the normal way or 
when the routiner is in use. 

(15) Provide an indication that tests on all 
associated equipment have been com
pleted. A ' ' Routine Finished '' relay 
is connected to the contact of the 
primary distributor following the last 
equipped contact. The operation of 
this relay giYes lamp and alarm in
dication. 

A general outline of the operating procedure 
may be of interest at this stage. 

Before commencing· a routine test, it 1s 
essential that certain tests shall be applied to 
ascertain that the ruutiner \\·ill function correctly 
when certain faults are encountered. In order 
to do this a " Fault Imitation " key is thrown 
and then the start key. The routiner will com
mence operating and when the particular test is 
made the simulated fault should cause the 
routiner to stop and give an alarm. The reset 
key may then be thrown, one fault imitation key 
restored and another operated, when on release 
of the reset key the routiner will recommence. 
This procedure is followed until all the fault 
imitation keys have been operated in turn. 

To start the routiner for a normal test of the 
\Yhole of the associated sets of apparatus the 
" Start Kev " is thrown. The routiner will 
then proceed with the testing· until it encounters 
a fault, \Yhen an alarm will be given by means 
of a local trembler bell and the main alarm 
system which includes the rack pilot lamp. 

Particulars of the fault as indicated by the test 
lamp, and the switch or set of apparatus being 
tested are recorded. The latter is indicated by 
the lamps associated with the access equipment. 

The maintenance officer may now investigate 
the fault if he considers that additional informa
tion would be helpful or that it may be readily 

•cleared. lf the fault is cleared the " Reset 
Key " should be momentarily operated for 
sufficient time to allow the test switch to return 
to normal. The same set of apparatus will then 
be re-tested. If the fault has not been cleared 
the " Step On Key " should be momentarily 
operated, after which tests will commence on the 
next set of apparatus. 

On compl�tion of the normal routine test an 

alarm is given. The maintenance officer may 
now use the routiner for the purpose of con
tinuously routine testing those sets of apparatus 
in which faults haYe been discovered and not 
cleared during the normal routine test. In this 
connection the " Continuous Routine Kev " is 
thrown and then the '' Primary Distributor 
Stepping Key " manipulated until the primary 
distributor reaches the access switch \vith which 
the particular set of apparatus is associated. 
The " Access Switch Stepping Key " should 
now be operated to step the access switch to the 
required set of apparatus. The associated lamps 
indicate the positions of the distributor and 
access switch as thev are moved. Should the 
routiner have two primary distributors and the 
required apparatus be associated with the second, 
the " Distributor Selecting Key '' should be 
thrown prior to the manipulation of the stepping 
keys, thus giving direct stepping to No. 2 dis
tributor. The " Start Key " should now be 
operated and the set of apparatus will be con
tinuously routined. 

The apparatus being tested may be observed 
throughout the tests and, when a fault. occurs, 
the routiner may be " Reset " by means of the 
pear push and cord previously mentioned, with
out the necessity for the observ111g officer's return 
to the routiner. 

It may so happen that the fault is only con
nected with one test of the routiner; in this case 
certain .other tests may be cancelled by throwing 
the releYant " Test Cancel Keys " where fitted. 
These may also be thrown when making a 
general routine test to reduce the testing time, 
or when it is desired to locate faults of a definite 
nature. 

\Vhile the officer is in attendance the main 
alarm system is disconnected from the local 
routiner alarm (trembler bell) by the operation 
of the " Main Alarm Key." 

There are other uses for th� " Continuous 
Routine Key." For instance, if during a 
general routine a fault is located which has pre
viously given trouble (a fault of an intermittent 
nature) the continuous routine key may be 
operated previous to the reset key and the fault 
investigated as in the case of a continuous routine 
test. Afterwards the continuous routine key 
may be restored and the general routine resumed. 
"\nother use is to enable the routiner to test a 
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particular group of switches. In this case the 
routiner is stepped to a particular switch as for 
a continuous routine test and after the test cycle 
has commenced thl' continuous routine key 1s 
restored. 

FrnsT CoDE SELECTOR RoL·n:-.:ER. 
In this routiner a " ('ontrol Switch " and a 

" Test Switch '' are fitted. The Test Switch 
changes the tests to be applied in the required 
sequence while the Control Switch changes the 
conditions to the access leads as the tests pro
gress. 

\Vhere two primary distributors are fitted, a 
" Dist•ibutor Selecting Key " is provided to 
switch the primary distributor stepping circuit 
direct to No. 2 distributor \Yhen manually step
ping· prior to a continuous routine test. If three 
primary distributors are fitted, two keys would 
be provided. 

\Vhere more than three primary distributors 
would be required, one primary distributor and 
four or more secondary distributors are fitted as 
required. This arrangenwnt, as shown in Fig. 
2a, avoids the use of a large number of switch
ing relay contacts, as shown in Fig. 2b, which 
are potential points of failure. 

In view of the difficulty of automatically busy
ing outlets on selector levels, the vertical and 
rotary stepping tests are usually made by 
manual routine testers, which are associated 
with the necessary points by means of the test 
jack provided on each selector. In some of the 
earlier exchanges, however, all the points re
quired for this purpose were not provided and 
it was therefore necessary to seek some alter
native means of access. Since the auto routiner 
access points are similar to those required for the 
manual tester, a test jack is fitted common to 
the access equipment and can thereby be 
associated with each selector in turn, or with 
any particular selector as required. The points 
of access on each selector are P, +, - ingoing 
connections, the meter connection and the K 
relay. 

Before the cycle of tests is commenced, it is 
necessary to ascertain whether or not the selector 
position is equipped. Various methods are 
employed to effect this. In some exchanges the 
meter connection of equipped selectors is con
tinuou�ly earthed except for the metering period 

during which battery is applied. This fact 
is utilised to determine that the position is 
equipped. A differentially wound relay, with 
the coils normally in opposition is so connected 
to the selector meter lead (see Fig. 3a) that if 
either earth or battery is found the relay will 
operate and cause the routiner to proceed with 
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the tests. If the differential relay does not 
operate, the release of a slow relay steps the 
access switch to the next position. The " Un
equipped " test is followed by the " Selector 
Busy '' test, for which conditions are applied to 
the private to determine \Vhether or not this is 
earthed. Should the private remain earthed for 
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more than 2-4 mms. an alarm is given. In 
many other exchanges the " Position Un
equipped " and " Selector Busy " tests are 
applied simultaneously during the releasing 
period of a slow relay, as shown in Figs. 3b and 
3c, where polarised relays are used. In these 
cases the two polarised relays are connected on 
the one side to the centre point of a battery and 
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earth-connected resistance and on the other to 
the private. These relays have been arranged 
to discriminate between earth (busy), battery 
(unequipped) or disconnected (free) conditions. 
If battery be found, the operation of relay PN 
causes the access switch to step to the next 
position, while if PP operates, further tests are 
delayed until the selector becomes free or if still 
busy after 4t mins. an alarm is given. 

It \vill be noticed that all negative conditions 
are tested during delay periods. 

Having determined that the selector position 
is equipped and the selector disengaged the 
private of the selector is earthed by the routiner 
while the ingoing lines are tested. The latter 
is accomplished by connecting three relays (in 
some cases two) to each line, as shown in Fig. 
4a. TD or TJ operate should direct battery or 
earth, respectively, be found; TP or TQ i{ the 
potential is abnormal due to contacts on the 
banks of the preceding switches; and TA and 
TB only if correct potentials, with the usual 
margins, are obtained. \\There split loop im
pulsing, involving switching operations on the 
ingoing leads when the selector L relav is 
operated, is employed, the test is as follow�:
A high resistance relay is connected to each line 
to test for continuity \vithout operating the "L" 
relay, after which a \Vheatstone network is 
applied, see Fig. 4b, to test for any out-of
balance conditions. 

The " L " relay of the selector having been 
operated, the private should be earthed. This 
is verified by a simple test at this stage. 

In the case of " Forced Release " of the 
selector, earth is removed from the holding 
circuit of the K relay and hence in order that 
the routiner may determine that " Forced Re
lease '' has occurred this is made an access point. 
It is also used to determine when a free " A " 
Digit Selector has been found. The latter test 
has made it necessary in some exchanges to use 
the connection between the K relay and the 
rotary switch drive magnet for the access point. 
This is due to the K relay being held from the 
First Code Selector instead of the " A " Digit 
Selector. The respective access points and 
associated routiner connections are shown in 
Figs. 5a and 5b. It will be seen from Fig. 5a 
that if after a given delay period (this allows 
ample time for the hunting of the " A " Digit 
Finder and the resultant switching operations) 
relay TE is not operated then earth is not being 
returned from the " A " Digit Selector. In 
Fig. 5b relays TE and TES will operate while 
the " A " Digit Finder is hunting and, when 
hunting ceases, relay TES will release due to the 
absence of direct earth and thus operate TER. 
If the " A " Digit Selector has not been seized, 
this will be proved in the nt'xt test by relay TE 
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remaining operated when it should have been 
released due to " Forced Release " condition. 

After the " Forced Release " test has been 
applied the ingoing loop is opened for a given 
period to allow the selector to restore to normal. 
The private is guarded by the routiner during 
this period. The selector is then re-seized and 
a single digit sent to the " A " Digit Selector. 
The " Forced Release " from the Director is 
then tested in a similar manner. Owing to the 
length of time required to ascertain that 
" Forced Release " conditions are received from 
the " A " Digit Selector and Director respec
tively, cancel keys are fitted in order that either 
or both of these tests may be cancelled if so 
required. 

A 50-point sending switch is used in this 
routiner. The connections of one level of the 
switch are wired to a tag block as shown in Fig. 6 

and the sending control relays are commoned 
on this tagblock as required for the sending of 
the predetermined four digits, a single digit to 
test the Director " Forced Release " and a train 

of three digits to set up " Through " conditions. 
Keys are not used for setting up the digits as 
only specially allotted digits may be sent. The 
" Through " conditions are established via a 
spare selector level, usually " Second Code," 
back to the routiner and so are under the control 
of the routiner. 

The " J\Ianual Holding " feature of the 
selector is tested by connecting battery to the 
outgoing positive lead while two slow relays 
release in tandem, the ingoing leads being dis
connected at the same time. \Vhen both relays 
have released, the private is tested to ascertain 
if it be still guarded by the selector. In some 
equipments the period of relay release is aug
mented by a 1 .5 sec. stepping pulse to the test 
switch. This period is designed to allow full 
release of the selector, before the private is 
tested, should the " Holding " feature be faulty. 

The application of the next test is delayed 
while the selector is allowed ample time to restore 
to the normal " J'hrough " conditions. The 
battery and earth connections of the outgoing 
leads are reversed and the meter connection 
tested for the metering condition. Resistances 
equal to the test or adjust figures may be intro
duced into the outgoing leads by key operation 
previous to commencing the routine. This 
feature is used in conjunction with continuous 
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routine testing to ensure that the selector D 
relay is in correct adjustment and remains so 
during several consecutive tests. Experience 
has shown that this feature is not warranted and 
hence it will not be included in future routiners. 
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Pulses are now connected to the Release Time 
Switch (see Fig. 7) and at the same time the 
selector ingoing loop is opened in order that the 
period during which earth is retained on the 
private may be timed. \Vhen the earth is re
moved from the private by the selector an alarm 

operates if the period is longer or shorter than 
normal. 

In this routiner the fault alarm is given after 
4j mins. A Time Check Relay (Relay No. 
192A) is stepped by r .5 sec. earth pulse. The 
relay commences to operate as each test is 
applied and is released when the test proves 
satisfactory. The period of 4! mins. is chosen 
as this is required for the " Selector Busy " 
test. The release alarm is given after g sees., 
a Time Alarm Rt>lay (Relay No. 157A) being 
stepped by 1 .5 sec. earth pulses. In some ex
changes, Relay No. 157A is used for both 
alarms and is stepped by } min. earth pulses for 
the fault condition, while in other exchanges the 
S and Z schemes are employed. 

" Fault Imitation " kevs are fitted in this 
routiner to simulate the following conditions:
" Direct Earth " or " Battery Contact " on 
either ingoing line, " Selector Position Un
equipped," " Selector Busy," " Meter Fail " 
and '' Private Disconnected.'' 

Indication of the selector being tested is given 
by a shelf lamp and a shelf position lamp. 

In order that traffic statistics on Directors 
may be more accurately analysed, a meter is 
arranged to record the number of times that 
Director meters are operated due to the function
ing of this routiner. 

AN ARTIFICIAL TRAFFIC MACHINE FOR AUTOMATIC 
TELEPHONE STUDIES. 

E. A. ELLil\IAN and R. W. FRASER, 
Engineering Department Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd. 

[Reprinted from " Electrical Communication," October, r928. J 

D
ESIGNERS of automatic telephone ex
change equipments have at all times felt 
the need for positive data to enable them 

to provide the most economical, yet adequatf'., 
quantities of equipment for efficient service. 
Consequently close attention has been given to 
the theory of probability by means of which 
fundamental formul� and curves have been 
devised, enabling the equipment engineer to 
determine readily the equipment quantities re-

quired to carry any known traffic with a par
ticular switching arrangement and a specified 
grade of service. Various investigators engaged 
in probability research have produced basic 
formul�, which, while being approximately in 
agreement for general traffic conditions, are 
nevertheless at variance in certain respects 
owing, in some cases, to the different physical 
assumptions made, and in other cases, to the 
different methods of interpreting these assump-
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tions in developing formulx. Each has in turn 
resorted to experiment to justify ass11mptions and 
to obviate laborious or impracticable mathe
matical work. In these experiments different 
methods have been employed to reproduce physic
ally a sequence of eYents governed by the laws 
of pure chance and analogous to those obtain
ing in telephone traffic. So far as the writers 
of this article are aware, all the methods hitherto 
adopted required a long period of time for one 
experiment, and involved careful plotting on 
graphs of a very large number of points. As a 
test, the method often adopted, of obtaining from 
a telephone directory a random series of four
digit numbers representing the times of call 
0riginations in ten-thousandths of the busy hour, 

• • •!;.Jlr',. • .&..:>#f<J."A'" • .l<o '�<1tl.;t I� J E'C 
r,..,, .. a · , 1,.\«rc. 

l i � " 
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FIG. 1.-SJM(!LTAl"EOITS C.\LLS IN Pl<OGl<ESS ,\T ANY INTERVAL. 

was tried and it was found that with two men 
employed on the work there was an average 
interval of 20 seconds between the recording of 
two successive call originations on a graph. In 
this method each originating call is assumed to 
continue for a constant holding time-usually 
2 minutes-and the number of simultaneous calls 
in progress at any interval is indicated as shown 
in Fig. I. If ten switches are being considered, 
any call arriving whilst ten simultaneous calls 
are in progress is lost. This condition is 
reached at points " X " marked on the graph. 
To obtain reliable results the experiment should 
be continued until about 20 lost cnlls are recorded 
so that to ycrify conditions with a grade of ser
vice of 1 in r ,ooo (P = 0.001) it would be neces
sary to record 20,000 calls on the graph. This, 

at the rate indicated, would occupy 222 man
hours and e,·en if hy prnctice this time could be 
reduced it will he seen that one experiment in
Yolves a considerable amount of labour and time. 

The object of this article is to outline a develop
ment which has been undertaken with a view to 
producing a machine for the production, dis
tribution and analysis of artificial traffic so that 
experiments may be carried out \Yithin a reason
ably short period of time and with a considerable 
reduction of the tiresome work involved in 
graphical methods. \Vhilst the design of the 
machine described here is limited to the study of 
the comparatively simple trunking arrangement 
known as t,,·o-grnup grading, the principle in
volved readily admits of an extension of its 
application to more general cases. 

Two main requin·ments have to be met in the 
machine: 

1. It must produce a random time distribu
tion of originated calls. 

2. It must giYe focilitiPs for applying the 
traffic so procluced to particular switch
inµ: arrangements, in such a manner 
that the traffic distribution through the 
s\·stem is readily obtained. . . 

!'Roni ·cTTCl'.'.: OF ARTIFICL\L TRAFFIC. 

The tinw distribution of call originations is 
arrang·ed to satisfy the following conditions: 

1. Calls must originate in a purely chance 
manner. 

2. The calling rate taken over a long period 
must he uniform. 

3 . .i\ large number of call originations per 
holding time must be possible. This 
means that the traffic must represent 
that which 'vould originate from a 
large number of subscribers. 

To obtain numericnl results readily, steel balls 
such as are used in hall bearings are utilised to 
represent calls, thereby giving each originated 
call a physical identity. The random traffic 
distribution is obtained (Figs. 2 and 3) by 
directing a stream of halls from a funnel on to a 
large steel hnll placed above the centre of a wire 
grid which supports a small number of funnels 
connected to rubber tubes leading· to the lower 
part of tht• mnchirw. The balls, after striking 
the deflecting hall, are scattered in a random 
manner over thP grid as indicated in Fig. 2 and 
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a small proportion at chance intervals enters one 
or other of the funm•ls, which a re spaced irregu

la rl y o\'er the grid. TIH•se balls now represent 
origi nated call s, and the remainder \vhich have 

fallf'n through tlw grid are cl in·ct ed Jy,· mea ns of 

F1<;. 2.-R.\'.\i)(l.\l Th'..H'FIC ()JSTRIBl'Tl<I:\' 11.u·sTR.\Tl'.\I� s·na:.\.\I 

CF ll.11.1.s. l.,IJ<(;F STEFL llEFl.FCTI'.\"(; ll.11.1 .. \\'11a: <:1:111 \:'ill 

Rl.HHEI� Tl'HES l.L\1;1,1. T•• l.11\\'EI� l'.\l�T CIF \l.\Clll:\'E. 

an inclirwd plarn· t!I ;1 c1m tairH'r ti:-d·d !In till' ollt
sidt� of tlH· cabint·t. Tlw halls c1dlt·ct1·d in this 
contairn·r arl' rq2;11larl_,. tran:.:frrn·d to till' main 
supply al till' lop ()f till' cal ii rwt. TIH· li()x con
taining till' s uppl�· of balls is prm·id1·d \\ ith ;111 
inclirwu g·lass -li nt·d hast• so that ;111 t'\'t•n 1111"· ()f 
halls is su ppl it·d t() t lw fun rwl. Tl11· fun rwl 
ad!lpll'd , aflt•r St'Yt·r-;tl t• xpt·rinwnts \\'it h diff1·n·n1 
sh ;qws and l_qws, consists 11f a l<:trd-s1wak1·r h!lrn 
\Yhich is hing· " d to th1· suppl _, . box s11 ti1;1t till' 
sl!lp<· nw_,. lw adj11st1·d t!I tlw lil'st ,-altw for ;1n 
t•\·1·:1 tl1J\\'. .\ hafflt· plait• is littt•d at tlH' out I!'! 
frll111 th!' funrwl, and is 1 qwr;1tl'cl h_,. m1·a11s of a 
shaft t!'r111i11ating in a 111ilh-d nut ;1t till' sid1· 11f 1111· 
cabin!'!. This h:1Hk pl;111· Sl 'rn ·s to dir1·1·t tlw 
stream of halls on t!I tlJt• d1•1l1·ctllr. Tlw d1·1l1·ct11r 
is prm·ided \\'ith both horizrn11;il ;111d \·1·rtical 
adj ustnwnts. Thl' distrihuti()n llf till' balls c;111 
th erefore lw adjustf•d to cm·t·r till' \\'hok ;m·:1 of 
the grid o ver \\'hich till·:· :ire sc;1tt1·n·d. 

l\IETHOD OF S1·:rr1 '.'\c; l'I' S\\'ITCll . \1rn .\ '.'\< ;1 ·: .\tJ-:'.'\TS . 

The balls \\'liich 1•nt1·r tlw rnhlwr tubes an· l<·d 
through the i ncl i rwd pl:i n1· on \\·h ich the ot hn 
balls fall. Tlwy tlH•n d rop int() ;1 ,,.<1od<'n run
way which d in•cts tlH·m to tlw lmn·r part of the 
machine reprc•st� nting th<� S\\'itch ing equipnH·nt. 
The original t.ksi gn n·pn•s<·nt<-d I \\'o switching 
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stages-a 24- or 25-point line switch stage fol
lowed by a ro-point selector stage. The arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 3, and althoug h this has 
been modified in the later dt>s ig n it is described 
here to indicate the far.ilities which may be pro
Yicled. 

rn F ig . 3 thP mu ltipled 2:; outl<·ts from a group 
llf lint• s\\·itclws is n· 1m·s1·nt<'d hy a n inclined 
alumini11111 rt1ll\\·:1y \\ ·ith 2,'i IH:les, l':wh hole !w
ing· pr()\·idt•d ,,·i1 It a ·•busying·" d<·\·in• arra ngt 'd 
t() dos<· it for ;1 1wriod <·qu;il to a c;dl h()lding 
1i11H' \\·lwn1·\·1·r a h;dl drops inl1> it. :\ hall st;1rt
ing frnm 1IH· lwginning· d tl11· rn1rn;1y 1mwv<·ds 
along· it, p;1ss<'s :ill bus:· 11uth·ts ;1nd <·nt<·rs the 
tirst frt•t• on<-, thus gi,·i1�g ;1 11wch;1nical n·pn·
s1·ntation of a c:dl hunt ing· hy nH'ans of ;1 lirw 
S\\·itd1 for a fr1·t� otrllt·t. Bdon· the\' t•ntt• r 1lw 
line· S\\ 'itch rtlll\\·;1_\", tlw h:ills fr!l ill ilw \YondPn 
rum\·ay pass th rough a st·parat ing cl<',·ice \\ 'h ich 
1·nsur<>s a ('(·rt;1in tinw interval betwee n the 

;1rriy;i] of t\\'o h:tlls in the lirw S\\·itch run\\'av. 
This is dorw to 1m·\·1·nt tlw lll!'chanical 1·qui\·alent 

F1.:. 3.-·.\wr1F1<·1.1r. T1<.1F1·1c \L1n11:-;i-:. l.<>ll'ER 1·.1r�T (IF 

\l1·:c11.\'.\"1S.\r 1<1-:1·1<EsF'.'iTs S\\'1Tc111�(; E011rr•\IE�T. 
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of a double connection, ,,·hich ,,·mi!J uthern·ise 
occur in the machirw m<1r<· freq1wn11_,. than in 
actual practice. .\ hall \\·hich linds all line 
switch outlets engagl'd foils 1hro11gh a hole at the 
end of tl11· ntn\y;1y inff) a t11IH' leading to an 
m·ertlm\· bin. This reprl's<·nts :1 call which has 
fail<·d to find a frt'e outlet on the first half-revolu
tion of a line switch; but since a line switch con
tinues to hunt till a free outlet is found, this ball 
must immediately be transferrf'd to the beginning 
of the line S\',:itch runway and must be allowed 
to hunt again. 

For COl1\'Pni1�nn' in designing· tlw cabinet , thP 
::?.) f)lltlPts repn·sr·nting tlw litw switch n1111tiple 
are arrang1'd in t\Yo groups. orw f)f 13 and one of 
12-the upp1•r t\\"f) runw:1ys in Fig. 3. If it is 
desin�d to n•pn·s<'nt lh<· 2-f-point n1111tipl<· of tlw 
homing line S\Yitd1, orw of tlw 2:; 011th·ts is 
pcrman<'n t I\' " lrnsi<·d." 

The outlf't " busying" d<·,·in· shmrn in Fig. 
3 1,onsists of an 1•bonite rolh·r mount<·d lwlow tlw 
outlet. .\ttaclwd lo tlw sid1· of tlw roller is :1 

short glass tulw the hon· of which is slig·htly 
grPater tlwn .)/t<i" . . \ ;'\ 1(i" dianwt<•r Stl't'J hall 
is enclosed in 1111· tulw; the n·maining span· is 
complt>tt>ly tillt·d ,,·ith :1 mixtun· of gl:T1·ri1w and 
water, and both <'!His of tlw tulw art· S<�aled. 
Jn the free condition, tlw tulw takt•s up :1 n•rtical 
position due to tlw weig;ht of tlw st1•1·l hall, and 
in this position till' rnlh·r pn·s<·nts a pock1•1 to tlw 
outlet in th1• rtll1\\·ay. .\ steel hall on reaching :1 

free outlet, drops into till' pock<·t. turns till' roll<·r 
over and drops into a run\\·ay lwlm\·, p:1rallt·I to 
the first, and leading · lo the nt>xl switching· stag<·. 
�feanwhile the rollPr ha\·ing h1·Pn turn<·d m·pr is 
prevented from returning to the normal position 
by a pin which engages a pawl , tlw arrangement 
being such that the roller can rotate in one 
direction only. In the locked position, the roller 
closes the runway outlet while the glycerine 
tube is held in a position slightly inclined to the 
horizontal. In Fig. 4 the first three outlets arP 
shown engaged. The ball enclosed in the tulw 
rolls slowly down, the motion being· rt>stricted hy 
the glycerine. vVhen the ball has passed the 
centre of the tube its weight turns the roller over 
to a second normal position 18o0 removed from 
the first. In this position a second pocket is 
presented to the outlet which is, therefore, free 
again. The time taken for the roller to leave one 
normal position and restore to the second repre-

sents the holding time of the call. The average 
value of this time should hc the same for all 
rollers to reproduce conditions corresponding to 
those assumed in theory . 

In the original design, a hall having takf'n a 
line switch outl<'t is carried lw nwans of the run
way below the rollers to tlw top of a similar run
way equipped with 10 outlets n•presenting the 
multipled outlets from orw level of a group of 
selectors. Tlw dela\· lwtween the seizure of :1 
free line switch outlf't and the suhsequ(•nt seizur1· 
of a sf'lt>ctor outlet is somewhat longer in tlw 
traffic machine than in actual ;111to111:11ic switch-

Fu�. 4.-.\RTIFll'l.\I. T1�_\FHc 'J.\<'111'.\"E. F11l�T TllRI·:..: ot:Tl.ETS 
SllO\\'\' E'.\"t�.Ha·:D BY �fE.\,'S OF " JH'SYl'.\"f> " llE\'ICE. 

ing. The runways an-. hm\ t'\·1·r, arrangt'd so 
that I he time bet w1·en t lw com111 1·nn·nH·nt of 
hunting at the line switch stagt• and th1� com
mencement of hunting· at tht· selector stage is 
the same for all calls. Thus the slower hunting 
speed and delay bet\\"('(•n stages does not affect 
the traffic distribution. 

Since the traffic from subscribers' lin1• switches 
is not all routed over the same lt> ,·el of first 
selectors, the artificial traffic machine must he 
arranged to satisfy this condition. For the 
purpose of traffic experiments it is not necessary 
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to study more than one level ; traffic to the other 
levels need not b<> anah·st>d. .\ mixture of two 
sizPs of balls is, therefore, used and, after leaving 
the line switch runway, tlw balls pass a separat
ing devi<c which routes the larger size to the 
st>le<tnr runway and the smaller sizf', rt>present
ing traffic to other lt•vt•ls, to an analysis hin. 
Tlw mixtun· of tlw t\\"o sizt•s thus controls tlw 
avt>ragt• ,·ahu• of the fraction of tlw total traffic 
routed over tlw Je,·1·1 which is lwing· studied. 

Tht-' outlets in tlw s1·lt•ctor n1nwa\· arc tt·stPd 
in turn in 1•xactly th«" s:11nf' mamwr ;1s alrPady in
dicated, and when a fret• outlet is found, tlw hall, 
having turned the roll<'r 11\'t'r, is dropped into an 
analysis bin placed lwlow the roller. If all 10 

outlets are busy the hall drops through a bolt> at 
the end of the runway into a separate bin. Thus 
the number of calls rt>ct>ived by any one outlet or 
the number of lost calls is given by the number 
of balls found in the corresponding bin at the 
end of the test. 

In order to carry out tests on the distribution 
of traffic at the lint> s\\·itch stag1., two sets of 
analysis bins, corresponding to tlw t\\·o hah·es of 
the line switch runwa\·, ;m· provid1·d. These 
analysis bins can lw s;•t·n in Fig. 3, n u mbered 
1, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25. \\'IH·n tlws1· bins an'. 
placed in position along·side the runways, tlw 
balls \vhich take line switch outlets drop into 
short channt>ls each leading to a hin correspond
ing to a particular outlet. 

Facilities for two-group grading an· providt>d 
by duplicating the whole of the mechanism 
representing the switching arrangements as dt>
scribed above. The rubber tubes from the wire 
grid are divided into t\vo groups leading to two 
wooden runways which serve the two sets of line 
switch and selector runwavs. Each of the 
duplilate line switch and selector runwavs con
sists of two channels fitted close togetl;er and 
equipped with one set of rollers double the width 
of the first rollers so that the two outlets con
trolled by one roller may be " busied " bv a ball 
from either channel. 

.
The double run

.
way is 

mounted alongside the first, and the partition 
between the single runway and the adjacent 
channel of the double runway is provided with a 
series of gates, one between each pair of outlets. 
The arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. :\ t the 
beginning of the line switch or selector runways, 
the balls enter the two outer of the three chann

.
els 

.. 

so that if it is desired to run the two groups of 
outlets with no grading, the centre channel is not 
used. If some of the outlets in the two groups 
are to be graded, the gate lwfore the first graded 
outlet is thrown across the single runway, so 
that a hall finding the individual outlets in that 
runway tmgaged, is dt>flected into tlw centre 
channel and proceeds to test the outlets which 
are also being tested by halls in the outer channel 
of tlw double runwa>·· .\ trunking arrange
nwnt with individual outlPts follmving graded 
outlets (called " revPrsed grading " by the 
British Post Office) can ht• prm·ided by setting 
the gate after the last graded outlet across the 
centre channel, so that a hall which finds the 
graded outlets in the cPntrc channel engaged, is 
returned to the single runway to test the last 
group of individual outlets. 

FIG. 5.-DOUHLE Rt;SWAY PROVll>E() FOi< TWO·GRO!JP 

GRADING. 

Arrangements arc also provided 10 the 
machine for enabling a call to be routed 
from either of the two line switch multiples to 
either of the two selector groups. Thus, a ball 
having taken a particular line switch outlet, may 
either drop into the channel immediately below 
it and leading to one selector runway, or, by 
means of a deflector which clips on to the channel 
below the roller, the ball on falling out of the 
roller may be deflected to the runway which 
leads to the other selector group. 

The trunking scheme of the machine as de
scribed above is shown in Fig. 6. 

It was proved that with the design of " busy
ing " device described above, owing- to the diffi-
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cultv of adjusting all rollers to have the same 
average holding tim<', it \ms not possible to 
obtain any accurate r<"sults from tests. This 
difficult.'' wns caused b:· the slight differences in 
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tlw se,·pral timin g  de,·ic<'s and the indi,·idual 
adjustments ,\" 1 1 ich \\·en· rw1·1·ssary for t'ach. It 
was, tlwr!'fore, decid1·d t!l introduce a t iming· 
de,·iL'!' with a comnwn co n trol, tlw arrangemen t  
being such :1s tu utilis<' tlw lirst nHHfrl as for as 
possibl1· . 

Th<' timing· arr:1ng«·nwnt adopted is sh own in 
Fig. 7, and consists of a s1·ri1·s of shafts , mw 
running· lwlo"· <·ad1 S!'t of rolh·rs, and all shafts 
lwing driwn thrl)ugh gearing from a small plec
tric motor fitt1·J insid<• th<' cahil1(•t. Each shaft 
carries a number of \\'heels (one JWr roller) which 
are drin·n through a friction clutch. The 
gl yceri nt• tubes an· n·111m·1·J from the rollers , and 
ont• of the two pockets is Ii llt·d in to load th<> 
roller, so that normall_,. it tak1·s up a position with 
tlu· other pockel open to lh« runw:1y. In this 
fn•<· position, thl• cor-r1·spnnding wl�eel on the 
rnl;1ting shaft is prevt·n tt·d from t1rrning· In· 

means of a pawl which engages with a notch in 
the whel'l. \\'hen tlw outlet is tak1·n , tlw rollt"r 
turns ovt'r as before, and in doing so, a pin, fitted 
in tlw side, strikes the pa\YI, and raises it out of 
the notch in the wheel , wh ich immediately mm·es 
away from the normal position. The ball haYin g· 

dropped out of the roll<'r, the latter l!·nds to re
turn to normal. hut is pren·nted h:· the pawl, 
which now rests on the rim of the wheel against 
\d1ich it is forced, both by its mm weight and h�· 
th<' rollt>r. Tlw outlt>t is thus lwld "hus\· '' until 
tlw notch in tlw wht•<·I has madt• a completl' 
rt'\·olution, \dwn tlw p:l\d drops in and n•l<·as!'s 
the roller, and at tlw sanw tinw locks tlw wlwt·I 
ag·a1n. 

( )n1· comp let!' turn of tlw shaft, th 1•n·fore , n·

pn·sents a rnll holding tinw, and sinn· all shafts 
an· contrull1·d ll\· the same mntor, the holding 

Fic�. 7.-···.\l�TIHCl.\I T1�.\FFll' \1.H'lll:'\I·: \\'ITI! ('c1;\l\H1'\' (_.(1'\'Tl�•ll 

•I Bt'S\"l!'.:C, •• lh:\'lt'E. 
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time of all outlets is the same. By varying the 
speeJ of the motor, tlw holding time may be 
adjusted within limits to any desired value. 

The introduction of this type of " busying " 

dt>vice in the original 1110de! pt·rmits  ihe use of 
only 23 of the 25 outlets  in each line switch group 
(in Fig. 7: outlets 12, 13 and 25 are shown per
manently " husit•d "). The capacit y of the 
mach i nt's , t lwrefon., n·dun ·d for t ht� pn·sent tu 
orn� switching stag1· with facilitit'S for studying 
I he l raftic distrihut ion in l\\·o groups of outlets, 
each group consisting of any number of outlets 
up to 22. The arrangenwnt for direct or re
versed grading between these groups remain 
unchang·ed. 

.\!though t he n·duction lo one S \\·itching stage 
reduct's the scope of the machine, it is possible 
with the sing·Ie stage to study problems associ
ated ,,·ith the standard 10-group selector ur with 
the 10-group selector. In this \my the accuracy 
of the underlying principle of the machine may 
be tested and the machine may tlwn be applied 
to the solution of problems such as arise, for 
example, with n·n·rsed grading. lf required, 
arrang«�ments can bt' made for adding the second 
stage. 

METHOD UF �L\KJ:"/G TESTS. 

Before a test is run on the machine, a prelimin
ary experiment must be made tu ascertain that 
a satisfactory volume of traffic is being obtained. 
The balls are allmn·d to run from the funnt"l, 
and tlw baffle plate· and dl'flecting ball are ad
justed to g·in� a satisfactory distribution over the 
grid. The wooden rurrn·ays leading to the lower 
part of the macl1irn� are closed to prevent the 
balls from proceeding further, and the time taken 
for a number of calls to originate is measure<l . 

Frum this the numbe r of calls per holding time 
-i.e., th1: traffic-is obtain1·d, and if any chang·e 
is required to the \-;due giu·n, !his can Ill� effectt'd 
either hy a djusting tlw numlwr of rubber tubes 
or by altering the position of some uf tlwm on 
the grid. 

To commence a t1·st on both lirw switch and 
selector stages, the n·quired grading and cross
conrn:cting arrangenwnts arc madt". and the halls 
an� allowed t o  run throug·h the mad1ine until a 
number of calls are in progress. During the 
preliminary run all the balls are collected in a 
common bin placed below the selector runways. 

These calls do not count Ill the test. The test 
interval commences from the time when all the 
analysis bins, mounted on a platform at the 
bottom of the machine, are pushed forward into 
position below the rollers. 

At the end of the test period, the platform with 
the analysis bins is withdrawn and the common 
bin is replaced. The aperture between the baffle 
plate and the funnel mouth is then closed to stop 
the flow of balls. 

i 
I 
I 
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FIG. 8. 

.\ t est un the line switch stag·e only, is carried 
uut in the same manner except that during· the 
preliminary run the halls are allO\n��I to pr; >ceed 
lo the selector stage, or in the present model, to 
a comnwn starting bin. The test perio<l com
mences when t he group of \\·oudcn analysis bins 
is placed up against the runway and e�ds when 
these hins are withdrawn. 

RESU.TS UF TESTS. 

Tlw 111achine in ils mnditi t'd form has been 
ernplu:·ed tu deterrn i rw the dist ri but ion of traffic 
in certain simple cases where the solution can 
also he derived mathematically. Results of 
such experiments are reproduced in graphical 
form in Figs. 8 and 9 and in tabular form in 
Tables l. and H. It ,,·ill lw seen that in Fi�·. 8 

the mechanical analysis closely approximat�s t o  
that deduced b y  tlieor:·; the machine, therefun:, 
furnishes a direct means of solution for the com
plex cases where precise mathematical solutions 
are too laborous or are impossible. 
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TARLE I. 
T.:st of 1Jistrib1<tio11 of Traf!ic in Group of Ten 0111/ds 

I-l1wted for in a Drfi11ite Orifrr. 

Swnmary of Results. 

Oura·tion of Test ................................. . 

Total Number of Originated Calls ................ . . 

4 hours. 
995· 

.\\wage Holding Time of Calls .. . . . . .. . . . .... . . .. . . 

Traffic (a) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

011tlt'l 11, I 
No. (r) (':d ·" 

Distribution. 

Traffi<: l'nits (T.C.) 

l Theuretit.:al
' 

(nr) 

2 112 .850 .860 112 

1 w seconds. 
i·6 T.C. 

c;all!' 

Theorel ic;1 I 

-1 1!5 .879 .884 1!5 

3 107 .81i .828 107 

115.6 
112.5 
108.3 
104.3 4 102 .;79 .796 102 

5 96 .734 
I 

.748 , 96 
6 89 .680 .692 I 89 
7 I 84 .641 I .625 

I 
84 

s : ;2 .550 1 .548 12 
9 I 59 .451 i .461 59 
10 , so .382 : .369 

I 
50 

O/F I 109 .833 I .;89 JO() 

Totals .. �[--•1•�:;----.-��6�1 -�6,:--1-�9� 
T.\Bl.F 11. 

98.0 
90.6 
81.8 
71.8 
48.:; 
60.4 

!OJ. I 

'194·7 

'l'<'s/ of /Jistrib11tiuii uf Traf}ic in a 'l'wv-Grunp (;r111li11g ·;r•itl1 
Two I11divid11al a11d Ni11c Co11in11m Outlets. 

-' hour�. 
:\t1111l11:r of C:alb Lu ( ;r.oup 1 .... .... . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . -17.'i 

- . ················ .... , .,, 
Total :\umbN of Calls .............................. . .  

.\ l'<· f'<lg•• Holding Time of Calls . . . .. . . . . . .. ... . . . . . .  104 . G second,;. 
Tratlic lo l;roup 2 . . . ... . .. ... . . . .... .. . .... . . .... . . ... . 2.Xi T.C. 
Tratlic ·lo l;roup 
Total Trani,· 

(hllkt (';di, '.'\n. 

I (j rp. I u4 
2 I 4(1 

145 
3 l.j2 
4 13i 
5 128 
6 124 
7 113 
8 99 
9 83 

I() 67 
O/F 138 

Totals... 1 ,446 

1 .......... ........................... . 

l>istrib11lio11. 

Trani.· 1 ·11i1�; T.c· 

Te.-.t Tl1e1ireti··al T1·:-.1 

·737 .7y1 u4 
.868 .X:;2 14l> 
.Kh2 .X&1 '-15 
.844 .838 14' 
.81.1 .803 137 
.;6 1 .;61 128 
.;:r; .708 124 
.672 .643 113 
.58q .. :;70 <)<) 
·4'H .4()0 8:; 
.:;<JS .400 67 
.82 I ·921 1:\8 

.,.;x T.C. 
X.1> T.C. 

124.1 
14,1.1 
14!>.o 
140.q 
135.u 
128.0 
119.0 
rn8.u 

95. >I 
82.4 
67.,; 

r.:;.:;;.q 

Tlw points through \\'hich thl' tlwon,tical cun·p 
in Fig·. 8 is dra\\·n an· 1lws<, giY<'n in column-+ of 
Table I. and an· deriY<·d from tlH· formula: 

r -
a, 

a2 

I -!- a -!- -1-
2 ! r -

+ 
f 

a' 

r ! 
a2 

I +- a + --- + 
2 I 

+ 
r I 

where a,. = traffic carried by the rth choice 
switch of a fully available group 
hunted for in a definite order, 

and 
a = total traffic approaching the group. 

The expression : 

a2 
I +- a +  + 

2 ! 

._r 

+ -
TI 

represents 1he probability that a group of r 

switclws is completely occupied and can be de
noh�u by ·f>,.. The formula for a, can, therefore, 
he expressed as : 

a,. = a(p,_, - p,). 
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FIG. 9. 

l 

The theoretical cur\'e in Fig . 9 is deduced in 
a similar manner. The traffic carried by each 
indi\·idual lirst choio� is calet:lated from the 
formula, and tlH' total o\'ert1ow to the common 
secon<l choice is then known. The total traffic 
which, presented to the first choice of a single 
group of ten outlets, wou l<l gi\'e t lw same ov<,r

flow to the second outlet can then lw determined. 
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This traffic is then substituted for the term " 
a 

" 

in the above formula to gin" the approximate 
theoretical traffic distribution over the common 
outlets. Fig. 9 indicates the extent to which 
the experiment agrees with the approximate 
mathematical method. 

FllRTHEl{ DE\'ELOP.\IE'.'\TS. 
The development of this model has led to the 

proposed design of an electrically controlled 

system in which the present arrangements for 
giving a random time distribution of originated 
calls would be retained while the switching 
arrangements would be represented by groups of 
relays and message registers, the latter giving 
the traffic analysis by direct readings. Such a 
scheme would be more flexible than the mechani
cal arrangement; and with the provision of a 
small distributing terminal assembly, would give 
facilities for studying any trunking arrangement. 

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE PLANT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. 

TELEPHONES AND WIRE MILEAGES, THE PROPERTY OF AND MAINTAINED BY 

THE POST OFFICE IN EACH ENGINEERING DISTRICT AS AT 31ST DEC., 1928. 

No. of 
Overhead Wire Mileages. Underground \Yire .\lileages. Telephones I Engineering owned and - I District maintained I by the Telegraph. Trunk. Exchange. Spare. Telegraph. Trunk. Exchange. Spare. 

Post Office. ---- 1 ----- - ----

613,408 51z J,9zs 51,625 122 i London 24,728 72,930 2,404, 16z 112,209 
79,224 2, 184 20,639 65,796 2,634 I s. East 4,058 53,144 211,831 28,342 
82 ,345 4,414 31,135 57,062 3,236 s. West 20,398 12,677 159,220 60,457 
64,901 6,040 38,214 60,631 4,693 Eastern 24,116 40,uG 122,600 68,312 
98,244 8,408 45,308 59,410 3,843 N. Mid. 30,830 55,522 250,055 109,136 
80,732 4,798 30,176 73,298 4,471 s. Mid. 12,147 24,175 192,946 87,515 
58,743 4,730 29,8/I 52,928 3,311 S. Wales 6,461 26,J!2 124,233 71,918 

105,632 8,027 26,456 50,337 4,281 N. Wales 13,687 41,089 280,174 61,604 
160,362 1,481 lb,409 43,641 2,511 S. Lanes. 13,849 79,155 478,925 49,265 

93,962 6,225 30,838 46,888 3,018 N. East u,715 46,380 244,011 74,617 
64,859 3,893 24,521 38,080 2,134 N. West 8,661 34,851 172,339 31,548 
47,863 2,523 16,127 25,687 2,702 Northern 4,909 16,335 II0,801 49,,163 
21,666 4,566 8,404 13,782 542 Ireland N. 134 2,326 43,428 1,581 
66,723 5,517 26,431 38,045 1,472 Scot. Eas•t 4,518 13,675 156,105 45,832 
89,016 7,281 24,5or1 43,14b 971 Scot. West 12, 14q 2�h952 226,565 36,779 

----- 1 -----

1,727,680 70,604 373,013 720,J56 39,941 Total 192,360 543,639 5,177,395 888,278 

1,693,61� 70,466 371,339 713,439 40,038 
Figures as at 
3oth Sept., 188,621 527·235 5,001,532 886,386 

1928. 
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PROBABLE LOSS IN AUTOMATIC SWITCHING SYSTEMS WITH 

DOUBLE PRESELECTION. 

V

ERY little has been published in the past 
on the theoretical aspect of this subject. 
Mention should be made, however, of 

articles by McHenry (P.O.E.E.J., January, 
1922) and Dumjohn and l\lartin (P.0.E.E.J., 
July, 1922). 

The follmYing urticle is an abstract of a thesis 
by Dr. Baltzer, of Germany, dealing with the 
problem of loss in such a system. 

Synopsis.-Brief description of Siemens sys
tem of Preseleclion, introducing the term 
" group co nirol." 

Probability that exactly I or 2, or 3, etc., 
groups of second preselectors are fully occupied. 

Comparison of theoretical and practical results, 
as regards the effect of "group control." 

Total loss in first preselector stage, exclilding 
group control effect. 

Total loss in first presclector stage, including 
group control effect. 

Examples of the use of the formul� for the 
purpose of comparison of various schemes of 
double preselection. 

Criticism of Dr. Baltzer' s Theory. 
Further worh by Dr. Balt:::;er. 

(a) Double preselection schemes ioith direct 
and indirect; con nec/.ions lo gro1lp 
seleclors, from first preselectors. 

(b) S1lggcsled law of the distribution of 
holding time. 

;\lost of the work published in the past, in 
connection with the determination of lost calls, 
has dealt with the loss of that traffic which arrives 
at a group of S\Yitches \\·hen all tlH� available 
circuits from it are engag·ed un actual calls. 
This subject has been ext ended , hm\ en�r, by 
McHenry (P.O.E.E.J., H)22), and lately by 
Dr. Baltzer, of G l�rmany (ext ract s from whose 
work have appeared in " Zeit schrift Fiir Fermel
detechnik " of J\farch and :\pril, I<J28), to t he 
question of loss in douhlt� preselcction systems, 
where additional calls fail due t o  t lw " group 
control " of first preselcctor outlets, an explana
tion of which is given below. 

!'his system is, of course, tlic \veil-known one 

of Siemens Bros. "\n example of it is described 
in the next paragraph, the switch quantities be
ing those made use of by Baltzer in his work. 
,\s nothing of a theoretical nat ure has apparently 
been published in t he past on t his part icular sub
ject , except the work of �IcHe nry, it is thought 
that an abstract of t he new theory uf Baltzer may 
be of interest, especially as import ant problems 
arise in connection with the choice of the number 
of preselector contacts, the svstem of cross
connections, etc. 

IV Preselec!ors 
!.Y 1 housand 2�1hol,Jsond 

1o"'Hundred, 

200 - 2"1 

Preseleclors 

/.1,.1 Group !01f Group 

/'!' 5€'/eclors 

Fie. I Scheme ol /n/erconnPC!mg IY & 2"" Pn?se!ectors. 

Fig. 1 n·pn·sents t he system considered in the 
thesis. The 2000 l ines arc divided into 20 
g-roups of roo lirws l'acll. Fro111 the 100 fi rst 
prcsekct ors of une g -rou p, 10 circu it s 111 ul tiplcd 
1n t ht• banks of nil t lil'S<' prt>sl'lcct ors connect t o  
t he Sl'Cond pn·st>lcct ors, \\ hich in t urn arc 
divided into 10 groups "\-E. The tirst circuit 
from the ti rst group of 11 rst preselect ors got�s to 
a second preselect or in g-roup "\, t he second 
circuit from t his group to ;1 second preselector in 
g-ruup B, and so ()11. T l1c banks of e;1cli ;2,'roup 
of 20 Sl'Cond pr<'S(•lectors an· 111ult ipled, ancl con
nected to ro circuits to first selectors. It may 
thus be seen that, if this group of io circuits to 

first selectors is in use, 10 out of the 20 second 
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prest'lectors ar(' " group controlled," i.e., they 
cannot obtain an ou!kt lo ;i fi rst seh·c!or. Tr�1flic 
testing· these group controlled presdectors must 
thus be diverted to those groups that are not in 
the same condition, and, if all groups are thus 
controlled, the traffic is lost. 

Deduction of an equation for lhi' probability of 
r;roup control among/, groups of second prc
sc lcclo rs. 

It is evid< ·n!l y possibl e that, at any i nstanL, 
either nu group, or only r group, or 2 group;;, 
or only " Z " groups of second preselectors ar•� 
fully occupied, and at most, " m ,,. groups can 
be fully occupied. 

Let I\ represent the probability of complete 
engagement of o groups. 

Let P1 represent the probability of complete 

engagement of 1 group. 
Let Pz represent the probability of compleie 

engagement of z groups. 
so that ::$ P 111 ust be equal to 1. 

Pz is clearly dependent on the three following 
variables : -

( 1) 

(3) 

The number of simultaneous eng·age
mcnts of the second preselectors = g 
(varying according to the laws oC 
probability). 

The number of 
selectors = m 
scheme). 

groups of second pre
(fixed by trunking 

The number of outlets from each group 
= q (fixed by trunking sclwrne). In 

the above system of connections rn = q 
= 10. 

The probability of exactly g connections 

= \\T" = c-y Yg (Poisson Function) . . . . . . . . . .  ( 1) 
af 

,., . 

where v = numlwr of traffic units concerned. 

Let 
·
\\'q1, be the prubability that, with g 

Sll11Ul1'!1WO\IS l'Ol11Wc!ionS, cx;te!l_y l gro11p of 

second pres('lt·ctors is fully occupied. W q2 the 

probability of full uccupatiun uf 2 groups and 

generally, \\Tqz, the probability of full occupa
tion of::; groups 

Then Pz = � \\',,. \\',,,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2) 

J)clcrnzi11u!io11 of \V,11 · 

The index numbers 1, 2, 3, etc., are used to 
denote the single groups of second preselectors, 
and the following symbols are introduced:-

Jn the symbol \V1/1" • the lower index figures 
rcpn·scnt g·roups fully occupied, \\bile the upper 
figures represent groups not fully occupied, the 
groups having no part in the symbol, being in 
any condition. 

Thus \V12n' is the probability that groups 1 

and 2 are fully engaged, 3, 4, and 5 are not fully 
engaged, groups() - m being in any condition. 

EYiden!ly \\',"" · 
· - m is the probability that 

only group 1 is fully (>ccupi(•cl, and since all 
sing·le groups an� considered simil ar, \Y/" ·-·"' 
= \\'2"l····m =etc. 

Thus the total chance that only one O'WUfJ is . b 

eJ1<l"\O'ed - ( ni ) T 23 · · · rn 
b' b -

I \\ I • • · · · '  · · · · · . .  · · • . . . .  • · .(3) 

\V,2" · · 111 must no \\' Ii<'. found. 

(r) There are mq outlets in all and thus if 
there arc g connections, they may be 

di,·ided amongst the outlets in 
( 1;q ) 

different ways. 
(2) If all q outlets from group 1 are engaged, 

then there are ( nz - 1 )q free outlets 
among· which the remaining (g - q) 
connections may be diYided, 111 

( (m-i)q) \ \ays. But this 1s the 
g- q . 

numlwr ot cases favourable to th<.: 
full eng·ag·emen t of group 1. 

\V, 

In a similar w�iy, the following general equa
tion can be developed : -

((111-x)q) 
g-xq 
( --

)
- ---- ................... (4) 

��lf 

The full engagement of group 1, the remain
ing groups being in any desired condition 
(probability = \i\T1), can e vidently occur in the 
two fol l m \ing ways:-

( 1) Crnu p 1 is fu 11 y t�n gagcd , gruu p 2 alsu 
fully engaged and the remaining 
groups in any condition. The corre
sponding probability = \V,0 and its 
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magnitude is lrn0\\'11 frum the fore
going. 

(2) Group 1 is fully engaged, group 2 free, 
and remaining groups in any condi
tion, the corresponding probability be
ing \V/. Its magnitude is unknmn1 
at the moment, while \\', is known. 

Considering the first three groups \Ye find 
from similar considerations 

\V,"3= \\'1 -2\\'," + \V,2a· 
Correspondingly we find the general equation 

I , \ 
\ V' 23 - - - m = ( m - I ) \V - ( m - I ) \V + o l I i2 _ 

I 

(1 ni -I ) 
± . m - I .. 

\\'
," - - m 

X=nt. 

� (-1Y-1 (:���I
I) \\'12-- ' . . . . . (5) 

,_._ I 

Combining equations 3. -+· and 5, \\e obtain 

Im) \ 
I 

JT=m-L 

\V </ , � ' mq ) 2; ( - ')' 
\ g 

J 
X=O 

(111-1 ') 
x 

( mq -(x + I )q ) J;-(x+ I)l{ . . . . . . . . .
. .

.
. . (6) 

In the same way, it can be shown that 
/ ni \ ( \ J'=lfl-Z 

\Vq,� (i.;)� ( �i)' 
( ( m-z 

x 

( - mq -(x+.c;)q \ 
, g-(x+.c;)q } . . . ...

. . . . . .  (7) 

II III. 
Dumjolrn 

::\'ow, substituting (m - 11) for .:;, it can be 
understood that exactly (111 - n) groups may be 
engaged, only if there are more than (m - n)q, 
and less than (mq - n) connections at once. A 
test of equation (7) gives this result. 

E11ualion for f>z or Pm-,,. 
In equation (2), if Dis made equal to (m n), 

as a basis for simplification of calculations, the 
combination of (2) and (7) results in 

Pm-n== '��,,:, [ 
e-)IY'� ( 1n 

:r·=n 

m-n 
� (-1Y _\ 

I 

g! I mq 
\ g r=O 

( -� _ .l. (.,- nq-xq_ .\)J . . .
.

. . . . . . .  (8) 
\" g-(x+m-n)q 

This can be given the following form:-

,,-yy11111- JI., 

mq ! 

t'-=}1- l 

� ( - 1 ) ' \ � ) 
.r,-�o 

(n11- xq) ! 
f(11-=-:'.:)q-n]T (i+S) 

r=(11-,r)11-u 

where S= � 
r�=I 

[(11-x)11-11] ! . , 
[(11-x)q-11-r] ! y�' .

.
. .

. . . .
. (lJ) 

;\n artificial traffic test made by �lessrs. 
Dumjohn and ?llartin (in J>.O.E.E.J., of July, 
I<J22) with this switching system gave the results 
shown in column Ilf. of Table I., with values 
of m, lJ and y, = 10, 10 and 75 respectively. 
Column ll. gives the results obtained by Baltzer, 
using· Equation (<J). The other columns show 
the results obtained, using the theories of various 
other experts. 

IV. v. VI. 
Equation (9) & Martin , McHenry I Lubbcrger 

---- -1 --- --- i---
Lubberger 

0.441 
0.262 
0

.
149 

0.076 
0.041 
0.022 
O.Oll 
0.0051 
0.0020() 
0.0013 I 
0

.
000<)2 

Total... 1.oq 

0.4287 
0.2554 
0.1460 
0.0827 
0.0445 
0.0201 
0.0135 
0.0049 
0.0019 
0.0012 
0.0002 

0.3504 
0.3874 
0.1927 
0.0568 
O.OIIO 
0.0014 
0.0001 
0.00008 

0.766 
0.188 
0.038 
0.013 
0.007 
0.0047 
0.0032 
0.0022 
0.0017 
0.0012 
0.00092 

0.05 
0.16 
0.25 
0.25 
0.16 
0.13 
0.06 
0.01 
o.oo 
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The figures in column 11. seem to compare 
very favourably with the results of column Ill., 
though I have, even after repeated calculations 
(for p 4• r\, p " ' p .) failed to obtain these results, 
the values obtained for these numbers being 
approx. 0.022, o.oII, 0.0061, and u.00218. 
Baltzer claims that the formul� can be easily 
evaluated, but the calculations are very tedious 
especially for large values of n, and the fact that 
our numerical results do not agree probably 
shows that a slight lack of accuracy somewhere 
in the \vorking out of the formul� is responsible 
for large errors. 

It may be stated here that a rough idea of the 
average number of circuits unavailable through 
group control may be found by use of the 

mathematical expectation = D = � Pz z (e - q) 

In the example quoted before, m = 10, q = 10, 
e = 20, y = 75 and hence D = 12 ccts. (approx.). 

D 
e•405 

15% e'"'3 e--"!P D =ffyJ 
•• z,S m•iO; 'I •10 

e,,qp 
10% -

•""l 
5% 

0 80 .SS ->-y 75 

D 

-- � 

I\ !_Ll I\ -- _q_-A 
\ � I \1 ·1 

I I \f---1'\-
--11"\. '1" 

! � '\ 
L 

15% 

10% 

""' "' 1'. 

+ � t--... ,__ I -
I I I 

5% 

9 10 II• 12 ->-m 

FIG. 2. D � j f.vJ & D � / (m) 

In Fig. 2, tlw upper curve shows the relation 
between D and traffic for various values of e, and 
the lower curve, tlH' rela.tion between D and m. 

Luss in First Prescleclvr Slagc, excluding group 
control eff ecl. 

In order to find the probability of lost calls in 
this case, it is necessary to knmv the traffic per 
group of first presdectors. This can only be 
taken as A y /n where A is a constant introduced 
to allow for the fact that all the single groups do 
not have their busy periods at once. 

Using ont> of Lubbergt>r's formul� for this 
constant, Baltzer calculates that in the case of 
y = 75 T. L·s , ,\ = I.27 and hence the traffic per 
group = Yk = r.27 x 3.75 = 4.76. 

The loss in the first preselector stage exclud
ing group control effect is then obtained from 
the following formula (Lubberger & Ruckle) : 

R = \\T,. (r - e-W .,-v)W'') ... ,, ... ,,,,,.,,, .. (10) 

where \V,. = e-y" Y":_v , and (_\ = number of 
'i' ! 

calls per group busy hour, per group. 
In our example, y,,. = +7Ci, 'V = ro, and lwnce 

\\r,. = u.014096. 

The call duration is taken as 11 minutes 
(German). 

Hence R = 0.013. 

Loss in First Prcseleclor Stage, including group 
control. 

The formula developed here, strictly speaking, 
holds good only for systems in which all circuits 
outgoing from a group of first preselectors are to 
be considered as similar, and where, therefore, 
the preselectors do nut return to a home position 
on completion of the eng·agement. In systems 
such as that of Siemens in which the first circuits 
are always tested first, the equations only hold 
strictly when by special cross-connections the 
similarity of the various circuits is artificially 
restored, since the greatest percentage of en
gagements occurs on the first choice circuits, 

Consider group I. of first preselectors; what 
holds for this group will hold for every other 
group on account of the symmetry of the 
arrangement. Symbols i\, B, - - - K, are used 
to <lt>signate tlw 10 outlets from this group. 

P, is the time during \\·hich any desired group 
F\ 

of second preselectors is engaged. PA = ( :i1 
is the time during which only group c\ of s�c�nd 
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preselect ors is cumpl<'tely engag·ecl. i\o\\, hov: 
great is the fraction of time during which circuit 
A1 is engaged by group control? There are, 
in all, 20 circuits to group A of second preselec
tors. In time PA, w circuits are engaged by 
calls and rn by group control. If.\, is engageci 
on a call, there are still I<J circuits among which 

the remaining () calls can lw diYided in ( � ) 
I I<) ) \Va\·s. l_ - is tlwrefore tlw number of fanrnr-. \ 9 

able cases. The total number of possible cases 

in the time PA. = ( · waYs of distributing 
I 20 ) 

\ ro - , 

The required probability is therefore 

I 
:J• Thus the time during which 

A, is engaged by group control = l - �- = }. 

Similarly, circuits Bu C,, etc., have probabi
l'i lities = } since P.� = PH = etc., = ( m) 

1.) 2 Consider the time P.rn, 

( :i )' 
in which 

groups A and B are completely engaged. By 
similar reasoning, in 2/4 of the time PAH, one 
of the 2 circuits A, and B1 is engaged by group 
control; in Ji of tlw time, both arc engaged by 
g-roup control; and in 11, none is cng·ag·ed by 
group control. Henn� PAB = P.\c = de., = 

1\ 

( :
) That is to say, in 2/4 of the ti1rn� l\, 

some single circuit 111 group I is engaged by 
group control. Similar reasoning for P:i, P,, 
J\, etc., shows that tlw total time during " hi eh 
1 ci rcui t is n-·yertively engag·<·d. 

I\+ .... etc. ( N \ 

'="' ·; ) 
� ' • • l'z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( 11 ) 
L.J 2:.: 
Z=l 

The general formula becomes, fbr x circuits 
group controlled 

Z=.:t: 

It should be emphasised here that this equa
tion only holds for the scheme of connections of 
Fig. I. 

Till' apprnpria!t· <'quat ions can be determ int•d 
by the method sh0\n1, but will not, in all cases, 
give such a simple law. 

Now, in the time \\�,.,, in \vhicl1 any gin·n 
circuit in group I. is engaged revertively, the 
danger of loss exists when (v - 1) = <J connec
tions exist among the unblocked circuits. 

According to Poisson, that is the case during 
. 'VJ.:!1 

the time e-yk - ·_ <) ! 
Tims the danger period = c-Y1 •. 

In time, \\',."' the danger period 1s \V,." 
yk' 

= Wr2C-yk 0 ! n .  

Generally, the danger period 

_\'1./'-JJ 
(�t!-x) ! . . . . . . . . . . . .  (12) 

Lost calls occur according to equation 1 o, 
\\"hen in the time \Y,-1, still further calls originate, 
z.c., for y" = Cd 

R,= \Y,.1 (I -c-<C1c-v-,)W1·,, ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (13) 

and R = �R,. 
\\Tith _\' = /_), IJl '<' � IU, C = 20, _v1.- = 4-/h, 
I = r / 40, ( '" = 1 <JO, \\"l' get R I .(iz '/(,. 

\Ye obtarwd I . 3 1/(, neglectirig group control 
and thus this has raised t lw loss by 0.3 ')\,. Such 
a large loss as I J>2% in the cheap preselector 
stage would not Jw economical, it being pre
ferable to have part of this loss over the selectors 

,\s 1· xamples of tlH· t1s1· uf t lH' fon�goins 
calculations fur thl' purpose· <>f comparison, 1\\:1 
further schenH's an· c<>lllpan·d lwluw. 

(a) 200 lines lWr group of 2u cuntact f]rst 
preselectors, the second preselectors 
remaining as before. R = o.ouo_-::,1_-::,, 
the loss due to group control being 
o. ol io4oq. 

(/1) LO contact first preselectors, 2lJ conUwt 
second preselecturs, the latter being j.-, 
IU groups uf 40. R = I .30_-::,; loss 
due to group control� o. 
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To give some idea of the effc>ct of group con
trol as the traffic varies, the graph is shown of 
loss plotted against traffic, in Fig. 3. 
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r1G. 3 Loss in the !¥ Prese/edor Stage showing 
Ille effect of Group Conlrol 

The author concludes that \\ith large traffic 
densities, it will he economical to use greatn 
numbers of cmtacts than 10 on first presc>lectors . 

\\'ith small traffic dl,nsitil·s, a ro-rnntact fidd 
is suitahll·. Ht· notes, howl·n·r, that the whole 
question turns on economical ,·alues and tl1c 
quec:tion of standardisation. 

.Votes 011 ilzc a/Jo•<•c theory. 

(1) There are two dr<l\d1;icks to the practicil 
use of this theor \·-

(a) The calculations are very lengthy, even 
though sevt,ral terms in the various 
series may he dropped as the values 
fall. 

(b) A nc>w formula must be constructed for 
\Vr� for every different arrangement of 

cross-connection. 
(2) The Poisson formula has been usPd 

thrnug;hout, which is not strictly correct, as the 
numhl,r of circuits is not unlimited, though it i;.; 
fairly accurate for largl· numbers of switches. 

(3) This formllla dcH's not apply, ;is st:itnl 
lwfon., to tlw c:1sv of homing preselectors . 

(4) It is not thought that Lublwrger's' formuh 
(Equation 10) is theoretical! :· sound, \Yhen used 
in the way Baltzer ust>s it, and thus, the use of 
Erlang's would be pref erable, in its place. 

A small 100 hours artificial traffic test was 
madP, assuming 3-contact tirst and second pre
selt>ctors, 6 groups of the former, and 3 of 1 lic 
latter, as a seyere test (owing· to tlw small num
ber of switches, etc.). 

In this tc>s1, a total value of 3 traffic units was 
.taken, for \\'hich valtw Erlang· 's and Poisson';.; 
formula· giv<· approxirnat(•I:: tlw same results. 

The resultant theoretical and practical ,-alues 
of Pr are shown belo\Y. 

I\ P, 
Artificial 
Traffic Result o.88l<J 0.104� 
Tlworeticalh · 0.8643 0.11(11 

p 3 

0.0127 ().()01 J 

0.0153 ().002/ 

These results compan· Yen· \\l,11, under the 
"i 1-cumstances. 

Further 'ic•orh by Ha//.c:er. 

This author in later numbers of tlw same 
journal deals with sen·ral of tlw ass( )ciatt"d proh
ahi 1 it y problems. 

In one of them (" Zeitschrift Fi.ir Fernnwl
det t ·clr nik, " September and October, !<)28), he 
treats the question of double p n,selector scheme . .; 
in which some of the first preselector outlets are 
connected din ·ctly to the tirst selectors , the rr'st 
being connected 7.'ia Sl"Cond preselectors. ,\ 
simple 2-grcllp grnding· of the trunks to seco nd 
prc>selectors is also introduet,d, though its l"fft'Ci 
does not form part cf t he calc ulations . 

,\ formula for the probabil ity that x of the 10 
outl ets f rom a g Toup of 50 lines are t•ngaged h\' 
group control is gi\·en, \\'hich, though interest
ing·, does not seem to he of much practical use 
at present, owing to the fact that doubtful 
assumptions are made which a practical test 
might shmv to be quite inaccurate. 

In a further article(" Zeitschrift Fur Fernmel
detechnik," Xovember, ICJ28) Baltzer deals with 
the law of the distribution of holding times. He 
suggests a Gaussian Law foundation with origin 
rnm·ecl to the lt>ft, and with an additional peak 
due to verv short calls. 

The Gaussian Law \Yould suggest that tl1e 
hold ing time denoted by tlw peak nf the curv<' 

(i.e., l'xcl uding· tlw \"(•r;· short calls denoted by 
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the sharp peak) is such that the numbers of calls 

having greater and smaller holding times are 
equal. 

Tlw Law hitherto used by several is of the form 
<f>(u) = c-11 where u = holding time. 

H. T. vv. M1LLAR. 

[A copy of this article was sent to Dr. Baltzer 
before publication, when he made the following 
comments:-

(1) He has found a simple method of calculat-

ing the values of P. which he intends to publish 
in detail in a future article. 

(2) While he agrees that the Poisson formula 
is unsuitable to the extent suggested in the 
article, he considers Erlan1(s formula equally 
so. 

(3) He considers !hat Lubberger's formula 
( rn) is fundamentally right, but states that he 
hopes to publish in the future a new loss formula 
which will be correct for large and small 'l.•alues 
of traffic. J 
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THE HOLBORN GAS EXPLOSION. 

0. P. '.\[nu.ER, .\.:\f.I.E.E. 

W

H E:\T, in 1S62, a Compam· called the 
Pneumatic Dispatch Coy. constructed 

a tube between St. :\lartins-le-Grand 
:rnd Euston Sation for the purpose of conn�ying 
parcels bet\\'cen those points, the prnmot<'rs little 
clreanwd of the amazing happenings that, ()() 
years later, \Yould centre about that portion of 
their tube which lies-or did lie until recently
between King·sway and Tottenham Court Road. 

On a bleak morning in Decemlwr last a 
section, three eighths of a mile long, of one of 
London's main thoroughfares was, within a few 

TOTTENHAM 
COURT RD 

minutes, converted from a solidly built and level 
roadway into a chaotic ruin of tilted flagstones, 
upturned blocks of concrete, cavities and fissures, 
leaning lamp-posts and zig-zag kerbs. Heavy 
manhole cm·ers were shot hig·h into the air and 
during the explosions tlHc whole roadway rose 
and fell with a wave-like motion. A taxi-cab 
was ovPrturned, \Yindows were broken and 
underground cellars blown in. Flames broke 
out at many points and the terrified onlookers 
might have been pardoned for refusing, on this 
occasion, to believe their senses. Even the 

HOLBORN 
TOWN HALL 

FIG. 1.-P!.AN OF TUBE ROUTE, 
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newspaper reportPrs \\'(�re unahle to do much 
rnort' than n·port tlH· solid truth! 

Tht· old parn·ls tubt., as it is callt·<J. in which 
the g·as that did tlw mischief seems to have 
collect<·d, was built of cast iron lt·ngths , of" D" 
sPction, jointed \\ith lt·acl and yarn, the flat part 
forn1ing· thP Auor and th(' up1wr portion the arch. 
The tube is �· (l11 \Yid<· nnd �· ,f high. It 
carrws onh· Post Office rnhh·s and these are 

derelict until 1921, when the local authorities 
having· control of the stn•ds tran•rsed sug·g·ested 
to the Post Office authoriti(•s that if under
ground cables were required in those streets they 
should be laid in the dt•relict tube. Owing to 
the cong·t'stion of traffi c in Holhorn, it was 
desired that this ti10roughfare, t •sp<·cially , should 
not lw opened up. The Post Ofiicl' considt>red 
the possibilities of the tube as an 11nd1·rgro11nd 

F1G. 2.-0uTSIDE l\IANllOLE WllERE FmsT EXl'Los10-.: TOOK l'LICE. 

arranged on ('itlwr sidt• \\·ith a gang·\\"<LY dmYn 
the centre. .\ detailed lkscription of the tube is 

giwn by :\Ir. H. R. K('mpe in Paper :'\o. 32, 
" Pneumatic Dispatch," Institution of P.O. 
Electrical Eng·ineers. 

The histon· of the tulw is int<'festing. Built, 
as has been said, in 1862, it \Vas abandonPd after 
two or three years' \\·nrking on account mainlv 
of the difficultv of keeping it airtight . It lay 

cable mu!<' and ultimately decided to purchase 
it , the owners having been traced. From that 
ti111e cables have lwt·n laid in various sections, 
and in the half-mile section bPtwecn Kingsway 
in Holborn and Tott<·nlwm ( 'ourt Road there 
were approximatdy 2(l cahlt•s in use when the ex

p losion occurred in this length in December last. 
For purposes of aff<'SS, drawing in cables, 

jointing , and h ousing loading coils, �l number 
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of manholes had been constructed at intervals. 
These are indicated on plan in Fig. I. 

It was found that gas, on occasions, accumu
lated in certain portions of the tube and in order 
to remove this the Post Office found it necessarv 
to install electric blowing plant for the purpose 
of pumping in fresh air at one manhole whilP 
nd jac!'nt man holt"s \\'t'fl' 01wnt>d I o I et 011 t the 
gas. This blower was worked from power 
points arranged in conneclion with circuits pro
,·ided for lighting the tube. 

F1<;. 3.-1 STEHIOl<l OF \l.\:\1101.E .\FTEI� l�t >OF 11.\I> 

BEE� REMOVED. 

At 7.45 a.m. on the morning· of Thursday, 
2oth December, 1928, Post Office workmen 
arrived at the manhole near the "Test Central 
District Office and made preparations for blow
ing-out preparatory to entering the tube. A 
smell of gas was noticed as soon as the manhole 
was opened. One of the men went down with 
the lead, but before he could connect it an ex
plosion occurred in the tube, and before he 
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could get up the ladder and out of the manhole 
another explosion occurred. 'Vhile he was 
head and shoulders out of the manhole this 
second explosion blew him out on to the road
wav in flames. He died 10 days later in Charing 

. . � 

Cross Hospital. 
Gas mains and water mnins were fractured, 

and as a result of the gas escaping a further 
explosion took pl:icc aho11 t 1 2 .30 a. m. at the end 
of Denmark Str<>et in High Street, setting fire 
to a building occupied by firms in the cinema 
film 1rade, and althoug·h a v<>ry large number of 
tire engines were on the site the building was 
burned out in a verv short time. 

Fig. I is a plan of the arc>a concerned. 
Fig. 2 shows the manhole at the rear of the 

\\'.C.D.O. where the first explosion took place. 
Fig . 3 shows the interior of the manhole out

side \V.C.D.O. imnwdiat1·lv after the roof and 
debris had bet>n removed. An iron ladder 
normally rested in the centre of the wall facing 
the photographer. 

Fig. 4 shows the roadway outside the Princes 
Theatre. 

f<ig. 5 shows the Gas Light & Coke Co.'s 
t�xcavation outside the Princes Theatre, where 
rt>pair work on a 4811 High Pressure Gas Main 
had bet•n carried on. 

Fig'. 6 shm,·s an X" bend on the gas main, 
which \ms o\'t�r 40 n·ars old. The metal, which 
\\·:1s thick on tlw in� i de of the bend, had run out 
thin on tlw 1J11tside and thP hole, showing black, 
in lhe fore-g-rmmd was 1�" long by 1" wide. On 
the brok1·n pipe n1·xt to the bend was a r hole in 
thin nwtal. \Yilh a pockf't knife blade it was 
possible 110 make another hole close by. On 
breaking off a piPce of the cast iron it was 
possible to rnt it easily with an old pocket knife 
as in the locality of ttw brf'ak it was composed 
partly of graphite. 

Fig. 7 shows the wrecked roadway with Load
ing Coil Manhole opposite New Compton Street 
in High Street. 

It has been decided to rebuild the destroyed 
ro11tf' in standard octagonal duct work, the ,vhole 
of the partly destroyed iron tube being taken 
out. 

The remaining portions of the old tube be
tween St. Martins-le-Grand and Kingsway and 
between Tottenham Court Road and Euston 
Station are still in use. 

D 
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FIG. 4.-ROADWAY NEAR PRINCE"S T11EATRE. 
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FIG. 6.-BEND ON GAS MAIN. 



V ARIA TI ONS IN SIGNAL STRENGTH FROM AUSTRALIA. 

T
HE Australian Beam service was opened 

for traffic in April, 1927, the wave
length used by the Australian trans

mitter being 25.728 metres or l l ,660 kilocycles. 
After the initial stages were over and the service 
had settled down to normal running conditions, 
systematic records of the signal strength and the 
conditions existing· on the service were instituted. 

These records were commenced in June, 1927, 

and sufficient time has now elapsed to show that 
the variations in signal strength apart from 
magnetic storms and other irregular interrup
tions are cyclical. 

The method adopted for heping these records 
is for the attendant on the rPceiver at Skegness 
to record hourly his impressions of the signal 
strength at the first listening position on the 
receiver, allowances of course being made for 
the couplings, etc., in use at the time so that the 
values obtained are entirely empirical. These 
hourly readings are plotted daily on a time 
basis, the signal strength being graded from o 

to 6, one chart being used for one month's read
ings. At the end of the month there are thus 30 

or so readings at each hour; these are evaluated 
and a curve constructed from the results obtained. 
This curve represents the average value of the 
signal strength at each hour of the day for that 
month. The series from June, 1927, to July, 
1928, are shown in full line in Fig. 1, those for 
June, 1928, to November, 1928, being shown 
dotted. The curve for December, 1928, has 

been omitted as changes were made in the 
Australian transmitter during that month which 
had the effect of increasing the received signal 
strength at Skegness. The daylight darkness 
conditions on the great circle paths are also 
shown. 

During January good signal strength 1s 
obtained from OtJOO till 1800 with a slight 
diminution at l roo. The graclwtl weakening 
of signals at l roo and the increasing time during 
which this weakening is experienced can be seen 
through February, l\Iarch, :\pril and i\Iay until 
its maximum is obtained in June and July. 
Thereafter this gap closes up gradually until 
January, when it has again almost disappeared. 
In the same way the growth and decline of signal 
strength during the evening and early morning 
periods can be seen to repeat <ff er each year. 

The Australian service is \vorked on two 
routes, westward from England from approxi
mately midnight till noon, and eastward from 
England during the remainder of the day. 
These two great circle paths differ in length, the 
westward or long route being about 23,000 kilo
metres, and the eastv,:ard or short route about 
I 7 ,ooo kilometres. 

Sunrise and sunset do not show any effrct on 
the average signal strength when the service is 
worked on the long route. Any possible effect 
is masked by the fact that the sun has risen in 
Australia before it has set in England on this 
route. 
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A slight weakening of signals is, however, 
noticed al Skegness at the English sunrise, but 
the effect onh- lasts for a short time so that 
the average strength curves are not seriously 
affected. 

before the sun actually rist'S at the transmitting 
station. In February the period is also two 
hours, but in �larch it is one hour, in l\Iay half 
an hour, in September and October it is again 
half an hour, increasing to one hour in Novem
ber and two in December. The Australian sunnse on the short route 

does, however, have a very marked effect on 
signal strength at certain periods of the year. 
This effect is definitely seen in each month, 
except }lay, ] une, July and August; even in 
these months it may be the cause of the slight 
drop in signal strength noticed about this time, 
but, as the English sunset occurs about the same 
time, it is difficult to establish definitely whether 
the former or the latter is responsible, especially 
in view of the peculiarity observable \vith the 
Australian sunrise in other months. In January 
the effect of the sunrise is noticeable two hours 

This appears to be a peculiar effect, but in the 
light of experience obtained on the Indian beam 
service it is suggested that an explanation may 
be found in the difference existing in night con
ditions in winter and summer. On the Indian 
service a 16 meter wave is used for daylight 
communication, and it is found that, during the 
winter, signals fade out, at the latest, two hours 
after sunset in India; that is, after there is more 
than two hours of darkness on the path. In 
summer, however, this period is t:>xtended and it 
frequent! y happens that good signal st n�ngt h is 
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FIG. 2. 

obtained when the ,,-hule of the path is in dark
nt·ss. This \\ Ou!d suggest that for some distance 
at least on the dark side of the daylight-darkness 
path the summer n ight conditions obtaining on 
the Heaviside layer approach day conditions. 
.\ig·ht conditions approaching day conditions 
would thus obtain on tlw great circle path for 
some time before actual sunrise at the .\ustralian 
transmitter and would produce a diminution in 
signal strength, as th<' ''an' used is primarily a 
darkness ,,.,ffe. This effect is apparent on the 
l ndian st•rvice in su111 11wr and it would conse
quently appear to lw clue to the altitude of the 
sun; therefore the pre mature sunrise effect on 
the :\ustralian sen·in� should lw at a maximum 
during tlw .\ustralinn su111111er, as is actuallv the 

case. 
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Tht>re are four daylight-darkness conditions 
obtaining· on this service; two on tlw long route 
and two on t h t'. short rnu te. [ n the former tlwre 

is, firstly, afternoon daylight at .\ ustralia and 
darkness in England and, secondly , darkness in 
. \ ustralia and morning dayligh t in England. 
In tlw bttter there is, firstly , afternoon daylight 
in England and d11rkness in ,\ustralia and, 
secondly, morning· daylig·lit in Australia with 
tbrk1wss in England. From a first inspection 
of the an�rage curves, it is apparent that the 
effects of these four conditions are not similar, 
and curn•s connecting the length of the path in 
da:dight \\·ith the signal strength obtained under 
the four conditions, art· shown in Fig. 2. There 
appears lo be a \·er_,. marked difference in the 
effect of morning daylight at Australia when 
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compared with the other three conditions, the 
attenuation of signals being much greater, even 
though this condition occurs on the short route. 
Signal strength fades from maximum to zero 
when-

I. 

I. The daylig·ht path length is increased by 
3,500 kilometres with morning daylight 
in Australia. 

2. The daylight path length is increased by 
7 ,ooo kilometres with afternoon day
light in Australia. 

3. The daylight path length is increased by 
6,ooo kilometres with afternoon day
light in England. 

4. The daylight path length is increased by 
4,000 kilometres with morning daylight 
in England. 
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Maximum signal strength is obtained when
I. Under 2,500 kilometres of the path is in 

daylight under morning daylight condi
tions at Australia. 

2. Under 4,000 kilometres of the path is in 
daylight under afternoon daylight con
ditions at Australia. 

3. Under 5,000 kilometres of the path is in 
daylight under morning daylight condi
tions at England. 

4. Under 3,000 kilometres of the path is in 
daylight under afternoon daylight con
ditions at England. 

These curves are average curves and of course 
take no account of seasonal variations, which, it 
is well known, have a marked effect on the 
attenuating effect of d::iylight. 
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FIG. 3. 

To shmv this seasonal effect the curves shown 
in Fig. 3 have been prepared. In these curves 
the signal strength obtained with a definite 
amount of the path in daylight under the four 
different conditions have been plotted on a 
monthly basis. \Vith afternoon daylight at 
:\ustralia on the long route, the greatest signal 
strength is obtained in the Australian winter, 
April to July, falling to a minimum during the 
Australian summer. This curve is fairly sym
metrical about these two seasons. 

The curve for the Australian morning daylight 
shows a greater signal strength in the Australian 
winter and a smaller strength in summer than 
the corresponding curve for Au<>tralian afternoon 
daylight, and the strength falls rapidly to the 

� B 

c 

><. 
� 
� 
"' 

summer condition during the spring, but only 
rises slowly during the autumn. 

The curves for the English daylight conditions 
show no serious change in signal strength for 
the shorter distances under winter and summer 
conditions, but definite minima occur at the 
English summer on the longer distances. The 
curves also appear to be fairly symmetrical. 

There is considerable difference in the attenua
tion produced under the differing daylight and 
seasonal conditions and the figures have been 
tabulated to show those differences. The 
Australian figures have been rearranged so 
that a direct comparison between similar seasonal 
conditions at both ends of the service may be 
made. 
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Length of Light Path 5000 Kilometres. 

:\lonth 

Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
April 
May 
June 
July 
Aug. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 

E:-.JGLISH. 
.:\Iorning 
daylight 

Oong route) 

5.6 
5.9 
6.o 
5·9 
5.7 
5.2 
5.7 
6.o 
5.9 

5·4 
5.3 

5.2 

1\ften1oon 
<layli1-;l1t 

(,..,hort route) 

5.9 
6.o 
6.o 
5.8 
5.6 
5·4 
5.2 
5.5 
5.7 
6.o 
6.o 
5.5 

Al" STRALIA)I. 

}lonth .:\lorning 
<lay light 

(short route) 

July 
Aug. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
April 
Mav 
Jun� 

5.1 
5·3 
4·9 
2.5 
0.5 
o.o 
0.7 
r.7 

3.2 

4·3 
4·5 
4·9 

Afternoon 
daylil.!ht 

Oong- route) 

+6 
4·3 

3.2 

i.8 
I. I 

1.8 

3.0 

+2 
5.0 
5.1 

4.8 

4·4 

Length of Light Path 7000 Kilometres. 

Jan. 5.5 
Feb. 5.8 
.Mar. 5.5 
April 4.5 
May 3·3 
June 3.0 

July 4.5 
Aug. 5.0 
Sept. 5.0 
Oct. 4.9 
Nov. 4.8 

Dec. 5. I 

5·5 
5.6 
5.1 

4.5 
3.6 
3·3 
2.3 
2.7 
4·5 
5.4 
5.4 
4.6 

July 
Aug. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dee. 

Jan. 
Feb. 
March g 
April 
J\fay 
June 

3·3 
4.0 

4·3 
3.8 

4· I 

These figures show that, under similar 
seasonal conditions, daylight at the Australian 
end has a worse effect on signal strength than 
daylight at the English end. Unfortunately, 
similar figures for the English transmissions to 
:-\ ust ralia are not available, so that it 1s not 
possible to sav whether daylight at the trans
mitting end of a service has a greater attenuating 
effect than daylight at the receiving end, or 
whether the effect of Australian daylight on 
signals received there would shmv the same 
greater attenuation when compared with English 
daylight. If the latter be the case, it may be 
that the differing latitudes of the t\vo stations is 
the deciding factor. 

In all these curves the readings an hour before 
the normal route changing times of noon and 
midnight have been omitted as this change 1s 
not made exactly at the specified time through
out the year. 

R. G. Lm \-\TARDT. 



I
N the New Year's Honours List, the issue 

of which owing to the regrettable illness of 
His :\lajesty the King ha<l been postponed 

till :\larch 1st, every officer in the P .0. Engineer
ing Department and his numerous friends out
side the service were delighted to see in the list 
of Knights Bachelor the name of Colonel 
Thomas Fortune Purves, O.B.E., Engineer-in-· 
Chief of the Post ( )ffice. Since 1922, the year 
in which he was appointed tu the Chief's chair, 
Colonel Purves has been responsible for many 
developments in the art of electrical communica-
tions, a fe\v of \vhich may be enumerated here: 
Completion of Trunk underground cable and 
repeater station system; introduction of lead
covered paper-core loaded submarirw telephone 

cables to the C<Jnlinent; Trans-.\tlantir, Raclio 
Telephone St·n·ice, \\'hich no\\ covers all �ortl1 
.\merica and practically all Europt: excc11L 

Russia and Turkey; the Heam Radio Servic1�s 
to India, ,\ustralia, South ,\frica imd Canad;1: 
the exknsion of . \ utumatic telephone service to 
many industrial and residential centres in the 
provinces and an excellent and promising start 
made \vith the conversion of the London svstern 
tu ,\ntomatics; the opening of the London P.n. 
Tube Railway . etc. Such are a few of the 
acl1ievemenls carried out by the Department 
over \\·hich the new knig·lit has presided with his 
customary g-race and skill for some six yt'ilrs, 
and sun�ly he l horoughl:· dcsenes tlw honour 
the King· has lwstomxl upon him and indirectly 
bestowed upon the Dcp<irtmcnt he represents. 

Of his work before H)22, we would refer our 
readers to the July, T<J22, issue of this Journal 
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The appreciation given there terminates as 
follows:-" The staff has received the announce
ment of .\l ajor Pun·es's appointment as their 
chief with unanimous approval and the keenest 
satisfaction. Their confidence in bis scientific 
and engineering ability and in his established 
reputation as a broad-minded and sympathetic 
ad mi n ist rator wi 11 act as an effective inducement 
to all to plaet" their best efforts at the service of 
the Department, and foster the feelings of mutual 
trust lwtween the staff and the ;\dministration 
without \Yhich it is not possible under present 
day conditions to carry on a great industrial 
concern t'fficiently and satisfactorily. The ne\\ 
Chief is a strong lll<m-literally , and in the later 
rnean1ng· of the word-<md \\ilh an irn rnens<� 
enthusiasm for his profession. Yl't 1\ithal llf' is 
en"r genial and kind-lwarl<�d. Fm the pas� 
l\\Cnty ye<irs, during ,,·Jiich period the writer lws 
ht'<'n clos<'l_1· associated \\ith !ii111, lw has 11<'\'l"t 

lwen knm1n lo lost� his lemp<�r \1·ith a sub
ordinate." .\nd still, despitt' alarums and ex

cursions, setbacks and triumphs , oven\ ork and 
\Yorry, he remains the same. \\' e an· sure wr· 
t'xpress the \1·ishes of ('\·cry member of the staff 
when \\ l' offer here our lwartit·st conh· ra 1ulatio11 s 
to the Eng·i1wer-in-Chid upon the well-earned 
honour now confrrred upun him. 

TllF l'.0. CO\l\IERCL\L .\CCOt.:\ITS, 
llJ2//8. 

Tlw c1mkL1ls of this valualilt� an nual publica
tion can best he surn niarised from the Explana 

tory \I emo, ''hie Ii �1 ppears after the content:,; 
pagt'. " The accounts \iring· together the 
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revenue, capital expenditure and operating ex
penditure from the various accounts and return5 
in which they are accounted for to Parliament. 
The cash figures so obtained arc adjusted to the 
income and expenditure basis, except where the 
vanat10n is unimportant. Provision is maclP 
for the reserves for depreciation, pensions, etc., 
which are necessary to exhibit the commercial 
results of operation. Interest is charged on all 
loan capital or moneys treated as loan capital. 
In addition to the General Account for the P .0. 

as a whole, separate accounts are prepared for 
the three main services, postal, telegraph and 
telephone. . . . The surplus or the deficit on 
the year's working is regarded as paid to the 
Exchequer or made good by the Exchequer, as 
the case may be, and is not carried forward to thi:> 
next year's account." 

The capital assets of the P.O. consist of-
(a) Engineering plant and stores for the 

telegraph, telephone and electric light, 
etc., services. 

(b) Land and buildings. 
(c) P.O. (London) Tube Railway. 

Smaller assets are charged against revenue as 
they are purchased. 

The total capital liabilities shown in the 
Balance Sheet under General Account are given 
as £124,548,488, and are made up of (a) Loans 
raised under the Telegraph Acts 1892 - 25 

£69,045,374; (b) Exchequer Bonds £1,179,900; 
(c) Exchequer Advances £48,179,373 and (d) 
Sundries £6, 143,841. The total Telephone 
Capital raised to date amounts to £g9,699,482, 

but of this amount £31,562,384 has been re
deemed. The interest payable on this capital 
has varied from 31 per cent. in 1913, up to 6 per 
cent. in 1921/22 and in ICJ28 5 per cent. 

The certified assets rn the above Account are 
as follm\·s : -

Freehold Land and Buildings 
Leasehold , , 
Plant 

" " 

Engineering Stores in Stock 
Sundry Debtors for revenue 
Cash: On Revenue A/c and 

Subscribers' Deposits 

£ 

17,510,781 
1,439,073 

96,501,6oc1 

3,241,688 

3,296,284 

After making provision for depreciation, pen
sions, and interest on capital tlH� accounts show 
a loss of £ l ,380,82'.! on Telegraphs and a profit 
of £107,391 on Telephones for the year. 

It might be stated here that the prospects of 
an increase in Telephone profits are distinctly 
favourable for this year. 

TELEPRINTERS. 
In an article on the possibilities of releprinters 

for public use in the Telegraph and Telephone 
Age of January lst, IC)29, Mr. E. Kleinschmid-.: 
finds Europe progressive in matters telephonic. 
but that it lags behind America in telegraph 
practice. Nevertheless he admits that Europe 
had seen the possibilities of the adoption of the 
Teleprinter system and is endeavouring to estab
lish subscribers' exchanges for inter-communica
tion by the use of Keyboard Telegraph appar
atus. Such a system has been provided for the 
use of the Berlin police on a fairly large scale. 

The German Telegraph administration is also 
interested in telegraph exchange systems, and 
they have plans in hand for the supply of a 
public service. 

The French Telegraph Administration ha' 
started a Teleprinter Exchange known as the 
" Telemixte." This is fully described in Le 

·Matin of September lst, with costs for rental and 
calls. The system operates on a telephone sub
scriber's circuit, but is not planned for simul
taneous telegraph and telephone working. The 
subscriber asks for a teleprinter connection bv 
phone and switches over to his telegraph instr�
ment. 

The British Post Office is also considering thP 
matter. 

The High Commissioner for Canada in Lon
don has communicated the following paragraphs 
prepared b)' the Canadian (;cffernment Informa
tion Bureau at Ottawa:-

CANADIANS THE GRK\TEST TELE
PHONE CONVERS,\TIO::--J .\LISTS IN 

THE \VORLD. 

Canadians are the world's greatest telephone 
conversationalists. _\ reccntlv isstwd official 
bulletin dealing with telephone statistics shows 
that on a per capita basis an average of 22 l 
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conversations per year were held by the people 
of Canada, compared with 205.4 in the United 
States, the next higlwst, and 137 in Denmark, 
which is given third place. 

The bulletin shows ti1at there were at the end 
of l 927 a total of l, 25<),987 telephones in C<rnada, 
an average of about one 'phone for every eight 
persons in the Dominion. Canada has 2,462 

telephone system with a wire mileage of 
3,591,035. The Province of Ontario leads in 
the number of 'phones with 558,468, an average 
of l 7 .5 per 100 of population. Quebec is next 
with 255,970, an average of 9.8 per JOO; then 
British Columbia with 113,051, or 19.7 per 100; 
Saskatchewan 107,782, or 12.g per JOO; �fanitoba 
74,032, or 11.4 per rno; Alberta, 73,407, or 
l i.9; Nova Scotia, 4 l, 2 ICJ, or 7 .6 ; :'.'Jew Bruns
wick, 31,254, or 7.6; Prince Edvvard Island, 
4,669, or S-4, and the Yukon Territory, 136, or 
3 .9 per 100 of population. 

FURTHER TELEPHOXE EXPANSION 
IN EASTERN CANADA. 

The Bell Telephone Company of Canada con
templates an expenditure of $27,000,000 during 
1929 on construction and expansion of facilitie5 
on its lines in eastern Canada. This will be the 
largest appropriation in the history of the Com
pany, comparing with $21,000,000 for the 
current year, which in turn was $4,000,000 

larger than the 1927 amount. 
Of the $ 27 ,000,000 for next year, $7 ,000,000 

will be for extending long distance lines, includ
ing expenditures on new carrier current facilities, 
new cables, etc. Part of the total is for the ne\v 
headquarters building in �Iontreal, which will 
be ready for occupation in five or six months. 
Eleven major building projects are under way. 

OVER 250,000 RADIO LICENCES IN 
CANADA. 

More than a quarter of a million Canadians 
holding radio receiving sets had paid the Govern
ment tax of $1 up to the end of November, 1928, 

an increase of 17,000 as compared with the end 
of November, 1927. 

The returns indicate that there are 226,240 

private radio receiving licences, although it is 
believed that more than 100,000 sets exist on 

which no license has been issued. The revenue 
from the issue of licenses is devoted by tlw 
Department of Marine and Fisheries to the im
provement of radio services, about a score of 
radio interference cars being in use. 

\Ve regret to record the death of �Ir. C. \V. V. 
Schaefer, M.I.E.E., Electrician-in-Chief of the 
Eastern Associated Telegraph Companies. Mr. 
.Schaefer entered the service of the Eastern Tele
graph Company as a probationer at Malta in 
September, 1884, his fatlwr being in the service 
of the company at that station. In 1887, Mr. 
Schaefer was transferrFd to (;ibralrar, remaining· 
there until 1890, \Yhen he joined the Flectrical 
staff of the cable-ship " Elt>ctra." He subse
quently serYf'd afloat in thF cahlF-ships " Chil
tern, "Great Northern," the old "Mirror,'' 
"Amber," and the "John Pender," in whicl; 
ship he took over electrical charge from l\fr. F. 
Ryan in February, HJ02. }fr. Schaefer left the 
cable-ship " John Pender " upon his appoint
ment to the H.O. Staff in April, 1906. and was 
promoted to the position of Electrician-in-Chief 
upon Mr. F. Ryan's retirement in March, 1923. 
The long practical experience in cable construc
tion, laying and repairing, gained by Mr. 
Schaefer especially fittFd him for his position as 
head of the department responsible for this work, 
and he was a recognised authority on cable 
engineering in all its branches. The benefit of 
this experience, too, is reflected bv the utility of 
his various tests for t he localisatio� of breaks .and 
faults in submarine cables, the well-known 
" Schaefer " break test being practically univers
ally adopted by the cablF community at large, 
and he leaves behind most valuable data in the 
field of cable engineering. 

Electrician-in-Chief of the Eastern Associated 
Telegraph Companies for six years, he was in
strumental in arranging for a. complete chang·e 
in the method of cable working over the very 
large network of cables controlled by them. 
The introduction of the Regenerator revolu
tionised cable working, all in this relatively short 
period. The first trials were not completed until 
1924. Up to that time it was unsatisfactory to 
work with more than two relay stations between 
terminals; now, in one insta�ce, as many as 
eleven relay stations are interposed. On this 
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particular circuit this number of relay stations 
fulfils the traffi c re(juirements, hut it has been 
proved that this is by no nwans the limit. 
Signals h;we, in fact, been passed satisfactorily 
from London to Penang· (Straits Settlements ) 
and back through t\\'f'nty-one relay sets. 

Loaded cables 1Yen� also introduced during· 
Mr. Schaefer's tf'rm of office. Thf'Sf' introducf'd 
sevPral new problems for solution and new 
nwthods of mirking had to be developPd. An
other introduction was the use of thermionic 
valves to serve the purpose of magnifying· cable 
signals , result ing in h ig·her spepds with in
creased stabili tY. 

Keenh· interested in all branches of Electrical 
Eng·ineering·, Mr. Schaefer made many friends 
in the profession. To those who worked with 
him he was ahYavs cheerful, encouraging, and 
beloved by all. 

Sir John Denison-PPnder, Chairman of the 
Eastern and Associated Cable Companies, died 
at his home at Eaton Place, S.\V., on the 6th 
ult. He was seventy-three yPars of age. 

Sir John 1rns brought up in the cable business, 
for his father, Sir John Pender, was one of the 
pioneers of the earliest submarine cables and 
founded the Eastern Telegraph Company . He 
was created a K.C . .\I.G. in HJOI and G.B.E. in 
1920. 

He was buried at Slaugham, Sussex, on 
Saturday, the <)th .\[mch, and a one-minute 
stoppag·e of circuits throughout the world-wide 
S)"Stem of the Companies took place at l2.I5 
p.m. to allow the staff on duty to stand in 
silence in honour of the dead baronet. 

The following· not ice is taken from the Elec
trical Review of the 4th January :-The death of 
:\fr. John Lee, C.B.E., :\L\., etc., occurred 
suddenly on December 24th while on board the 
" Laconia " on his return journey from New 
York, \Yhere he had been on a visit connected 
with the business of the :\ utomatic Telephone 
Co., of which he became a director when he 
retired last year from the post of Con troll er of 
the Central Telegraph Office. l\1 r. Lee was 
born in 1867, and as a boy he enterf'd the Post 
Office service at LiYerpool, subsequently rising 

from the position of tel egraphist to assi s t ant 
superintendent, assistant traffic manager for tPle
phones (r<)O/) and in rqr6 being· promoted to the 
post of I nspector of Teleg-raph and Telephone 
Traffic. Three years later, after a brief period 
as Postmaster at Belfast, he c;1nie hack to Lon
don as Controller of the Central TelPgraph Office. 
He had a very full, varied and efficient life in 
the sen·ice. A mere list of the matters in which 
he was call ed to fi gure more or less prominently 
emphasises the valuable work 1Yhich an enthu
siastic and able man can render during 40 to .+5 

years . His record comprises tlw reorganisation 
of the Indian Railway Teleg -raph system, mem
bership of the ( 'ommittee on High Speed Tele
g -raphy, and nwmlwrship of various delegations 
to the U.S . . \. and to the Continent , including 
the I nternational TelPgraph Conference in Paris 
over which he presided. He \\'rote a number of 
books on telegraph and telephone practice and 
other subjects, was interested in the principles 
of sciPntific management, was profoundly con
cerned with religious questions and modern 
movements connected there\\·ith, �tltended many 
industrial confen'nces, was a most acceptable 
sppaker and lecturer and a writer for the Press, 
while administrative and organising ability and 
a striking personality also form parts of the out
line record of the interests and achievements of 
one \vho, according to those who knew him best, 
was a remarkable man, 1\·l 1ose ceasf'less i nclustry 
unfortunatel y permanently impaired his lwalth, 
so that he has passed away as a result of a heart 
attack at the agf' of 61 years. ,\ �Iemorial SPr
vice was he ld at Christ Church, :\'ewgate Street. 

\Ve regret to record the death on the 21st 
Februar)· of .\fr. Edward Raymond Barker, 
?ILI.E.E. He had been ill for many wars. 
.\[r. Raymond Barker was born in 1857 and 
entered the London School of Submarine TPle
g-raphy in 187.). He recf'ived appointments 
later 1\·ith the Eastern and Brazilian Submarine 
Telegraph Companies. I-fr became fi rst ,\ssist
ant Chif'f Electrician at the s11bmarinl, cabl<· 
1Yorks of the T.R., C.P. and Telegraph \\'orks 
in r 8<) 1 and remai nt'd \\'it h that corn pan y until lw 

retired in HJ! 2. He saw sen·ice in many sub
marine cable-laying t,xpPditions, inn�nted a 
calculator board for c;1ble ships and the multi-
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tone transmitter, wrote manv articles in the 
Electrical Rei.'iew and published various books 
and pamph lets ·regarding; the apparatus and 
methods so closelv r<:>lated to his submarine 
cabl<:> career.-E/. l?t"vic'll', r-3-29. 

\\.p ha\·e receivPcl from '.\Jr. \Veaver a copy 
of the ,\nnual Reports for the ypar ended 31st 
Den·mber prepared for tliP Adv isory Committees 
for Birmingham District and for CIH•ster, �orth 
\\-;des and Hanle,· Districts. 

HEADQUARTER'S NOTES. 

EXCHANGE DEVELOPMENTS. 

The following works have been completed: -

Exchange. 

Ainsdal<· 
Bath 
Batheaston 
Cowley 
Dr-inghou,cs 
Head-ington 
Hipperholnw 
Leicester 
Sloane 
Sowerbv Bridge 
Halifax 

Cobham 
Connahs Quay 
Hornchurch 
:\foleS€y . . . 
Petersfield 
Su Non 
Valentine Relief 
An field 
Brixton 
Ryde 
Speiedwell 
\Vinchester 
Bristol Tramways 
Clark Chapman - & Hall 
Davis Theatre ... 
Durllev Bo'1rd of Gucirdians 
Dunlop Rubber Cc,mp '1nv 
Edwards Ringer & Brigg 
Garner & Son ... 
Lloyds Pncking Co., Ltrl. 
Manchester Corporation 
Newcastle-on-Tyne Corpn. 

Preston Corporation 
Rochcfale Co-op. 
Southern Oil 
Wiggins Teape 

Type. jNo. of Lines. 

:-.iew Auto . - I 618 

" 

Auto Extn. 

:-.lew :\lanunl 

" 

:\Innual Ext. 

" 

P.A.B.X. 

::;n40 
130 
200 
180 
200 
35° 

8600 
8000 

44° 
J unction 

Equipt. 
600 
440 
880 

2280 
500 

4880 
I5()0 
I 140 

Soo 
240 

2480 
400 
210 

30 
30 
30 
IQ 
30 
30 
30 
20 

J unction 
Equipt. 

30 
30 
20 
30 

Orders have been placed for the following 
works:-

Exchange. 

,\ldriJye 
•\ylesford 
Harming 
Benton 
Bearstead 
Birn1inghan1: \'ictoria 
Birmingham : llarbonie 
Birmingham : :\lidland 
Birmingham: :'\llniJ,,rrr 
Boughton ;\!onclwlsca 
Da\'i clson 's l\h1in� 
East :-./ cwrnstle 
Fairfield 
Felling 
Gateshead 
Gosforth 
Hunton 
]arrow 
Kenton 
Low Fell 
Maidstone 
N ewcastlc-on-Tvne 
Otham 

-

\Vallsend 
Wateringbury 
\Vest Nrwc1stle 
Whickham 
Rurslem 
Edinhurgh 
Edinburgh 
Edinhur_gh 
Edinhurgh 
Loni:(ton 

!'rntrnl 
:\Torningsi•k 
Mmrnyfirld 
'lewingtnn 

N p"·cai;;;tlP-1111 dPr-T J \'11<' 

Pcirk J\frrhnniccil 
�
Order \Vire 

Swans<'a 
Stockport 
Stoke . 

Type. 

:\cw Auto 

" 

Auto Extn. 

\Vestnn Mechanicil Order 'Virf' 
Hexhill i\"r\\· "'innucil 
Bourne End 
Ef1ham 
Farnborough (H:rnt'<.) 
Hazel GrovP 
Herne Bay 
Hitch in 
Svrlenharn 
Cheshir<' Toint SanMorium 
Chrke Chaomon & Hnll 
Nrwrastle .. on-Tvnr Cprrr. 
Rnebcla1e Cn-oo. 
ShP11 M"" 1Snuthamnton1 
S0r1Ptv T, 'OuP.:;t /\ fric:i 
Uxhrirl!!c Guordians ... 

" 

Manu'11 Ext. 
P .. \.B.X. 

! No. of Lines. 

135 
180 
J OO 

6G5 
280 

2/;15 
1290 

flo�itio11s 
5280 

200 
615 

I.)20 
2700 

28.i 
lf)OO 

1615 
JOO 

570 
105 
950 

2100 
9200 

100 
Soo 
200 

1520 
190 
250 

1460 
870 
6so 
660 

q5 
160 

!OOO 

360 
I J O 

1460 
880 
780 

1020 
goo 

1240 

$70 
2040 

20 
30 

:\lodfn. 
30 
JO 
20 
20 
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\\' . .\I. F1u-.;n:, ".1.E.I·:. 

Mi�. FR,\:->CF. rt>tin·d on the J 1st October after 
45 sl re11 uous years in th<• Telephone Servic<.'. 

He entered the business in thf' t>lectrical dt>part

ment of the Lancashire and Clwshire Telephone 
Coy. in Liverpoo l in \larch, 188J. In 188c1 he 
\\'as placed in cliarge of t•n•clion and mainten
ance of exchang ·c · t•quipnwnt in the Lin·rpool 
District, and on rt>organisation fnllo\\·ing the 
amalgamation with the ::\.T. ('o. in 18q3 he was 
appointed Chif'f Electrician of tlw sanw district. 
In the follm,·ing· �·1·:1r he \\·:1 s t r: 1nsft•rn·d to the 
E.-in-C's Slaff, but \\·i1 h lwadqu:1rtc•rs ;1t Lin•r
pool, and for tin• y•·ars lit· ,,·as t•ngag·•·d in cable 
apparatus and nwterials l l'sting :1t contractors ' 

works and dealing with any special difficulty in 
connection with cables i11 situ. 

Up to this time the manufacture of switch
board equipment in this country was carried out 
on a very small scalf', and g·reat credit is due tn 
::\fr. France for the advic<' and assistance he 
rendered to both the Company and the manu
facturers in the initial stagt>s of this class of 
work. 

In 1899 he came to London and supervised the 
erection of the mon· important <'xchangt• t'f]lllp
ments throughout the country. 

In lC)03 the Equipment Section was formed at 
H .Q. and �Ir. France was placed in charge. 
During these early days his work was of grPat 
importann-' lo the l'<·lephone Co. and was dont• 
\\'ith conspicuous success. Ht· remained in this 
position until IC)I5, wht.>n he was transfprreJ to 

.the Local Lines St'ction. In I<)Ii he was 
appointed S.E., �. �lidland District, and 111 

l!)I<) he returned lo London to take charg·t· of 
the Telephone Section. 

In 1<)21 he was transfc•rrPd to the Li1ws Sec
tion, wlwre hP rPmaint•cl in charge till his retirc
mPnt. 

In connPction with the transfpr of the �ational 
Telephone Co. 's undt>rtaking to tlw Post Office 
he rendered most valuable sen·ic.:e, more par
ticularly in respect of the valuation of exchange 
l'quipments ;ind intnnal plant. He at t ended all 
the sittings at the Law Courts during the 
Arbitration proct>edings. his services being re
tained by the Company until the completion. 

He was Chairman of the l.P.O.E.E. during 
tlw session 1926 /i. 

During his 45 �·ears ' servin· lw has had only 
twn clays' sick lean· and that in the very early 
da\·s. The short abst·nn· was due to continuous 
work of two da�·is and three nights restoring 
service at J ,ivPrpool ( 't·nt ral Exchange aftpr a 
fire. 

He is a promi1wnt Freemason and takes 
spt'cial i nlerest in l he Tt>lt�phone Lodge, of which 
lw was a founclf'r in 1qo8 and Hon. Treasurer 
si nee I<,120. 

Of the man himsc·lf : IH! has a 1wrs<J11ality which 
has endean•d him to all who have had the 
privilege to he associated with him. His pre
vailing charactr·ristics are thoroughness and 
modesty; whatever he undertook \vas well done 
and his conclusions were sound and well 
balanced. ;\t tht� same time he was always 
anxious to give the crt·dit to those \vorking under 
his direction rathN than to assume it for him
self and would make lwrculcan efforts to assist 
those who required help. He has never allowed 
his true self to he buried in the hard crust of 
officialism-a real humanitarian and such a 

gentleman! 
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MR. ARTHUR CROTCH. 

,\ l<TI Jl'R CR OTC II. 

0:--i the 3rst Decemher last, '.\[r. Arthur Crotch 
retired from official duty, having completed 45 

years' service. Born and educated at the old 
cathedral city of Norwich, he entered the tele
graphs there in 1883, and later was one of the 
early workers in the technical movement which 
brought about so great a change in the character 
of the telegraph staff of the Kingdom. He 
joined the engineering side in r8c)fi, commencing 
at East Dean Repeater Station, was transferred 
thence to Lowestoft and to headquarters clerical 
establishment in ICJOO. Since that time he has 
been responsible for many works on technical 
subjects, the best-known, perhaps, being his 
first venture, " Elementary Telegraphy and 
Telephony." This \Vas followed hy his" Tele-

\'UL. XXII. 

graphic Systems '' and others, the latest being 
his " Automatic Telephony." These have heen 
justly praised for their simplicity of treatment 
and clarity of expression. 

For many years he was responsible for the 
exhibition of patterns ;md drawings in connec
tion with the placing· of ordc·rs for telegraph and 
telephone apparatus. This nen,ssaril�· hrmight 
him into touch with the elt>ctrical manufacturing 
world, and his alert fig·ure and never-failing 
courtesy will he greatly missed by the repre
sentatives of the firms with whom he was for so 
many years in daily contact. 

'.\fr. Crotch was a man of many parts and 
always had a multitude of irons in the fire. 
Organ building (and an organist to boot), 
Egyptology, Biblical research, architecture, 
matters ecclesiastical and historical, and above 
all, literary humorists were his delight and the 
great love of his life was Charles Dickens, in 
whose writings he was fairly steeped. Very 
rare was the occasions which he could not cap 
with a suitable Dickens' story ! He was also a 
great London-lover, and is on the lecturing staff 
of the L.C.C. for London history. 

At a large gathering in the Designs Section 
he was the recipient of a suitable presentation 
subscribed by his many friend5. In the absence 
of Colonel Purves, :\!Ir. J. R. Gall presided and 
made feeling reference to '.\I r. Crotch's qualities. 
'.\Iany other speakers testified to his inveterate 
love of story-telling and his other humorous 
qualities. In retirement he will have the oppor
tunity to " go-in " thoroughly for many sub
jects very near his heart, which have heen pre
viously kept out by lack of time. vVe wish the 
genial, happy Arthur many years of heaith and 
happiness to enjoy the fruits of his labours. 

E 
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FREDERICK WILLIAM FRANCIS. 

MR. FRANCIS, who retired on the 3oth Novem
ber, started business in 1884 in the office of the 
Telegraph Superintendent of the L.B. and S.C. 
Railway, and in the same year he entered as an 
evening student at Finsbury Technical College, 
taking the full electrical engineering course 
under Profs. Ayrton and PPrry and then under 
Prof. Sylvanus Thompson. 

Three years later he joined the United 
Telephone Coy. and was appointed to the ex
perimental and testing· branch, then under the 
control of the late :\1r. I. YV. Ullett, which main
tained the London junction wires, tested cables, 
wire and apparatus in addition to experimental 
work. \Vhen the various companies amal
gamated in 1890, the testing branch was shut 
down for a time. and after a short period in the 
office ;\fr. Francis was transferred to Exchange 
maintenance work. Sin gle-handed for several 
years he kept in order all 1 he six Lon don City 
exchanges, except Avenue. 

In 1894 he was appointed one of two Cable 
Inspectors, the other being :\1r. \V .. M. France, 
who took over the northern half of the country. 
Their duties were to test all cables, principally 
the new paper core cable, at contractors' works 
and when laid. The inspectors were under the 

control of the Test Department, with Mr. J. R. 
Gall in command, but with only one other 
assistant. From this small beginning the Test 
Department grew with the increase in the Com
pany's business until it performed the functions. 
or part of the functions, now administPred hv 
sen�ral Sections in the P.O., viz., Test, Design;, 
Construction, Power, and Office of \\r orks . 

:\t the transfer Mr. Francis was appointed 
Asst. Staff Eng·ineer in the Designs Section, 
tlwn under :\fr. Purves, but later under his old 
chief, Mr. Gall, with whom he bas sPrn·d as 
principal assistant for nearly 30 yPars. 

l\1r. Francis is a delightful conwrsationalist, 
full of quiet humour and \Yith a \YonclPrful gift 
for mi mi cry. . \ morp Pn�n-tem pert>d man no 
one could wish to kn ow. \Yidel:· read, tlwre is 
n o subject, either scientific or social, upon ,_d1ich 
he could con vl'rse without profit to tlw listen er. 
He has learned hmY to assimilate those intel
lectual foods which ensure peace and happiness 
within and at the same time form an effectual 
buhrnrk against strife \Yithout. "\ real good 
fellow, modest almost to a fault, his cheerful 
countenance has ahYays been a tonic to his 
col leagues. 

RETIREMENTS. 

IN our quarterly return of Staff Changes 
several well-known names appear under the 
above heading, amongst them being those of 
Mr. R. "'.Vlcllroy, I.S.O., Superintending En
gineer of the London District, who bade his 
colleagues an official farewell on the afternoon of 
the 27th March; Mr. E. J. lvison, the head of 
the Telephone Section at Headquarters; Mr. J. 
Richardson, Assistant Superintending Engineer, 
South Eastern District; Mr. \V. H. Powning, 
of Swansea, a· stalwart of the early days of the 
Society of Post Office Engineers and of the 

l.P.O.E.E., and Mr. vV. J. Gwilliam, of the 
Test Section, Studd Street. 

As time goes on, retirements of higher officials 
have become increasingly frequent and while the 
process opens vistas of promotion for the 
younger men one cannot fail to sense a feeling 
of regret as the veterans ·who were pres;ent 
practically at the founding of the Department 
lay dmvn their harness and depart. They set a 
high standard of duty, these men; it is for the 
younger men who take up their jobs to maintain 
that standard. 
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DEATH OF MR. E. J. WHIBLEY. 

\VE regret to record thf' death of l\1r. Edward 
James \Vhibley, which occurred at Boscombe on 
13th February. He retired some six years ago, 
owing to ill-health, and by his absence for this 
period from the scene of active life>, he has faded 

·from the remembrance of many. But to a large 
number of his old friends still in the service, the 
news will come with regret. 

His record is briefly given below. He 
entered the C.T.O. as a telegraphist in 1884 and 
in 1891 he was transferred to the Engineering 
Branch and took up duty at Cambridge, in the 
office of the Superintending Engineer (then l\1r. 
Jenkin). In 1890 he was appointc>d to the 
Engineer-in-Chief's Office, where he graduated 
successively as third, second and first class clerk, 
retiring as we have said, in 1022. 

l\Iy acquaintance and friendship with our 
friend began in 1000. Generally bubbling over 
with high spirits, he infected us all with his great 
good-nature. He was responsible for all appar
atus received and sent out from headquarters, 
and he had the nose of a ferret for articles 
borrowed, mislaid or Inst. Circulars sent round 
'' as to " the whereabouts of a piece of apparatus 
produced the usual result, " could not be 
traced,'' etc. Then \Vhibley began his " re
searches " ; and the chagrin of the man in whose 
possession it was found-at the back of a cup
board, forgotten-can only be imagined by those 
who have been the unwitting· detainers of loans ! 
Sometimes, his keenness and his " D Notes " 

gave occasion for strong language; but everyone 
agreed that, if he were a nuisance, he was a very 
necessary one ! And, the search ended and the 
object found, the matter was finished with. 
\Vhibley had " got " it, and there was an end 
1 () it ! 

Of his happy good nature, one could give 
many instances. He would lend you £1 to £10 
for the asking. And we often wondered at the 
amount of cash he carried about. But if you 
used a cheque of his, he would religiously 
demand the 2d. ! He loved a joke : that it was 
against himself mattered not. As a teller of 
tales he was a failure; indeed, it was borne in 
on him so often that he found a unique way of 
amusing us. He would ask, " Did I tell you 
the tale of the two painters'? " and on getting 
the negative, he would start on some rigmarole, 
knowing that we \votild stop him (forcibly if 
necessary) and not allow him to proceed. And 
he loved this as much as if he were a born 
raconteur! But I think the great characteristic 
of the man was his unfailing good temper. 
However busy, hmvever worried, he would turn 
for a moment with that boyish laugh of his. 

He lost his only son in the war, and he now 
leaves his wife and two daughters. To them, so 
bereaved, we offer our heartfelt sympathy. \Ve 
laid him to rest in Mitcham Cemetery on a day 
such as he loved, a day flooded with the Febru
ary sunshine and in harmony with his happy 
nature. A.C. 
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LONDON DISTRICT NOTES. 

Telephones.-Tlw following figures show the 
changes in the numher of exchange linc>s, exten
sions and stations dur ing the three months end
ing and the totals at 31st Decemher, I<)28 :-

I ncrra...,e. Total. 

Exchange Lines 7,8lJ5 355,403 

Extensions (), 183 3m ,353 

Stations q,747 5()8,3q 

External Plant.--During· the same period the 
changes shown helmY han:' occurred in mileag·e: 

Telegraphs.-.\ nett ckcrease in open wire of 
1 mile and a nett increase of 206 miles in unckr-

• 

g-rmrnd. 
Telephones (Exc1wn;;e).-,\ nett increase 111 

open wire of 50 miles and a nt>tt incrt>ase of 
88,205 in undt>rground. 

Telephones (Trunh).-.\ nett decrease in open 
wire of 68 milt>s and a nett increase of 3,q81 in 
undt>rground. 

Pole Line.-.\ nt>tt increase of <) miles, the 
total to date !wing 5,8q() miles. 

Pipe J,inc.-,\ nett increase of 2](J miles, the 
total to date ht>ing rn,260. 

The total single ''in:' mileag·es at tlw enc.I of 
pt>riod under reYiew wt> re : -

Tt>lt>g·raphs 
Telephonps ( Exchange) 
Telephones (Trunk) 
Spares 

25,c;85 
2,456,562 

/8,JOO 
l 12,331 

TELEPHOXE ExcH.\X<iE PRO<iRESs. 

During the month of January the follo\Ying· 
nP\Y :\Ianual Exchang·es \\·en' 01wnec.I, Yiz. : 

:\fol<•se:· . Hornchurch and Sutton. Tht>se Ex
chang·es , \\·hich ;ire of the ('.B. �o. 1 type, were 
equipped with an initial capacit:· nf 2,280, 880 
;ind 4,,'-\80 lines respectiwl:-. 

Other new :\fanual Exchanges recent!:· com
pleted are :-Pollards, "·ith an equipnwnt for 
r ,800 1 i nes, which \\·as opened nn Fehruary 27th , 
and Valentine, with an equipment for r,_soo 
lint>s, \\·hich was opPned on FPbruan· 28th. 

The following ;ic]ditions to plant 
.
are in hand 

h:· the Department's staff:-
Exchange. 

�falden 
\:Vim bledon 
Hounslow 

:\ o. of Li1ws. 

T ,560 
l ,080 
J ,780 

The General Electric Company is carrying 
out an extension of 1,200 lines at the Grt>emYich 
Exchange, which it is anticipated will be com
pleted t>arly in \lay. 

Xe\Y :\fanu;il Exchanges are in the course of 
erection at Thames Ditton (Emlwrbrook) and at 
Upminster; both Exchanges are be ing install1·d 
h:· the Standard T<·lephorw and Cable ( 'o., l .tcl. 

;\ l'TO\l.\.Tic Exn·L\X(;Es. 

Further prng-ress has been made 1n the con
,·ersion to automatic \\"<Jrking· by tlw opening on 
J:1nuary 5th of th<> tW\\ \\Tes!ern Exchange 
(/,TOO lines), on :\ l n rch 2nd of T1·mple Bar 
(/ ,700 lines), and on \larch qth of .\ rcl1way 
(3, roo lines). 

[nstallation \\·ork is in hand at tlw following 
.\ utomatic Exckll1 ges : -

Shepherds Bush, 
Primrose Hill 
Beckenham 
Reli;ince 
'\-Ietrcipolitan 
National 
M;iida Vale 

I 
No. of Lines 1 Exch:1ngc 

!- --

4000 Edgware 
6900 Hendon 
1000 F1?.x1nan 
2700 Fulham 
q500 \Iitcham 
q500 Hillside 
7500 llford 

SITES. 

�o. of Lirn·s 

1300 
3100 
C)l)OO 
7:;00 
1480 

23:;0 
3000 

The purchase of siu·s for the undermentioned 
Telephone Exchang·es has been complet<'d dur
ing· the past three months:-

Ewell (:\Ianual). 
Stamford Hill (.\uto.) 
Surbiton C\f:111ual). 

. \RE.\ CORRE( TI<):'\ TR.\XSFERS. 

i7,134 .\re:1 Correction Transfers \Yere carried 
out in conjunction with the :\farch isstw of the 
London Telephone Directory. 

TEI.ECiR.\PHS. 

Telcprinlcrs.-Testin;2. sets haYc no\\· been 
providPd which \\·ill enable instruments to he 
tried by \\·orking through to each other on an 
mtiticial line. The arrang«"nwnt prm·ides for 
t esting Teleprinters .\'"os. l-\, 2-.\ and 3-.\. 

The experimental \\·orking· at Knig·htshridgr 
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\ \·i th al ternatinµ; 111o l ors 011 No. 2-.\ 111 a chint·s still 
continues. It has IW('ll found desiralill' to lit 
signalling ;1 ppa ra l us , consist inµ; of gl·nerator 
and bell, to S("·eral Teleprinter circuits, and 
thus obviate the necessit \. for continuous run
ning of the motor. 

Three sets of thl' SienH'ns Halske type of 
apparatus han� been installed for \\orking to 
:\Tor\\'av. There art' now lin" sets \\orking at 
the C.T.O. 

Tnrns. 
Pn\\'er-\\orked tulws arl' 110\\ being 1itted be

tween the Counter and Instrument and DeliYery 
rooms in important Branch T elegraph Offices. 

Fans with press-button starters tixed adjacent 
to the Terminals are being· successfully used, 
and are found to be a gTeat i111pnn·e111ent on the 
old hand-pump system. 

The C.T.O. House-tubes are being conwrted 
to single-\\ay \H>rl.;:ing. Hitherto pom'r has 
been supplied at one end to t \\'o or three tubes 
placed in series, ,,·ith the result that if a block 

occurs in one Section, all tlnee Sections are 
liabll' to be stoppl·d. Tlw 11('\\. s_\·stem should 
effl'ct a considerable impron·nwnt, as the transit 
ti111e \Yill lw much reduced and the working lw 
of a yery simple character. 

The Yen· cold \n•atlwr in Februan· caused 
trouble on some of the street-tubes. .\loisture 
which condensed in the pressure tubes, <�ccumu
latcd and froze, tl1us musing a stoppage. Con
sid(' rabl e diffirnlty \\as experienced in clearing 
away the ice \\ hich blocked the 1�assage of the 
earners. 

TELEl'HU:'\E C.\BI:'\ETS. 
,\ suite of Cabinets in \\ hich the folding doors 

are of teak and the bodies of hardm>od, has been 
made at Cornwallis Road and erected at :dansion 
House Station. This follow s the precedent set 
at Goodge Street, Bond Street, Charing Cross, 
etc. .\ pair made of old bodies \Yith oak ex
teriors has been erected in Kensington High 
Street .\rcade, and has en>ked appreciatiYe 
remarks. 
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LOCAL CENTRE NOTES. 

LO.'\DO.'\ CE.'\TRE. 
The third meeting of the Session \\'as held 

on December 1 1 th , \\hen .\lr. :\. J. Gill, B.Sc .. 
.\I.l.E.E., gan· a lect ur e  " Radio Communica
tion on Short  \\'aye-lengths.· ' The lecture was 
illustrated and at the close .\lr. Gill gave a 
demonstration of the d irectional properties of a 
short \Va ,.e aerial. 

On Jan . 8th .\lr. R. \\'. Palmer, .\ . .\l.l.E.E . . 

gave a lecture . " The .\leasurement of Relay 
Times." The paper dealt comprehensively with 
the many types of apparatus \Yhich have been 
developed and \Yas illustrated by lantern slides 
and demonstration apparatus. 

On Feb. 1 2th .\Jr. .\. J .. \ldridg·e, .\.C.G.I., 
. \ . .\1.1.E.E .. g·a \'(' a ll·cture on " The .\leasure
ment .of Sound <tnd its .\pplication to Tele
phony. " The lecture \\as illustrated and a good 
discussion ensued. 

· 

On .\larch 12th, .\lr. \\'. C. Radley, B.Sc. 
(Hons.) . ,\ . .\I.I.E.E.. ga,·e a lecture, "X
rays and the Structure of some Engineering 
.\laterials." The lecture \\'as i llustrated and the 
attention of the audience and the interesting dis
cussion showed that keen interest had been 
aroused. 

l:\'FOIOL\L .\IEETl:'\<iS. 

The third Informal .\lecting was held on 
January 22nd, when :'\lr. H. E. .\Iorrish, 
"\.:\I.l.E.E., opened a discussion un " Jointing 
and Testing uf Cables.'· The discussion aroused 
the keenest interest and .\1 r. .\lorrish ably replied 
to the many questions raised. 

.\t the meeting on February 2hlh, ,\lr. \V . 
Dolton, .\I. I.E. E.. opened a discussion on 
" Inspection of \\'ireless Stations in the Lon

don Engineering District." In the cour se uf an 
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instructive discussion Col. Angwin and Mr. 
l\Iatthews, of the Radio Section of the Engineer
in-Chief's Office, paid a tribute to the vrnrk of 
the Inspecting Officers. 

VISITS. 

Successful visits have been made to the Repair 
Depot of the London General Omnibus Co., 
Ltd., at Chiswick. The extent of the \\T orks 
made one realise how much skill and organisa
tion is devoted to the Bus Services, whilst the 
courtesy and hospitality shown were much 
appreciated. 

Visits to the Barking Generating Station han� 
also been made. This Generating Station, 
owned by the County of London Electric Cov., 
Ltd., is said to be the largest in the Count�y. 
The sizt� and efficiency of the Steam Plant; the 
apparent absencf' <Jf switches in the switch room; 
the fire extinguishing· plant, and tlw intricacit>s 
of tlw control room.- made tlw ,-isit interesting· 
and instructiw. T.H. · 

NORTHERN CENTRE. 
;\lr. Thos. Davidson read a paper on" Under

ground Breakdown Organisation " before a 
well-attended meeting on the 21st December. 

The subject wi1s dealt with under the follow-
ing headings:-

(1) The method of advising faul ts . 

(2) The provision of testing apparatus. 
(3) The recording of alternative routes to 

each main cable, to provide speakers 
and testing wires for localising com
plete breakdowns, and to afford pro
vision for crossing over important 
circuits in the faultv cable. 

(4) Provision of emerge�cy tool kits and 
materials necessary for the temporary 
repair of faults tu be stored at some 
point easy of access. 

(_:;) :\lethod of obtaining staff to deal with 
the breakdown. 

(6) ProYision of tlw necessary transport for 
staff and matl·rials. 

In his pa1wr, ,\Jr. DaYidson sug·Eested amunu· < C> J h 

other things, that: 
(a) .\ cable testing officer should be allocated 

t() each Engi net•ri ng St•ction, 1 o lw responsible 

for the localising of all main cable faults in the 
section. 

(b) A service telephone should be installed at 
the residence of the testing officer for use in the 
event of faults occurring outside normal hours 
of duty. Each testing officer should be supplied 
with a Bridge i\Iegger, which should be in his 
personal custody. Copies of the alternative 
routes to main cables should be supplied to each 
Test Room. 

(c) An Emergency Tool Kit (the composition 
of which was given in an appendix to the paper) 
should be held at the Section Headquarters, 
where it would be' readilv accessible at all times, 
all breakdown apparatus and tools being painted 
red or other distinctive colour in order to be 
easily recognisible. The provision of emer
gency rations, where necessary, for men when 
engaged on breakdown work. 

(w) The use of a 1}" semi-rotary pump on 
stand \\·as advocated in place of the floodgate 
pump generally used on ground of portability. 

(e) The earmarking of a ton van for break
down work in each section, the van being em
ployed on short journey work \vhen not in use 
on breakdowns. The provision of motor cycle 
combinations for the use of testing officers \Vas 
also suggested. 

The paper concluded with a detailed descrip
tion of the methods adopted in dealing with faults 
and returns to be made, the forms to be used, 
and the steps to be taken in special cases (e.g., 
Electro! ysis). 

SCOTL\i\'D \VEST CE.:\TRE. 
Follmving is a cutting from the " Glasgow 

Herald," of the 4th February, dealing with a 
lecture held under the auspices of the Scientific 
Society of the Royal Technical College, Glas
gow, to \\·hich nwmbers of the Scotland \Vest 
Local Centre \\ere i1wited. }.Ianv members of 
the Local Centre availed themsel-;_,es of the in
vitation to be present:-

" PICTURES BY \\TIRELESS. 
" POSSIB LE EFFECT 0:\ NE\VS TR.\NS

}.IlSSION. 
,, THE ' GL.\SGO\\' HEH :\LD , SYSTE:\l. 

" The various systems uf picture telegraphy 
which are nuw in use in newspaper offices and 
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elsewhere were described in full technical detail 
by Mr. E. S. Ritter, the London G.P.O. 
specialist in this form of transmission, at a meet
ing of the Scientific Society of the Royal Tech
nical College, Glasgow, on Saturday night. 
The meeting was held in the College, and Pro
fessor Mellanby, president, was in the chair. 

" G.P.O. SPECIALIST EXPL\l:\S. 

" i\Ir. Ritter defined picture telegraphy as the 
transmission of print, drawings, and sketches in 
black, white, or facsimile, and also the trans
mission of photographs, half-tones, etc., either 
over a telephone line or by radio circuits, or by a 
combination of the t\\O. \Vith the aid of photo
graphs-originals, transmitted, and reproduced 
in newspapers-and of specimen parts of the 
transmitting and receiving systems, in addition 
to a number of lantern views and diagrams, he 
gave a full explanation of the working of the 
Siemens, Bell, Belin, Bart Lane, l\Iarconi 
facsimile, and the Fultograph systems. 

'' :\ t the close of the lecture a short discussion 
took place, in the course of \vhich l\Ir. Ritter 
elaborated some of his remarks regarding 
various parts in the instruments. 

" FUTURE OF PICITRE TELEGRAPHY. 

" On the invitation of the chairman, J\l r. . \. 

"'l 'L. Ewing, manager of Messrs. George 
Outram and Co., Ltd., referred to the success 
that has attended the operation of the Siemens 
system of picture telegraphy since it was installed 
some time ago at the Glasgow and London offices 
of ' The Glasgow Herald ' and its associated 
newspapers. Since it had been installed, he 
said, very little trouble had been experienced in 
its working. He believed there were even 
greater possibilities in this form of transmission 
than had yet been attained-that the day might 
come when they might not only have pictures 
transmitted but also a very much speedier trans
mission of news. At present, with t\vo telegraph 
lines in use, a speed of about 300 words a minute 
was attained. He understood that developments 
which were now under consideration bY the Post 
Office would increase that capacity ve

.
ry greatly 

and possibly provide for the transmission of 
pictures at the same time, or at any rate, over the 
same wire. One estimate placed the output at 

very much higher than the 300 words a minute 
obtained just now. If they got news transmitted 
v•ith as great accuracy and regularity as they got 
pictures at the present time he did not think they 
would have anything to complain about. 

'' REPRODUCTION THE BETTER PICTURE? 

'' Alluding to two views of the King which 
had been shmvn on the screen, and which had 
been sent by means of ' The Glasgow Herald ' 
apparatus, l\lr. Ewing remarked that he had 
asked the London staff to transmit the picture 
and to send on the original of it. A slide had 
been prepared of the two, and the reproduction 
had been so fine that he thought there would be 
some difficulty in distinguishing the one from 
the other. On the screen it appeared to him 
that the transmitted picture was really the better 
of the two. (Laughter.) Possibly, however, 
that was because of the character of the paper on 
\vhich it was printed. 

" Mr. Percy l\Iorris, ' The Scotsman,' spoke 
of the \YOrking of the Belin system, which has 
been installed in the offices of that newspaper, 
and indicated that some slight improvement 
might be effected in the matter of synchronisa
tion and in the size of the picture. He was 
confident, however, that Belin had the right idea 
in regard to reception. 

" A vote of thanks to Mr. Ritter was moved 
by the Chairman, and Mr. Ewing, in seconding, 
expresst>d appreciation of the cci-operation and 
assistance that the Post Office had given in this 
new form of transmission of pictures to news
papers.'' 

The third meeting of the current session was 
held on 4th February, when the lecturer was Mr. 
F. G. C. Baldwin, l\I.l.E.E., Assistant Super
intending Engineer of the Northern District, 
and the subject '' Scientific Organisation and 
the Post Office Engineering Department." 

The paper having already been printed and 
issued to the members, the lecturer confined him
self to certain portions of the paper and some 
considerations which arose since the paper was 
printed. \Vith the aid of lantern slides the 
g-rotmd \Vas covered in an instructive and inter
esting fashion and a good discussion ensued. 

Under the auspices of the Scottish Centre of 
the Institution of Electrical Engineers a meeting 
was held in the Royal Technical College on 
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Tuesday, 12th February, when a paper by :Mr. 
\V. B. \Voodhouse on " Overhead Electric 
Lines " was presented by Major H. Carter. 
Members of the l.P.0.E.E. were specially in
vited and there was a good response. The paper 
dealt specially with strength tests, carried out 
by the British Elect.rical and Allied Industries 
Research Association in regard to single '' A,'' 
and " H " poles used in connection with over
head power lines. The methods of making the 
tests was illustrated by means of a cinemato
graph film and lantern slides. 

On conclusion of the paper a discussion took 
place which \Vas taken part in by several repre
sentatives of the Department. 

H.C.M. 

!\ORTH \\'ESTER� CENTRE. 

A meeting of the Centre was held in St. 
George's Hall, Preston, on the 15th January, 
H)2<J, when a lantern lecture entitled" The Early 
Development of Telephone Switching " was de
livered by Capt. F. G. C. Baldwin, .M .l.E.E. 

The Chai rrnan (:'dr. J. l\I. Shackleton, 
i\LJ.E.E.) presided. 

Capt. Baldwin, after his opening remarks, 
described the earlit>st telegraph switching 
appliances and the origin of the telephone ex
change and proceeded \vitl1 a description of the 
first telephone exchange in 1879. He then 
traced the evolution of the various switching 
devices up to the present day explaining the 
salient points of each system in passing. The 
lecture was illustrated by upwards of 50 interest
ing lantern slides. 

On the .+th :\larch, llJ2(), :\lr. C. CO\rnrd con
tributed a paper entitled '' Unit Construction 
and \Jainknance Costs (External) from Funda
mentals." 

The subject ''as approached from the point 
of view of the actual wurk rather than from the 
t1nal statistics and the paper was broadly divided 
into two sections, viz. :-�Iaintenance and Con
struction. .\fr. Coward traced the system from 
its inception to the form in which it is now 
known an<l <lealt at length with various aspects 
of 1 he su bjecl, relating actual experiences and 
suggesting impron·ments. The paper \ms 
followed by a discussion and in view of the 
interest aroused by the lecture and the para-

mount importance of the subject at the present 
time it was deci :led to postpone the proceedings 
and arrange a further meeting to continue the 
discussion. D. B. 

�ORTH \V,\LES CENTRE. 

The Session was �>pened on roth October, 
up8, when Captain J. Coxon, .\l.I. E. E., read 
a paper entitled " Secondary Batteries. " This 
paper had been specially asked fur by the local 
Committee and was designed to assist members 
in charge of this class of plant. .\fter a brief 
reference to the earlier types of st>condary cell, 
Captain Coxon devoted himself to the types used 
in this Department, their installation and lay
out, their methods and rates of charging. In 
addition to a fine collt>ction of slides there were 
many exhibits including specimen cells and 
plates of acid and also of nickel-iron-alkali cells. 
The paper ,,·as followed by a discussion. 

The second meeting \\as held on qth :'\ovem
ber, H)28, when :\lr .. \. S. Renshaw (E.-in
C.O.) contributed a paper t•ntitled " Some con
siderations n·lating to the Clerical Organisation 
of the Engineering Department. " \fr. Renshaw 
commenced at the year J()l 2 by dt>scribing the 
conditions existing at the time of the telephone 
transfer, which gave ris(� tu tlw appointment of 
the \Yalkley Committee (HJq.) and he outlined 
the methods of investigation adopted by that 
Committee and the results which were achieved. 
The ratio of clerical staff to workmen was shown 
to liave been considerably reduced in subsequent 
years, and at the same time the delay in furnish
ing the various monthly accounts had been 
greatly reduced. .\lr. Renshaw then referred 
tu standardisation, co-ordination and inspection, 
to the policy of devolution, recruitment, train
ing and future de,·elopments, and he had in the 
subsequent discussion a long· list of eager en
quiries to meet. 

The third meeting \ms held at the Central 
Cinema on I Ith December, llJ28, \Vhen the pro
gramme was of an unusual character, consisting 
entirely of technical films. There was an attend
ance of over 200, including visitors from the 
Suryeyor's and Head Post Offices, Shre\vsbury 
Technical College, Shrewsbury Secondary 
Schools an<l the Shropshire Philosophical 
Society. The programme commenced with the 
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film " Voices across the Sea," fullo \\ed by six 
other films lent by the Standard Telephones & 

Cables Ltd. illustrating telephones and cables, 
manufacture and development, broadcasting and 
receiving, valve n·peaters, telephone transmis
sion and switching, and the operation of the 
thermionic valve. The projection of the films 
was followed \Yith great interest and this variant 
from the usual programme \Yas voted a success. 

The fourth meeting was held at Fordrough 
Lane Stores Depot, Birmingham, on 10th 
January, r<)29, and prior tu the meeting mem
bers were conducted in parties over the Stores 
Depot, Factory and Testing Branch, officers of 
the various staffs acting as guides, and explain
ing· the different operations carried out. At the 
meeting Captain Cave-Brown-Cave, B.Sc., read 
a paper on '' l\Iodern Vie \\·s on the Structure of 
Jfatter," in \\hich he mentioned one by one the 
famous figures in the scientific \Yorld during the 
past 300 years, side by side with their must im
portant discoveries, thus shmving the steps by 
which scientific knowledge has advanced to its 
present position, which was fully outlined. 
Finally in dealing \Yith present day knowledge 
Captain Cave-Brown-Cave g«tve a short talk 
on '' Relativit \' '' and described some of the 
methods by which scientific experiments arc 
brought to proof. .\fter an interesting discus
sion and votes of thanks tu the lecturer and to 
the Controller, Stores Department, for his kind
ness in allmYing the visit, the members inspected 
a collection of microscope slides illustrating ex
periments carried out by Captain Cave-Brown
Caw, ,\lr. \V. ]. En·s and :\lr. P. C. J!artin. 

The fifth meeting was held at Shre\\sbury on 
6th February, I<J2<J, \\hen ,\Jr. E. J. Jarrett read 
a paper enti tied " Di rector \ \' orking." . \ t the 
outset Jlr. Jarrett exhibited a number of slides 
showing early S\Yitchboards of the flat magneto 
type and the various improvements leading tu 

the present day C.B. S\ \itch buard , and indicated 
the devices Jn- means of which in each successive 
stage, the time of operating was reduced, until, 

eventually the operators cord circuit was cut out 
altogether in the automatic exchange. The 
various operatiuns in au tornat ic apparatus and 
the d(,�ig·ning of auto <·xclwng·es \\Tre tlH�ll 
touched upon and thv C<Jll\"(•rsiun of the Birrning·
ham Exchange and the lay-out of plant in tliat 
area \Yere outlined. In conclusion, the Tandem 

Exchange and Coder Call Indicator Exchange 
were describt'd, and Director \\rorking fully 
explained. 

The sixth meeting \\'ilS held on 27th February, 
1928, and the memlwrs heard ,\lr. E. J. \\'oods, 
c\.JI.1.E.E. (E.-in-C.O.), read his paper on 
" The ,\lain Fndergruund Trunk Cable System 
of the British Isles.'' The paper has already 
been summarist'd in connection with ::\lr. \Yoo<ls' 
visits to other Districts, and its reading on this 
occasion was follmn·d by a long and interesting 
discussion. 
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can be obtained on application to 

The 5€Cretary, 
Institution of P.O.E. Engineers, 

G.P.O., Alder House, E.C.1 

or the u ndermentioned gentlemen who have kindly agreed 
to act as representatives of the Institution in their respective 
countries : -

R. Badenach , Esq., B.Sc. (Melb.), 
Chief Electrical Engineers Office, 

Postmaster Generals Department, 
Treasury Gardens, 

Melbourne, 

H. C. Brent, Esq., 
The Laboratory, 

G.P.O., 

Australia. 

Wellington, N Z. 

N. N. Banerjee, Esq., A.M.l.E.E. ( I nd.), 
Divisional Engineer, Telegraphs, 

Calcutta West Division, 
8, Wellesley Place, 

Calcutta, 
India. 

A. T. Kingston, Esq., M.B.E., A.M.I.E.E., 
Office of the Chief Engineer, 

Telegraphs & Telephones, 
C.T.O., 

Colombo, 
Ceylon. 

A. J. Kellaway, Esq., 
Department of Posts and Telegra11hs, 

P.O. Box 366, 
Pietermaritzburg, 

South Africa. 
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CAPTAIN J. P. l'RICE. 

CAPTAIN J. P. PRICE attained his official 
majority in January last with �5 years' P.O. 
service to his credit. This :ecord began in 
December, 1883, at Chester as a Telegraph 
Learner and in his earlier years of sen-ice he 
shared with others the unique experience of 
telegraphing the speeches of the late Rt. Hon. 
W. E. Gladstone in the :'\Torth Wales Area as 
a member of the Special SerYice Staff set up for 
the purpose. 

In 1896 he was appointed a Telephone In
structor for the taking o\"er of the Telephone 
Trunk Service from the late National Tdephone 
Company, visiting <i2 tmrns in the British Isles 
in connection with this work. He also shared 
in the trunk transft:'r ;irrangenwnts to Post Office 
control and the opening of many nc\\' Trunk 
Exchanges. J\t the tinish of this wurk he was 
appointed to the Engineering Department in the 
N. "'ales District as Sub-Engineer. \Vhilst in 
this district he hl'gan his well-known interest in 
paper dry con� c;ibles, ;ind \\as early instru
mental in getting the standard of insulation 
resistance raised abu\"e that then accepted for 
them, and specifications were adjusted to corre
spond. 

He was transferred as a 2nd Class Engineer to 
the Engineer-in-Chief's Office, London, in 18q8, 
taking up the work of testing· and examining 
cables, wires and apparatus at manufacturers 
works , thus g·et ting " \ 'al uablc t>xperience which 
stood him in good stead later. 

In I<)OO he joined in the work of telephoning 
London, and controllt·d duct and pipe laying, 
1·abl ing , jointing· and Pxclwng1' Pquipnwnt works 
in the Metropolitan (S) District, in an area which 
Pm braced the S., S \V. and \\'. postal districts 
and the ThamPs \'allPy d istricts of Kingston, 
Putney and \Vim blcdon. 

Following his promotion in I<)C>I to a 1st Class 
Engineership, he assumed th<� d1argcship of the 
\Vandsworth Section of London. He was 
responsible for much important \\·ork of a can
st ruction and maintenance ch:1 racter in modern
ising this area, including the provision of many 
miles of air-space paper-core ea hit's for the ser
\·ice of all the National Telephone Exchanges 
there. Later he took over the control of the 
Holborn External Section of the Cent ml London 
Area and from thence \\·as transferred to the 
Engineer-in-Chief's Office again. 

ln March, HJ! I, he was appointed to the 
South Eastern District as .\ssistant Sup<'rintend
ing Engineer, a post which he hdd for nearlv 18 
years . His former 1·xperiences of constru�tion 
works and maintenance nwthuds prO\·ed very 
valuablt' assets, for they enabled him to dt'al 
efficiently with tlw many difficulties he was 
called upon to dispose of, and to the credit of the 
district. 

During the lalt· \\'ar lw was appo inted P.O. 
Engineering advis1·r to thl' 2nd Army Hume 
Defrnct' . the Soutlwrn .\rim· and tlw Kent In
dependent Force, with the rank of Capt ain . He 
\ \·as also Brigade Signal Offin·r to the South 
London Volunteer Regiment . 

He \\·as educated at the ( 'lwster Diocesan 
Training Colleg<» wlwn· lw lirst lwcame in
t1·rested in t>lt'ctrical suhj1·cts. This interest 
lw kept going throug·ho11t his s1·r\"in�, keep
ing himsl'lf \\ell informed at all times of the 
changes and advancement of them, by reading, 
lectures and classes. This spirit he was always 
inculcating into the members of the Staff, 
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encouraging them tu extend their knowledge in 
every way open to them. Fur the l.P.0.E.E. 
he had a very warm attachment and was never 
weary in advocating its usefulness. 

All this, and much more, was testified to by 
many of his old colleagues who met at Croydon 
in December last to bid him " au revnir." The 
occasion \Vas used by the Superintending En
gineer, G. F. Greenham, Esq., in a happily
phrased speech, tu present �Ir. Price with a gold 
watch as a token uf esteem and regard, sub
scribed for by his many friends in the district. 

:\Ir. Price has left us in good health and vigour 

and with faculties as keen as ever, from which 
it can be deduced he will not " rust " in retire
ment. On the contrary, he is to take an active 
interest in motor cruising on an extensive plan, 
as skipper of the motor launch " Aloha Oe," in 
which he proposes to visit many of the rivers, 
creeks and canals of these islands and possibly 
continental ones as \veil. This is an excellent 
way of spending one's retirement and we feel 
sure he will enjoy it-he deserves to. \\Te 
sincerely hope he will and cordially \vish him 
" all the best " for a very long time to come. 

G. 

BOOK REVIEWS. 

" Electrical Transmission and Distribution." 
Edited by R. 0. Kapp, B.Sc. Sir Isaac 
Pitman & Sons. Volumes I. and II. 6/- each. 

These are the first two volumes of a series of 
eig·ht in which it is proposed to treat the problem 
of electrical transmission and distribution in its 
entirety. The book is divided into various sec
tions, each written by a specialist on the particu
lar subject dealt with. 

Volume I. deals with the construction, erec
tion and maintennnce of overhead lines and con
cludes with a section on distribution in rural 
areas. The matter is dealt with throughout in a 
rather popular manner, but the details regard
ing the construction of overhead lines are set out 
very clearly and the matter represents a very 
up-to-date summary of modern practice. The 
section dealing with " ;\laintenance " is written 
large] y from the view point of ·organization of 
tile work. The section dealing with " Distribu
tion in Rural Areas " is written by Mr. Burlase
l\Iatthews. It is not surprising to find that the 
views on the Cherhead Lines i\s�ociation are 
very prominent. 

V ulume II. deals '' ith pom�r cables. It is 

divided into four s<�ctions.entitled " ;\lanufacture 
of PU\n�r Cables,'' " Cable Laying l\lethods," 
" Underground Cables " and " Consumers' 
Connections." The first section gives a very 
complete outline of manufacturing methods, 
with many excellent photographs of works and 

plant of a type not usually shown in technical 
works. The second· section illustrates very 
clearly the various standard methods in use, to
gether with methods adopted in a number of 
unusual cases. �[an\ of the illustrations are 

easily recognisable, as examples of work by the 
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd. The 
third section deals with testing and maintenance. 
It contains a brief but very clear exposition of 
the problems of chemical and electrolytic corro-
sion. H.C. 

\\Te welcome the arrival of the tirst number 
of " Civil Service Arts l\Iagazine," which will 
be published quarterly, price sixpence. The 
editor, l\Jr. S. l\IcKechnie, assisted by a weighty 
and influential committee, has produced a very 
good number to begin \Yith, and it is understood 
there will be no lack of first rate material in the 
future. In the present issue Drama and Opera, 
Photography, Art, :\l usic as pursued and prac
tised in the Civil Service are adequately dealt 
with. 

Commissioned agents are wanted for the 
magazmc. Subscriptions sent direct to the 
Circulation ,\lanager, " Civil Service Arts 
;\IagazinP," Room 208, Treasury Chambers, 
\Vhitehall, S.\V.1, should be accompanied by 
sevenpence in stamps. Yearly subscriptions are 
invited. 
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STAFF CHANGES. 

STAFF CHANGES. 

POST OFFICE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 

PROMOTIONS. 

Grade. 

Deputy Sup tg. Engineer, London 
Di>tri ct. 

,\"istant Suptg. Engineer, London 
District. 

.\ssistant Staff Enginc<·r, Telephone 
Section, E.-in-C.0. 

.\ssistant Engineer, Bristol Section, 
S. \V. District. 

Assistant Engin<:cr, Li\·prpool lnt. 
South Lanes. District. 

Assistant Engineer Liyerpool External 
Section, S. Lanes. District. 

Chief Inspector, Testing Branch, 
London. 

Cnestablislwd Skilled Workmen. 
E.-in-C.O. 

Skilled \\"orkmen, Cla" !., London 
Engineering Distriot. 

" 
Skilled \Yorkman, Class II., 
London Engineeri ng District. 

Skilled \Yorkman, Class I., 
Radio Branch. 

Promoted to 

Suptg. Engincn London District. 

Deputy Suptg. Engineer, London 
District. 

Staff Engineer, Telep h one, Section, 
E.-in-C.0. 

Ext·cutiYt' Engineer, 's\\·ansea Section, 
S. \Vales District. 

Executive Engineer, Blackburn 
Section, :'11.W. District (vice '.\fr. 
R. C. Bal combc, transferred to 
Taunton, headquarters of a ne\\' 

section). 
Exccuti1·e Engineer, Liverpool 

External Section, S. Lanes. Dist. 
Assistant Engineer, T<»cting Branch 

Birmingham. 
Inspector, E.-in-C.0. 

I nspector, London Eng Di:ot 

" 

" 

" 

Date. 

To be fixed 
later. 

To be fixed 
later. 

21-12-28 

13-1-29 

'To be fixed 

later. 

Inspector, Radio Brandi. 

11 To 
" 
" be fixed 
" 

I! later. 
" 

I I •• 
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Gavett, C. \V. 
Hobson, J. \V. 
l\facDermott, C. N. 
Marsden, W. H. 
Crank, F. G. 
Turvey, G. H. 
Coleman, \V. L. A. 
Seymour, E. H. 
Sims, A. E. 
Ingram, C. P. 
Gilby, F. W. 
Gambier, J. E. 
Anderson, E. W. 
Couch, P. R. 
Sheriff, L. 
Chapman, R. H. 
Ellis, H. 0. 
Brock, P. R. \V. 
\Iissen, H. 
1\f::irkey, J. M. . .. 
Longmore, F. W. 
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Mcilroy, R., l.S.O. 
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Parvin, J . .. . 
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Kitchcman, S. 
Halmshmv, C. A. 
Hooper, C. F. . .. 

STAFF CHANG ES. 

APPOINTMENTS. 

From To 

Probationary Inspector E.-in-C.0. 
Probationary Inspector E.-in-C.O. 

Inspector, E.-in-C.O. 
" ,, 

Probationary Inspector, S. Mid. Dist. Inspector, S. i\lidlancl District. 
Probationary Inspector, Grimsby 

Radio. 
Inspector, Grimsby Radio. 

Probationary Inspector, Eastern Dist. lnspec•lor, Eastern District. 
Probation ary Inspector, London 

Engineering District. 
l nspector, London Engrg. Dist. 

Prohntionary ln'>p., S. Lanes. Dist. Inspector, S. Lanes. District. 
Probationary Insp., E.-in-C.0. 
Probationary lnsp., E.-in-C.0. 

Tnsp<·ctur, E.-in-C.0. 

Probationary lnsp., Lein. Engr. Dist. !11'pector, 
'
London En�rg. Dist. 

Probaotionary lnsp., S. West Dist. Inspector, S. \Vest District. 
Probationary lnsp., E.-in-C.0. T nspector, E.-in-C.0. 

Probation ary lnsp., Lein. E ngr. D ist. T nepPctor, London Engrg. Dist. 
Prohation :1ry I nsp., E.-in-C.0. T nspector, E.-in-C.0. 

Probationary I nsp., S. Enst Dist. I nspector, S. Ens-t District. 

TRANSFERS 

Rank. 

Executive Engineer 
Assistant Engineer 

Chief Inspector 
Inspector 

" 

N. E. District. 
London Engr. Dist rict. 

Scot. -\Vest. 
London Engr. Dis1. rict. 

Scot. East. 
E.-in-C.O. 

N. E. District. 
DPvizes Radio. 

N. Midland Dist. 
S. \Vest District. 

S. Lanes. District. 
S. \Vest District. 
N. Midland Dist. 

N. Midland Dist. 
S. West District. 
S. West District. 
S. West District. 

N. Wales. 
N. Wales. 

S. West Di.;trict. 
London Engr. District. 
London Engr. Dis•trict. 

Northern District. 
Northern Di>trkt. 

RBTIRBMENTS. 

Grade. 

Superintending Engineer. 
Staff Engineer. 

Assistant Suptg. Engineer. 
Executiv" Engineer. 

,, ,, 
ihsistant EnginrPr. 

,, ,. 
Chief Insp<:ctor. 

Inspector. 

To 

S. West District. 
E.-in-C.O. 

London Engr. Dist. 
E.-in-C.O. 

Northern District. 
Yfet. Police Dist. 
S. West District. 
Portishead Radio. 
Eastern District. 

London Engr. Dist. .. 
E.-in-C.O. 

Districts. 

London. 
E.-in-C.O. 

S. East. 
S. 'Vales. 

" 

" 

" 

Testing Branch. 
S. Midland. 

London. 
N. East. 

Testing Branch. 
S. Midland. 

S. Wales. 
S. Wales. 
N. East. 
N. East. 
S. East. 

77 

Date. 

l-1-29 

, __ ��e�--

1 
I 

27-1-29 
l-I0-28 

8-1-29 
13-1-29 

6-2-29 
1-1-29 
1-1-29 
1-2-29 

9- 12-28 
10-2-29 
10-2-29 
20-1-29 
27-1-29 
27-1-29 

3-2-29 
3-2-29 
3-2-29 
7-2-29 

ro-2-29 
ro-2-29 
I0-2-29 
ro-2-29 

3-3-29 
3-3-29 

Date. 

3 l-3-29 
31-3-29 

7-3-29 
15-2-29 
31-3-29 
24-3-29 

3 l-12-28 
31-1-29 
18-3-29 

17-12-28 
31-12-28 
31-12-28 
31-12-28 

5-1-29 
28-2-29 



Barker, A. J. 
Hill, P. W. R. 
King, I. 
Dowdall, F. F. 
Ashworth, J. 
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Stephenson, W. H. 
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Davidson, R. S . ... 
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Bate, F .... 
Aspden, S. C. 

• • •  I 

STAFF CHANGES. 

DEATHS. 

Grade. District. 

- - 1----- ------- --- ------ ----- -----

Chief Inspector. 

Inspector. 

CLERICAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
PROMOTIONS. 

From 

Testing Branch. 
S. West. 
London. 
London. 

S. Lanes. 

To 
1----

Acting Staff Officer. E.-in-C.O. 

First Cla�'s Clerk. E'.:in-C.O. 
Acting Executive. Officer E.-in-C.O. 

Clerical "officer E.-l�-C.O. 
Clerical Officer, London District. 
ClPrical Offic<:r, London District. 

Acting Executive Officer, E.in-C.O. 
Clerical Officer, N. Mid. District. 

Clerical Officer, E.-in-C.O. 

RETIRE�IENTS. 

Staff Officer, E.-in-C.O. 

Acting st
'
�rr Officer. E.-in-C.O. 

Executh·e Officer, E.-in-C.0. 

Acting Exe��t,tivc Offic�; E.-in-C.0. 
Higher Clerical, London District. 

Executiv� Officer, E'.-in-C.O. 
Executive Officer, E.-in-C.O. 

Acting Executive Officer. 

Date. 

28-1-29 
5-2-29 
5-2-29 

15-2-29 
23-2-29 

Date. 

3-1-29 
3 l-1-29 

3-1-29 
31-1-29 
31-1-29 
3 l-I-29 
22-9-28 
13-1-29 
13-1-29 
10-2-29 
10-2-29 
10-2-29 

Name. 

Simms, J. T. 
Swansborough, R. 
Copp, S . ... 

---1- Grade. 

Higher Clerical Office (Ireland, N .) 
Higher Clerical Officer (l.;0ndon District). 
Higher Clerical Officer (London District). 

Date. 

22-2-29 

Name. 
i 

----------------- 1-

APPOINTMENTS. 

31-3-29 
31-3-29 

Date. 

Manning, W. J .... To Executive Officer E.-in-C.0. from Open Competition. 
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